For maximum signal punch, using the maximum power permitted by the GPO—the KW600 Linear Amplifier is unbeatable; and can be driven by either the KW2000 or KW2000A, S.S.B. Transceivers.

KW2000 (90 watts) complete for only £173. PSU £32.
KW2000A (180 watts) complete for only £195. PSU £40.
KW600 Linear Amplifier, complete with PSU £115.

Available from stock

Illustration shows a smart and powerful station, the KW2000 and KW600 with PSU — styled in the new ‘G’ line. (Cabinets with lift-up inspection lids, handsomely finished in two-tone grey stoved-enamel.)

Contact Your Local Distributor

KW "Vanguard" Transmitter
Chas. H. Young Ltd. — Birmingham. L Hardy — Aberdeen.
J.A. Tweedy Ltd. — Chesterfield. Peter Seymour Ltd. — Hull.

K.W. Electronics Ltd., 1 Heath Street, Dartford, Kent
Phone: Dartford 25574 Cables: Kaydblew, Dartford
AND IT'S JUST 6" WIDE

The TMR-5 designed specifically for the discerning Amateur enthusiast is a full specification, total transistor, Communication Receiver. It covers 1.8-2 Mc/s., 3.5-3.8 Mc/s., 1.8-3.8 Mc/s. and B.C. Band. The 1-8-3.8 Mc/s. range can be used as a tunable I.F. for a Mk. FIVE 4m., 2m., or 70cm. Converter. The addition of one or all of these Converters makes the TMR-5 a VHF-UHF Receiver. The Mk. FIVE Converters clip on the TMR-5 rear panel.


Thinking of Buying a Side-band TX, RX, or Transceiver? Then Wait!

GREEN 2M20

Transistorised 2m. Transmitter. With 4m., 23cm. and 70cm. extension facilities. 230v. AC or 12v. DC operation. QV03-20A P.A. 20/50 watt input. We hope soon to clear the backlog of orders for the 2M20 when it will be available from stock. Write for details.

2M1000 & 70CM1000 AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

We are the Antenna People

RANTER

V-3 Jr. 14 Element 2 Metre Beam.

New Polystyrene Rope. ½-ton breaking strain.

All Antenna accessories, Rotators, Coax, Wire, Towers, etc.

Indicator S.W.R. will handle 10-500 watts continuously.
MORE TITLES
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNA
HANDBOOK. 157 pages  24/-
(by H. D. Hooton, W6YTH)

AMATEUR RADIO
(by F. G. Rayer, G3OGR)

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO
(Newnes)

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
COLOUR TELEVISION
(Newnes)

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
ELECTRONICS
15/6

DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS
(Penguin Books)

ELECTRICAL HOBBIES
(Collins)

ELEMENTS OF RADIO
ENGINEERING
(Cleaver-Hume)

HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS. 157 pages  24/-
(Sams)

HANDBOOK OF HAM RADIO
CIRCUITS
(by W9CGA)

INTRODUCTION TO VALVES
(Iffie's)

RADIO ASTRONOMY FOR
AMATEURS. 220 pages  26/6
(by Frank Hyde)

REMOTE CONTROL BY RADIO
(Philips)

RADIO & ELECTRONIC HOBBIES
(by F. C. Judd, G2BCX)

SHOP & SHACK SHORTCUTS
(by W6TNS)

SHORT WAVE AMATEUR RADIO
(by PA0HH, Philips Technical
Library)

TECHNICAL TOPICS FOR THE
RADIO AMATEUR
(R.S.G.B.)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET : LONDON, S.W.1
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SUPERPIGMY FILTEROLOGY
(or how to get yourself a good miniature crystal filter)
At last a miniature crystal filter of outstanding specifications to fit your available space without emptying your pocket.

THE K.V.G.
XF-9A & XF-9B MINIATURE CRYSTAL FILTERS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED IN WESTERN GERMANY ESPECIALLY FOR S.S.B. APPLICATIONS

Check these outstanding specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>XF-9A</th>
<th>XF-9B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (-6 dB)</td>
<td>2.5 kc/s.</td>
<td>2.4 kc/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape factor</td>
<td>6 : 50 dB, 1 : 1.7</td>
<td>6 : 60 dB, 1 : 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop band attenuation</td>
<td>&gt; 45 dB</td>
<td>&gt; 80 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>1.05&quot; x 1.42&quot; x 0.75&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre frequency</td>
<td>9.0 Mc/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery: Immediate.
Application notes supplied with each unit.
Price (including 2 subminiature carrier crystals and sockets)
Write or phone for data sheet XF-9A £15.15.0 XF-9B £19.19.0

KW EQUIPMENT NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

KW2000 transceiver, £173, p.s.u., £32
KW Veepa transmitter, £110, p.s.u. £35
KW2000A transceiver, £195, p.s.u. £60
KW600 linear amplifier, £115
KW Match Mk. II SWR bridge, £8.10.0 P.P. 2/-
KW Low pass filter 52 or 75 ohm (state BBC channel), £4.4.0
KW High pass filter, 18/6.
KW Multiband trap dipole with 75ft. feeder, £8; with 97ft. feeder, £8.10.0
Set of Traps and T-piece only, £3.7.6

NATIONAL TRANSCEIVER NCX5 MKII

* complete 10-80 metre station.
* 200 watts PEP SSB/CW, 100 watts AM.
* Digital frequency read-out.
* Solid state VFO.
* 2.8 kc/s. filter shape factor 6 : 60 dB, 1 : 1.7.
* Receiver sensitivity 0.5 µV for 10 dB S/N on SSB.
* Calibration : 100 cycles on all bands.
Price : £235.10.1
NCX-A power supply/speaker console, £48.9.11

BARGAIN
Woden UM2 modulation transformers (60 watts of audio), 85/- P.P. 5/6

POLYSWITCH CO-AXIAL SWITCHES
SIMPLIFY YOUR R.F. SWITCHING

Power rating : 2000 watts PEP SSB/CW.
Current rating : 5 amps maximum.
Impedance : 50-75 ohms.
VSWR : less than 1.2 : 1 over the range DC—100 Mc/s.
Dimensions : diameter 3½".
MODEL PS750 single pole, 5 positions, £6.15.0
MODEL PS751 two poles, 2 positions, £5.19.0
MODEL PS752 single pole, 2 positions, £5.14.0
Write or phone for data sheet

JOYSTICKS
Joystick de luxe ..... £5.5.0
Joystick standard ..... £4.4.0
Joymatch, type 3 tuner, for receiving 2.5.0
Joymatch, type 3 tuner, for transmitting ..... 10.0

DIGITAL CLOCK FOR THE SHACK
Features a precision synchronous motor. 220/260 volts, 50 cycles. £9.19.6
Write for leaflet.

BRIAN J. AYRES & CO.
8 HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19

100 yards from Wimbledon station Tel.: WIMbledon 6063 Open Monday to Saturday, 9 a.m.—6 p.m.
Free INSIDE EVERY COPY!

24-PAGE BOOKLET TRANSISTOR GUIDE
Shows at-a-glance essential details of all the commonly available types of transistors. Plus near equivalents.

ALSO 4 ELECTRONIC AIDS FOR THE MOTORIST
Step-by-step instructions for building:
- AUTOMATIC PARKING LIGHT
- REV COUNTER
- INDICATOR UNIT
- THIEF ALARM

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
100 Kc/s. R.C.A. ... 15/-
500 Kc/s. R.C.A. ... 15/-
100 X 1000 Kc/s ... 22/6
1000 Kc/s. HC/6U ... 25/-
27-255 Kc/s. HC/6U ... 15/-

NEW 1966
16 Page Illustrated
List of Valves, Transistors, Crystals, Rectifiers, Zeners, etc. 1/-
Post Paid.

HENRYS RADIO Ltd
303 EGDWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
CATALOGUE
NEW 150
PAGE fully illustrated
CATALOGUE
6/- post paid
With discount
vouchers worth
6/- when used

HENRYS RADIO Ltd
PAD 1008/9
Mon-Sat. 9-6 p.m.
Thurs. 9-1 p.m.

TELECOM MK. II
Pocket size. V.H.F. 118-136 Mc/s
AIRCRAFT-BAND TRANSISTOR RECEIVER
complete with telescopic aerial, loudspeaker and battery
£26.0.0
carr. paid in U.K.

BRITEC LIMITED
17 Charing Cross Road
London, WC2.
WHITEHALL 3070

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
Appointed Northern Agents for KW Electronics Ltd.
Full KW range now in stock.
KW VESPA £110 Ac PSU £25.
KW 2000 £173 Ac PSU £23.
KW 2000A £195 Ac PSU £40.
KW 600 Linear £115.

CODAR EQUIPMENT
AT5 tx £16/10/0.
AT5 Ac PSU £8/10/0.
AT5 Mobile PSU £11/5/0.
AT5 Control unit £2/7/6.
CR70A Communications Receiver £19/10/0.
Eddystone, National, Eagle, and Lafayette equipment.
AR88D's £45, £40, £35.
G & D CTX2 Tx unused £2/12/0.
New, HA350 75 gns.
SR550 £60.
SR600 95 gns.
Shure 201 microphones £4/5/0.
Eagle 200c and 100c microphones in stock.

HP terms arranged. Part exchanges. SAE enquiries.
70, PRIORY ROAD, LIVERPOOL 4
(ANField 3141)
"It Really Works" WA5LEM

Joystick

ANTENNAE SYSTEMS FOR TX AND SWL

The Joystick Systems really do work—much to the surprise of many people. Sceptics have tried to explain away the success stories by saying that it is just the feeder which is radiating. Have they tried working across the pond on just 8 ft. of feeder? It is no good going on about it! We at Partridge Electronics are keeping 'mum' on why it works and our patent applications are firmly filed!

CQ Magazine, December '65
(extracts from readers' letters)

"I bought a Joystick antenna from Partridge Electronics Ltd., in England and believe you me, your recommendation wasn't far off. I live in an apartment complex in New York and I tried window verticals, an indoor doublet and a few other configurations. When I got the Joystick I was skeptical. But after hooking it up I was amazed. The other antennas I had tried in a particular location were far below the Joystick's performance. I was allowed to mount it on the top of the building (which I did with a special bracket I made) and when I hooked it up to the matching network supplied by Partridge I was able with my KEM-2 to work Europe without the difficulty I had before . . ."

"If you are up high enough the antenna will operate (especially at 15-20) as well as the well known 3 element beam with which we compared it. The tests were 'operational not theoretical!' We find that if we can hear 'em we can work 'em...and in most cases with a 100 watts input."

There is now a whole range of Joystick Systems—made to match your QTH, your rig, and your pocket. The SYSTEMS cover TX/RX, SWL, indoor and outdoors, mobile and even a new JOYMAST! Made only in the finest materials the SYSTEMS are reliable and permanent.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
SUPERB LAFAYETTE AMATEUR EQUIPMENT

HA.350 10-80 METRE AMATEUR RECEIVER

A high receiver. Dual conversion with mechanical filter. 12 valves, crystal controlled oscillator, detector, 100v. crystal calibrator, crystal R.F.O., A.M., 5" meter, rocklike stability. Brand new and guaranteed. 75 gns. S.A.E. for full details.

HA.35 DE LUXE GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER.


HA.35 AIRCRAFT RECEIVER

108-136 M.c/s. High selectivity and sensitivity, incorporates 2 R.F. stages including 6C944 Nuviator. 8 tubes for 11 stage performance, solid state power supply, crystal controlled tuning control, slide rule dial, built-in 4" speaker and front panel phone jack, 220/240v. AC. Supplied brand new and guaranteed. £19/7/6 carriage 10/-

PRECISION MECHANICAL FILTER

As used in HA.350 Receiver. For perfect selectivity. For 455 k.c/s. I.F. provides 60 db attenuator at 2-5 k.c. Complete and guaranteed £9/19/6 post paid.

NUVISITOR GRID DIAPHRAGM

Compact true one hand operation. Frequency range 175-180 M.c/s. 210v. AC operation. Supplied complete with all coils and instructions. £12/10/- carriage 7/6. TM-59er "5" METER


DE LUXE V.F.O.

5 bands covering 80-10 meters. Employ high "Q" series tuned Clapp Osc. High output of 10-20 volts to drive any TX. Large slide rule dial. Dual impendence switch. 50 M.c/s. to 22 M.c/s. covered. 5" meter. Complete with all instructions. 50/6.

TRANSISTORISED FIELD STRENGTH METER

3 bands, 25 to 57 M.c/s., permits easy tune up for maximum reception. Phone jack to monitor audio. 200µA meter cal. 0-10. Supplied complete with battery, telescopic aerial. £6/19/6 each. P.P. 2/6.

CODAR AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

MAIN LONDON STOCKISTS

CR.70A GENERAL COVERAGE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

7 valves. 550 k.c/s.-30 M.c/s. ONLY £19/10/-

A.T.S. TRANSmitter

160 and 80 metres. 12 watts. ONLY £16/10/-

NEW T.28 2 BAND 160/80 metre Transistor Receiver .... £15 10 0

Postage extra

P.R.30 Preselctor ... £5 10 0

P.R.30X Self powered ... £7 4 0

R.Q.10 "Q" Multiplier ... £6 13 0

R.Q.10X Self powered ... £8 0 0

A.T.S. Antenna Switching Unit ... £2 7 6

C.C.40 Station Control Unit ....... £6 10 0

Postage extra

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Phone : GERRARD 8204/9155
Cables : SMITHEX LESQUARE

OPEN
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
EVEiy DAY
MON. to SAT.

STAR SR.40 AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

New crystal controlled triple conversion de luxe 80-10 metre Amateur Transceiver. Excessively high sensitivity, selectivity and stability. Special features include 3 I.F. stages, crystal controlled oscillator, 4 section I.C. filter, 5" meter, B.F.O., A.M., 1200 kc.s. crystal calibrator, etc. Supplied brand new and guaranteed, 95 Gns. S.A.E. for full details.

SWAN-350 10-80 METRE

Amateur Transceiver

The most reliable complete transceiver available to the amateur yet. 5 bands—400 watts P.E.P. Price complete with AC supply/speaker console, £290. S.A.E. for brochure. Appointed London Agents.

GREEN EQUIPMENT

APPOINTED LONDON AGENT

VESPA TRANSMITTER

10-160 metres SSB, CW and AM. £110. Power supply £25.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

KW 600 Linear Amp. £113

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS


Discounts for quantity. Available as follows.

Type MK. 38P. 1/2" 2/6 square fronts.

500µA 22/6 1/2 A DC 22/6 1/2 A AC 22/6

500µA 22/6 2/6 A DC 22/6 2/6 A AC 22/6

500µA 22/6 5/6 A DC 22/6 5/6 A AC 22/6

500µA 22/6 3 A DC 22/6 3 A AC 22/6

500µA 22/6 7 A DC 22/6 7 A AC 22/6

Larger sizes available - send for lists

ILLUMINATED "5" METER

1/2" 3/4" square. Cal. in 5 units. 6v. 200µA meter, 5/6. P.P. 3/6. 2 3/4" 800v. P.I.V. 500 mA...

NATIONAL H.R.O. COILS

Complete set of 9 general coverage coils covering 50 kc/s. to 30 M.c/s. 10 gns. Carr. 5/-

P.C.R.2. RECEivers

Model D.A-1. Transistorised ised fully automatic electronic keyer

230v A.C. or Battery ..... £16/0/-

P.P. 6/-, also Precision automatic bug keys. £10/- P.P. 3/6

NATIONAL H.R.O. DIALS

Brand new. 27/6 P.P. 1/6.

SILICON RECTIFIERS

200 P.V. 200 mA ...... 2/-

400v. P.V. 3 amp ...... 7/6

600v. P.V. 500 mA ...... 7/6

500v. P.V. 500 mA ...... 7/6

400v. P.V. 500 mA ...... 7/6

500v. P.V. 500 mA ...... 7/6

75v. P.V. 1 lamp ...... 7/6

100v. P.V. 165 mA ...... 7/6

Discount for quantities. Post extra.

TRANSFORMER

200/250v. Primary. 600-0-600v. 250mA. 6.3v. 2amp 4v. 7amp 39/6, Carr. 5/-

NATIONAL H.R.O. COILS

Complete set of 9 general coverage coils covering 50 kc/s. to 30 M.c/s. 10 gns. Carr. 5/-


Also Available at: 10/-, 20/-, 39/6, Carr. 5/-

OPEN
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
EVEiy DAY
MON. to SAT.
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E. & O. E.
A new concept in V.H.F. or 160m Mobileering

- EASILY INSTALLED
- SIZE 12" x 4½" x 7"
- SINGLE BAND UNIT
- 12 VOLT DC OPERATION
- HIGH LEVEL MODULATION
- PUSH TO TALK OPERATION

Complete — only Mic. and Aerial needed.

COMMUNICATOR 2 144-146 Mc/s £69.
COMMUNICATOR 4 70-1-70-7 Mc/s £69.
COMMUNICATOR 160 160m £64.

Write for illustrated leaflet.

 ALSO AVAILABLE — TW-2 10w. Tx. with high level mod., companion mains P.S.U. TW Nuvistor Converter.

TW70 CM A2531 Converter. Solid state Converters. 2 metre and 160 metre Mobile Receivers. TW Top Bander 10w. Tx. 2 metre Solid State V.F.O.

15, GILBERT STREET • ENFIELD • MIDDLESEX

Waltham Cross 26638

Z & I AERO SERVICES LTD.
Head Office: 44a, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2.
Retail Branch (Open every day Saturday): 55, TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1. Tel.: LANgham 8403

Please send all correspondence and Mail orders to the Head Office.

When ordering by Mail please include 2/- in £ for packing and postage. No C.O.D. orders accepted.

SEMI-CONDUCTORS

Send for leaflets with prices and short characteristics of transistors, diodes, silicon and germanium rectifiers, etc. Full list on request.

HEADPHONES

DIN, Low Impedance, balanced armature. Earpieces can be used as sound powered Microphones, 10 /-. CHR, High Impedance (2000 /- per inas), 15 /-. No. 10 Assembly: Moving Coil Headphones with moving coil Hand Microphone fitted with press-to-talk switch. Rubber earpads.

CARD TERMINATION WITH ARMY TYPE 6-POINT MOLDED CONNECTOR. Low Impedance.

Brand new, 20 /- each. Small quantity available of second-hand assemblies, checked, in perfect order. 8/- each. P.P. 3/- per set.

MINIATURE TRANSISTOR

TYPE IF COILS

Set of three 465 km, miniature IF transformers wound on Ferrite Cores, 10 /-. P.P. 1/-. FERRITE ROD AERIALS

PW/FR for LW/PW piece at copper, 5" rod, 8 /-. RAZ2W for LW/PW Transistors with aerial coupling. 13 /-. Ferrite Rods only 4" dia. x 6" long, 1 /-.

L2A POT CORE ASSEMBLY

Complete with coil former. For use up to 100 kc/s. Max. Q", at 80 kc/s. 75 euros for 1MHz, 7 A, P.P. 9/-.

PHOTOCELL TYPE GS16

Carbol Umfilament Side on Anode HT 1000, 1000 /- 1.0 V, D.C. and A.C. voltage ranges 0-100 to 200-500-1,000-20,000. D.C. current 500-1000-5000 mA. Resistance ranges 12 to 2,0000, 200,000. Brand new, 1 1/2.

Z-1 ELECTRONICS

plane wave, 10-20 Mw., 20 /-. P.P. 1/-.
Mobile

Even old bones can feel the stirrings of Spring and in the context of Amateur Radio activities — now covering such an immense field, with so many specialised interests, that we are hard put to it to find enough space to do them all justice — Spring means that many a keen amateur’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of Mobile. But it is also clear that a certain amount of re-thinking is called for on the Mobile front.

In the first place, even now not enough attention is being paid to safety; this does not only mean driving or operating safely, but applies to ungainly LF whip fitments. Many of these are far too long, with loading coils that are too big and mountings not sufficiently secure. While rough-and-ready hay-wiring inside the home station is a matter for the personal judgement of the operator concerned, when out on the road it becomes a matter of the convenience of other people — to say nothing of aesthetic considerations.

Secondly, it seems high time that, for amateur /M working, a move should be made away from Top Band. While a fair proportion of mobiles are on two metres, it is obvious that far more use could be made of ten metres for mobile operation. This band is well suited for short-haul working at the sort of ranges now being obtained on 160 metres — moreover, a much simpler and far less obtrusive aerial system is involved. And a very good band for /M-DX is 15 metres, which again presents no serious aerial problem.

Thirdly, it can be said that, in general, the neatest installations are the safest, as well as being the most efficient. This is not necessarily true in every case, nor does it follow that all the rather rough jobs one can see at Rallies are unsafe or ineffective — but where trouble has been taken in putting the equipment together, usually it will be found that proper attention has also been paid to the requirements of efficiency with safety.

With the large number of U.K. amateurs now licensed /M — getting on for 20% of the total of licences in issue — it is a reasonable certainty that given the weather, the local organisation and adequate advance publicity, this season’s Rally events will draw larger attendances than ever before.

World-Wide Communication
BEGINNER'S RECEIVING SYSTEM FOR 70 CENTIMETRES

ADAPTING A TV TUNER UNIT WITH TELEVISION RECEIVER AS IF/AF AMPLIFIER

S. J. BIRKHILL (G8AKQ-G6ABK/T)

THIS article describes a receiving system for the 432 mc (70-centimetre) band, requiring little setting-up, and costing hardly more than £3.

There must be many VHF enthusiasts who are anxious to receive on 70 cm., but who are discouraged by the difficulty in building a converter giving adequate performance, and by the high price of advertised equipment. However, as shown here, a commercial UHF Band IV/V (BBC-2 type) tuner can be modified to cover 430 mc, giving a signal/noise performance superior to that of crystal mixer type converters. When headed by a transistor, e.g., AF139, pre-amplifier, and fed into the IF strip of a standard 405-line TV receiver, the sensitivity is as good as any commercial 70 cm. converter into a tunable narrow-band IF/AF amplifier when used with the same transistor pre-amp.

The drawback of using a TV Rx as the main receiver, with perhaps 200 kc of sound bandwidth, is the noticeable lack of selectivity when many stations are on the band, e.g., during openings. It was felt necessary, however, to use the TV Rx, as injection of the IF into a narrow-band receiver of the conventional communications type would be difficult due to the relatively poor stability of the oscillator in the tuner—and would also defeat the object of simplicity. Nevertheless, on the writer's receiver, strong signals within 100 kc can be separated, and this is no problem when working locals, using a directional aerial. At this bandwidth, no drift can be detected.

Choice of TV Rx

Many amateur operators will already have a spare TV, but second-hand 14in. or 17in. sets can be obtained of the conventional commercial type very cheaply. A set with three IF stages sound and vision (one or two stages may be common to both) should be chosen, so as to give enough gain. It must have 34-38 mc IF, i.e., not be earlier than about 1954. Flywheel sync. is a great advantage on weak TV signals, but some types of line flywheel circuits give unstable lock on amateur pictures using the simpler types of pulse generator. The writer uses the Bush TV62 receiver series, these having a good flywheel sync. arrangement, as well as high gain, and are ideal for modification.

The output from the tuner is fed into the TV Rx at IF (38 mc) and not on Band I, as the latter arrangement would give reversal of the sound and vision carriers from amateur TV stations using simultaneous transmission. The switching arrangement shown in Fig. 1 below gives selection of VHF or UHF tuner, switching the IF output and tuner HT supply. The valve heaters are connected into the series chain, adjacent to those of the VHF tuner.

UHF Tuner

The generally available BBC-2 tuners are all suitable for modification, although some can be more easily converted. Fig. 2 shows the circuit of the Mullard AT 6360/02, which is representative of most models. These have four half-wave lines, tuned by a 4-gang capacitor. (Some models have 3-gang tuning.) Padder condensers are mounted to chassis from the valve end of the lines, with trimmers across the tuning gang. The padders (C1, C2, C3 and C4 in Fig. 2) are the only ones to need adjusting (see opposite).

Retuning and Setting Up

The tuner should be connected to the TV and a rise in noise observed, the local BBC-2 (if available where you are) being receivable on the appropriate channel. The main tuning gang should be fully meshed, and then the padders are carefully tuned LF (screw slug inward), beginning with the oscillator (C4). As soon as the tuner noise begins to fall off, it should be re-peaked by tuning down the other three padders, before continuing with the oscillator adjustment. If no signal generator is available, the 3rd harmonic of a two-metre Tx can be used as a band marker. If the padders reach maximum capacitance before 427 mc is tuned (depending on make of tuner) a small ceramic fixed capacitor, of

![Diagram of switching between VHF (original) and UHF (70cm) tuners.](image-url)
equal capacity to the padder, must be shunted across each one. The leads to these should not be longer than a quarter-inch.

When the band is reached, final adjustment of the padders is best done on a weak 70 cm. signal, although ignition noise gives a good indication of optimum tuning, if near a road. A slow-motion drive and dial should be fitted to the tuning shaft, and the tuner and switch mounted through the side of the cabinet. Suitable dial calibration would be 1 mc points from 430 to 440 mc, with sub-divisions in the range 432-434 mc.

Safety Considerations

Due to the “live chassis” technique used in almost all TV receivers, the importance must be emphasised of ensuring the correct polarity of mains connection, and avoiding exposed chassis-connected metal parts in the finished Rx. This includes the coaxial aerial socket, which must be fitted with the appropriate isolating components (Fig. 2).

If it is desired to earth the chassis, a suitable mains isolating transformer can be used.

Improvements

A transistor pre-amp. gives appreciable signal-noise improvement. No more than one stage of pre-amplification should be necessary, as the system has a very high gain. Gain at IF can be enhanced by using frame-grid valves, EF183 and EF184, in place of the EF80’s, with suitable bias adjustment. The vision IF should not be peaked, as the degradation of picture quality is not worth the extra gain.

If desired, the VHF tuner in the TV set itself can be modified (by simple adjustment of the coils) to cover the 2m. and 4m. bands—but on these ranges the lack of selectivity is a major problem, due to the high-power transmissions in adjacent radio-telephone bands.

Results

This system as described here has been used successfully by the writer since early 1965. Several local amateurs have also modified tuners on the same lines and have received pictures from the writer’s QTH, good pictures being obtained at up to 40 miles, under normal conditions. This has also enabled local two-metre stations to work G8AKQ cross-band, with TV sets in use at both ends. AT G6ABK/T, amateur TV has been received consistently at up to 75 miles under normal conditions—and EDX has been worked on 430 mc—using no other Rx.

With the increasing activity on 70 cm. it is hoped this article will suggest a simple means of getting started on the band before progressing to more ambitious types of receiver.

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED

We are asked by G3NRU to mention that, in connection with a Scout Rally station to be established in Buckinghamshire for the weekend July 23-24, the loan of gear and operator assistance would be very much appreciated. The station is to be at R.A.F. Halton, near Aylesbury, and the address for getting in touch is: D. Foster, G3NRU, Alma, Grigg Lane, Headcorn, Ashford, Kent. He will be glad to give full details of the event.
DISCUSSING SINGLE SIDEBAND
MORE ABOUT FILTERS FOR SSB
— COMMERCIAL AND HOME-CONSTRUCTED TYPES —
THE COLLINS AND THE KOKUSAI
— THE BRUSH CLEVITE —
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Part IV

B. A. WATLING (G3RNL)

This series was started in our issue for December last, with Parts II and III in January and February.—Editor.

Before going on, it must be explained that in Part I, p.596, December, in the right-hand column for “10 watts” read “100 watts.” And on p.598, it should be pointed out that slow-motion drive on the variable pitch control is not really necessary.

In Part II, Fig. 11, p.662, January, the connection from the two 01 µF condensers should be through the primary of a transformer, with the secondary to Fc. And on p.664, January, D1, D2 in the main circuit diagram should be connected to show reverse polarity.

Then, as regards the caption to Fig. 17 on p.664, Part II, in fact any other arrangement might not “do as well”—because to get good carrier suppression it is advisable to keep the filter and balanced modulator sections as far in line, and to have the carrier generator as far from the filter amplifier as possible, with screening as shown.

Now to proceed. Last time, LF home brew filters were described. If you don’t like the idea of making one (although you can be assured that it can be quite simple) then there are available commercial filters at reasonable prices—see p.79 for three types evaluated at G3RNL, two of which are mechanical (Kokusai and Collins) the other being a new type of filter using the piezo-electric effect of ceramics and provided by the Brush Clevite Company.

Mechanical filters are very popular these days because of their small size and excellent bandpass characteristics. Some people, however, have been heard to say that they would “never use a mechanical filter even if they were paid to”! They maintain that the quality of signal from a mechanical filter Tx is inferior to that using a crystal filter rig. When listening on the air one tends to agree with these opinions, but the reason for the generally inferior quality signal is usually because of the wrong positioning of the carrier crystal with respect to the passband. The sides can be very steep; therefore, slight wrong positioning of the carrier further down

...
Fig. 3. Actual curve plotted for a Kokusai mechanical filter Type MF455-10K. This follows almost exactly the curve drawn from the information given on the data sheet.

The lowest frequency is the important one regarding audio quality and should not be any higher than 300 c/s. The correct carrier positioning should therefore be 300 c/s beyond the 6 dB points.

Referring again to Fig. 2 and the sideband attenuation on USB for the two carrier positions shown: It will be seen that the difference is marginal but the audio response for fc1 is about 475 c/s to 3-975 kc, compared with 300 c/s to 3-8 kc for fc2. For LSB the difference is even more marked, fc2 being the correct figures of 300 c/s to 3-8 kc, with fc1 being about 750 c/s to 4-25 kc.

From such figures one can appreciate the opinions of operators who say that they would “never use a mechanical filter.” However, it is certain that they would not be able to tell the difference between mechanical and crystal filters with identical characteristics and the carriers positioned correctly. In fact, the writer is prepared to bet on it!

At Fig. 3 is shown the response of a Kokusai MF455-10K filter. This particular specimen is an excellent example of its type. Don’t expect them all to be quite as good as this one, but even the worst unit can produce a very good signal.

One of the filters in use at G3RNL at present is a Kokusai MF455-10CK which has recently become available in this country. It is a little more expensive than the other type but is far superior as regards temperature stability. The plot of this filter, together with its sideband attenuation figures, is shown in Fig. 4 opposite.

### Mechanical Factors

It is interesting to consider how these mechanical filters work. They comprise several metal discs resonant (physically) at the passband frequency. In order to make these discs vibrate the electrical signal must be converted into a mechanical movement. Any device which changes one form of energy to another is called a transducer and the type used in the Kokusai mechanical filter is a piece of quartz. We all know that when energised at its resonant frequency, a piece of quartz will vibrate. This mechanical movement is transmitted to the resonant discs by means of a coupling rod. The conversion process at the output is inverted to provide an electrical output. Fig. 5 shows the circuit of a Kokusai mechanical filter. You will note that the input impedance at the resonant frequency is high (the actual figures are not quoted; the only reference is that they have less impedance than an IF transformer), while the DC resistance between the input terminals is low, about 1-8 ohms. This means we cannot follow a two-diode shunt-fed balanced modulator directly with the filter firstly because the output impedance of the balanced modulator is low, and secondly (the really prohibitive reason), because the low input resistance of the filter will short circuit the audio.

Fig. 6 shows the arrangement for using this filter in the sideband generator described on p.664 of the January issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. An alternative method of feeding this filter is to follow the balanced modulator with a valve amplifier and fit the mechanical filter in its anode circuit. Fig. 7 shows the circuit for this arrangement.
Fig. 5. Diagram to show the general arrangement of the Kokusai range of mechanical filters.

Fig. 6. Showing how a Kokusai mechanical filter can be used to follow a shunt-fed balanced modulator.

Fig. 7. Another method of using the Kokusai filters in a Sideband transmitter.

An Alternative Design

The other manufacturer of mechanical filters available in this country is Collins. The transducer elements are of a different type to those used by Kokusai. They rely on a phenomenon called magnetostriction, meaning the effect of some magnetic materials have to change length as a result of being placed in a varying magnetic field. This mechanical movement is transmitted to discs, and at the output end the process is reversed to provide an electrical output. Fig. 8 shows the make up of the Collins range of mechanical filters.

Many types are available in the Collins range. However, one particular type, namely F455-FA-21, has been developed as a low-cost filter specifically for the amateur market. Unfortunately, the writer has not yet had the opportunity of evaluating the performance of this filter, so only some specifications available from the data sheet can be quoted. Table I lays these out (see below).

These Collins types are a little more expensive than the Kokusai range, but it is understood that price reductions are imminent. The size of the Collins F455-FA-21 is 2\frac{1}{8} in. long, slightly more than half-an-inch wide by \frac{1}{8} in. high, and it can be plugged into three-pin transistor sockets.

The type of Collins filter checked out at G3RNL was the F455-H-31, as shown in Fig. 1. This retails somewhat higher than the amateur filter, at about £21. The specifications quote centre frequency of 455 kc \pm 0.5; 6 dB bandwidth 3 kc nominal; 60 dB bandwidth 6.5 kc maximum, and a maximum top of the passband ripple of 3 dB. Fig. 9 is an actual plot of the specimen worked over at G3RNL. The only criticism the writer has of this particular filter is that the input and output pins are very close together and therefore screening is a little awkward. This can be overcome though and the filter's small size makes it very attractive.

The smallest and most remarkable filter tested is the Brush Clevite ceramic ladder device. Fig. 1 shows its size in comparison to the other two. Various types are made with bandwidths varying from 2 kc to 45 kc with a centre frequency of 455 kc \pm 1 kc. The particular specimen suitable for use in amateur SSB work is the TL-2D5A, which has a minimum bandwidth at the 6 dB points of 2 kc and a maximum bandwidth at 60 dB of 5.2 kc. The input impedance is 1.5K, the maximum ripple 3 dB, with an insertion loss of 10 dB. Fig. 10 shows the plot of the one used at G3RNL for some time.

The steepness of the sides and hence the theoretical sideband attenuation figures are quite remarkable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample of specifications for the Collins Mechanical Filter type F455-FA-21 produced for the amateur market.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 dB Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 dB Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of passband ripple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonating Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious Response Attenuation (440 kc to 470 kc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Input Voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shunt feed is necessary to eliminate DC through transducer coils which would alter filter characteristics.
Fig. 1. Three of the commercial filters discussed in the article.

Fig. 8. The physical arrangement of a Collins mechanical filter.
Thinking About HF Filters

Let us now consider HF filter design. If you remember from the February issue, the design of a crystal filter required that the resonant and antiresonant frequencies of two crystals had to be juggled about to provide a flat top and steep sides for a filter. It was shown that because the two resonant frequencies were so close together with LF crystals these had to be shunted with an inductor to produce another resonant frequency. With HF filters this is not necessary as the poles and zeros are spaced such that the bandwidth of the filter will be acceptable for SSB use. Fig. 11 shows how a two-section filter is derived. Fig. 11 (A) shows a standard half-lattice configuration, while (B) shows two sections turned around and cascaded: (C) shows two sections again, the first back-to-front while the second section is back-to-back with the first and inductively coupled. This is easily evolved into (D) where the coupling inductor L is untuned and centre tapped, its inductance being made so high as to not resonate anywhere near for its size. Matching into the circuit was no problem; in fact, the output of the shunt-fed balanced modulator was fed straight into the filter, the output of which went to the grid of the filter amplifier via a 500 \( \mu \)F capacitor.

**Fig. 9.** The curve and Sideband attenuation figures for a Collins mechanical filter Type F455-H-31. This is as plotted by the author.

**Fig. 10.** The plotted passband of a Brush Clevite ceramic ladder filter Type TL-2DSA. This is a particularly interesting design of mechanical filter — see text.

**Fig. 11.** The derivation, from (A) to (D), of the most common form of HF crystal filter in use— that is, two half-lattice sections back-to-back, as shown in (D).
Fig. 12. The method of winding the coil L on a ferrite ring for use in the HF crystal filter shown in Fig. 11 (D).

Fig. 13. A half-lattice HF crystal filter. X2 should be about 1.7 kc higher in frequency than X1. Coil L is wound on a ferrite ring as described in the text — and see Fig. 12.

the passband of the filter. The important point about L is that the coupling between sections must be very high. It can be a standard coil wound on a core but an easier method with more consistent results is to use a core of ferrite. A ferrite ring is the most popular choice. The coil should be bifilar wound as shown in Fig. 12. About 30 to 40 turns (60-80 total) is required, but this is not at all critical providing the coil does not resonate near the passband. The pole-zero spacing of the crystals for a bandwidth of 3 kc should be about 1.7 kc. However, the important thing is to get the parallel resonant frequency of the lower crystal to line up with the series resonant frequency of the higher one. Exact coincidence will provide a flat top to the passband. Differences of 100 c/s or so will produce a dip in the centre of about 3 dB which is acceptable. The carrier frequency again should be placed 300 c/s beyond the 6 dB point and will come out very close, probably within 100 c/s of the higher frequency filter crystal for LSB and the lower frequency filter crystal for USB.

The great advantage with this type of filter is that once the crystals have been selected no adjustment is needed unless an asymmetric filter is required, when a small capacity should be placed across the higher frequency crystal and adjusted as for the LF filter. The terminating resistors (R1 and R2 in Fig. 11 D) are quite important. A nominal value is 5K but could vary and should be selected to provide the best shape to the passband.

The filter shown in Fig 11 (D) is a suitable configuration for the popular range of HF filters between 8 mc and 9 mc.

For those with really tight purse strings a half-lattice version of this filter is shown in Fig. 13. The secondary of the coil should again be about 30-40 turns bifilar wound, while the primary link winding should be about 5-6 turns. However, as it is it cannot be connected straight into the SSB generator section described on p.664, January, but should be used as shown in Fig. 14. It could be turned back-to-front and thereby present a higher impedance to the audio signal to prevent it being short-circuited to earth.

The same sort of configuration can be used for medium frequency filters of about 5 mc. However, the pole-zero spacing of crystals around this frequency is generally not quite enough to provide a usable bandwidth. The inductor L should be tuned to provide other resonant frequencies of the crystals which will then produce at flat top. Tuning of the inductor should be carried out by placing the tuning C across the outer ends of L.

(To be continued)

HENRY'S RADIO—New Catalogue

A well compiled and illustrated new catalogue, listing no less than 5,000 stock lines, is now available from Henry's Radio, Ltd., 303 Edgware Road, London, W.2. The 1966 edition also includes a separate Hi-Fi section and an enlarged transistor and associated components list, together with a supplement incorporating (from the catalogue) the full range of transistors, valves, crystals, zeners and rectifiers. The catalogue costs 6s. post free to readers, but vouchers to this amount fully offset its cost when a purchase is made. The 16-page supplement is free of charge, and the catalogue itself is also issued free on request to all industrial users, research establishments and wholesale buyers.

“RTTY TOPICS”—Next Appearance, June

Those who follow our regular "RTTY Topics" feature are asked to note that its next appearance will be in the June issue, thus restoring the alternation with "SWL," the regular Listener feature. For various reasons, these two features coincided with the last (March) issue, which made the allocation of space for other technical material rather inconvenient.
Do You Know That——

—— The performance of high-impedance phones can be checked by making a small cell consisting of a silver and copper coin with a slip of newspaper between them; moistened with the tongue, this forms the electrolyte. If the phone leads are then touched across the coins, a click will be heard; its intensity will depend upon the sensitivity of the phones. If the phones are really good, it should be possible to hear a click merely by tapping the leads on the tongue! (G3PDX.)

—— A very useful coil-doping varnish, suitable for all usual HF applications, can be made by dissolving scraps of Trolitul or Distrene in carbon tetrachlorine (Thawpit again!)—but don't use perspex chippings. The solution thus derived should be kept in a stoppered glass bottle (the Thawpit container in which you carried out the process, of course!). (G3KH.)

—— Nylon cord drives on receiver tuning assemblies, VFO controls and such that may have gone slack with slipping on the drive spindle can be made positive by using violinist's resin (obtainable from any music shop) powdered down and brushed on to cord and spindle. Commence with a small amount and use a little more as the grip tightens. This will save a lot of time and effort which might otherwise be involved in trying to re-fit a complicated cord drive. (G3MBL.)

—— A corner reflector for UHF transmission and reception can easily be contrived by forming chicken wire-netting on an ordinary domestic clothes-horse. For best results, small-mesh netting should be used and the wooden frame may need strengthening to maintain the correct aperture, especially in exposed locations. All the ingredients are obtainable from your local ironmonger or hardware store. (G8AKR.)

—— The metal inserts, usually of brass, from the multi-way flexible connector blocks (obtainable at your local Woolworth's) make very effective anode and grid pin connections for VHF valves having a stiff-wire terminal, such as the QQVO types. These inserts will accept up to 10g. wire and will permit rapid cut-and-try modifications. They are also very suitable for aerial jointing or connection—all you have to do is to tighten up on the grub screws. (G8AGN.)

—— A sloppy variable condenser, which tends to fall shut by the weight of its rotor plates, can be made positive by fitting a rubber grommet on the shaft between the knob and the panel, and pushing the knob on till firm movement is obtained. This “loose-ness” is a common experience with PA tuning and load condensers, and is easily overcome by the method suggested. (G13NZZ.)

—— The sensitivity of P.O. Type 3000 relays, when mounted in the upright position, can be considerably increased by weighting the armature. This is done by sticking a bit of something heavy on its tongue, using Bostik as the adhesive. A relay so treated will work accurately in a Vox circuit. (GW3UCJ.)

—— A 12-volt in, 300-volt out, rotary converter can be modified to run as a useful, fast revving motor simply by re-routing the field winding so that it is in series with the armature. Operation is obtained by applying the 230v. AC mains to the 300v. side. You then have a powerful mains-driven motor, which can be geared down for beam rotation or fitted with a driving belt by removing the original 12-volt brush assembly. (G3JEQ.)

—— You can make an anvil for next to nothing by going to your local car-breaker's yard and finding an old engine block, which he would be glad to part with for a shilling or two. It is ideal for cutting, forming or drilling out aluminium chassis as used in radio work. Such an anvil is far more secure for metal-bashing than using the edge of the kitchen table. (G3OQG.)

—— You can get rid of TV-whistle QRM on Top Band by putting RF chokes in series with the mains supply leads to the TV/Rx. These chokes can consist of 300 turns on a one-inch former, two in series in each of the line and neutral supply leads. From the junction between the chokes, on each side of the mains, take a .005 µF condenser, rated 1000v., to earth. This will form an RF impedance network to keep QRM out of the mains. If your shack is on a separate mains lead from the fuse box (as it should be), put a similar filter into the power supply for the shack—in this case using something like 18g. for the chokes, to carry the full-load current. (If you are in the kilowatt-linear category, use 14g. with fuses in each pole!) The choke units should be in earthed metal boxes, and make sure you have sorted out LNE. (G3TFM.)

—— Any RF transistor can be made to squeg around the two-metre region. This means that, in the usual super-regen. circuit, it can be used as a noisy signal generator for lining up two-metre converters. Any super-regen oscillator can be calibrated to the band by the Lecher-line method, and can be tuned over a range of about 125-155 mc using a 10 µF condenser, with a 7-turn collector coil of about .5in. diameter. Such an oscillator will produce a noisy RF output of sufficient bandwidth to make lining-up relatively easy. (W. Puffet, Upstreet, Kent.)

—— If you are really genned up in Amateur Radio, you can produce a Tx and an Rx for next to nothing—from a few discarded TV and BC chassis, which between them would provide all the parts you need. And then you apply the know-how!

Readers with ideas they think might be worth half-a-guinea are invited to send them in for this space. Payment is made by P.O., immediately on publication, and the address is: Editor, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.

For many £100's worth of bargains, see Small Advertisements on pp.119-128 of this issue
OSCILLOSCOPE FOR THE AMATEUR STATION

FURTHER NOTES ON THE Y-AMPLIFIER—REST OF THE CIRCUIT—CONSTRUCTIONAL POINTS—POWER SUPPLY

Part II

C. BOWDEN (G3OCB)

The first part of this article appeared in our March issue. The treatment is concluded here, leading up to the completion of the instrument. It is hoped in a later issue to discuss its applications, use and operation on the amateur workbench.—Editor.

If we accept one inch as a reasonable deflection then we must provide an output of some 5v. r.m.s. to each plate. Some minimum value of input signal must be determined. In wideband work it is unlikely that the signal to be viewed will be smaller in amplitude than about 0.25v. When the required signal is smaller we can usually use a narrow band amplifier external to the main amplifier to boost the input. Our r.m.s. signal is therefore required to develop 5v. at the anode (or cathode) of the first push-pull stage. This is a gain of 20.

We have already seen that it is desirable to use cathode followers to drive the tube. It is also a good idea to adopt DC coupling for the Y-plates in order to preserve IF response.

The table Fig. 10 on p.84 outlines the capabilities of certain types of valves in conjunction with certain load resistors. (It is assumed that the strays are about 8 µF and valve has a Gm of 10.) Obviously the last case is useless as there is no gain. The second and third cases are of interest, however, because the gain and bandwidth are acceptable. The 6CH6 valve is designed for use as a video amplifier and its characteristics make it suitable for operation in this way. It is cheap and easily obtainable.

Now we still have to decide on circuitry for the cathode follower output stages and we also have the problem of phase splitting. The “split anode load” type of phase splitter (Fig. 3, p.25, March) is a good choice as it enables us to combine the job of phase splitting and the cathode follower in one stage. If the anode load of the phase splitter is low enough we can ignore any effect it may have on the cathode follower action of the valve. A second cathode follower, driven from the anode load of the phase splitter, provides the complementary signal for the push-pull output.

Circuit Calculations

The second cathode follower must deliver 5v. r.m.s. As the gain is only about 0.8 its input must be about 6v. r.m.s. The load on the phase splitter must therefore be sufficient to develop this output. The output from the cathode of the phase splitter must again be 5v. and as the gain of this stage is also about 0.8 the input will likewise be about 6v. r.m.s. Hence, the input to the phase splitter grid and the output from its anode must be the same, i.e., a gain of 1. The anode load of the phase splitter must be selected for this result and the resistor used will be somewhat larger in value than the total cathode load as the former is not carrying any screen current.

With a standing anode current of between 30 and 40 mA the 6CH6 will easily give this voltage from a load resistor of about 400-500 ohms without having to drive the grid too hard. The makers of the 6CH6 recommend that a grid resistor larger than about 220K should not be used. This decided DC coupling between the 6CH6 and the cathode follower stage immediately preceding it in order to improve the LF response—so the cathode bias resistor to the 6CH6 stage must be about 380 ohms in order to bias the valve correctly. If such a large resistor were left unbypassed the stage gain would be very low, so it is necessary to decouple it. However, in order to provide a degree of negative feedback and thus reduce distortion at large signal inputs, a portion of the cathode resistor (made up of two resistors in series) is left unbypassed, resulting in a net circuit gain of about 4. The time constant of the bypassed portion is roughly one second and therefore results in about 1 per cent “droop” on a 50-cycle square wave (see discussion Part I, March).

The HF bandwidth of the circuit is over 20 mc. A .01 µF capacitor is wired in parallel with the .0025 yF decoupling capacitor C13 in order to overcome
Fig. 10. Performance of the Y-Amplifier under various load conditions. This table assumes \( G_m = 10 \text{ mA/V}, C_s = 8 \mu\text{F}, \) and an output of 5v. r.m.s. See text for discussion. Values "Anode Current Swing" are plus or minus, and in Col. 4, "Minimum Anode mA," values are for good linearity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anode Load</th>
<th>Stage Gain</th>
<th>Anode Current Swing</th>
<th>Min. Anode mA</th>
<th>HF 3 dB Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10K</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7 mA</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
<td>20 mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7 mA</td>
<td>10 mA</td>
<td>20 mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 ohms</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14 mA</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
<td>40 mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ohms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70 mA</td>
<td>100 mA</td>
<td>200 mc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the phase splitter stage must develop 6v. r.m.s. into a low value load resistor in the anode circuit, a 6CH6 is necessary in this position. In order to balance stray capacities a further 6CH6 is used as the final cathode follower output stage as well. This results in a fairly high power requirement but is well within the capabilities of the power supply unit.

In order to preserve the HF bandwidth a cathode follower stage is necessary between the 6CH6 and its preceding amplifier. Assuming a gain of 0.8 from this stage the preceding amplifier must give about 2v. r.m.s. Our original input was 0-25v. r.m.s. and hence a gain of 8 is required from the preceding amplifier. As the signal level is now lower a high gain, low current valve is preferable. One of the better types that is easily obtainable is the E180F, which has a mutual conductance of 16.5 mA/V, although types with much higher conductances than this are obtainable at a price. The correct bias resistor for the

Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 13. Circuit of the Amateur Station Oscilloscope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 = 16 \mu\text{F}, 450v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 = \text{see below}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 = 0.05 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C17 = 0.1 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C14, C15, C16 = 1 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6, C9 = 0.25 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 = 32 \mu\text{F}, 450v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8, C12 = 0.01 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10, C11 = 0.47 \mu\text{F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13 = 3500 \mu\text{F}, 25v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 = 100,000 ohms (fine speed control)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R27 = 330,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R15, R16, R20 = 6,800 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4, R5 = 20,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R10 = 470 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7, R30 = 1,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 = 68,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9, R42 = 1,800 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11, R14, R19 = 2.2 megohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12, R33 = 620 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R36 = 20,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13 = 3500 \mu\text{F}, 25v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17, R18, R22 = 100,000 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21, R45, R48 = 100 ohms, lw.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values for C2, on Time Base Range S2

- 0.5 - 25 c/s = 0.25 \mu\text{F}
- 17 - 100 c/s = 0.05 \mu\text{F}
- 80 - 800 c/s = 0.01 \mu\text{F}
- 400 c/s - 4 kc = 0.002 \mu\text{F}
- 14 - 14 kc = 0.0005 \mu\text{F}
- 5 - 50 kc = 0.0001 \mu\text{F}
- 20 - 200 kc = 0.0002 \mu\text{F}
- 300 kc - 1 mc = strays

Values for R29, on Attenuator Switch S3

- 1 = zero
- 3 = 47 ohms
- 10 = 500 ohms
- 30 = 1,500 ohms
- 100 = 4,700 ohms
- 300 = 1,500 ohms
Fig. 13. Circuit complete of the Oscilloscope described in the article by G3OCB. The design principles are fully discussed, and it would be possible to vary these within certain limits (as explained) to meet individual requirements.

$E_{180F}$ is about 68 ohms. As this would require many thousands of microfarads of decoupling for a good LF response, the resistor was left unbypassed. The resulting negative feedback effectively halves the stage gain and thus the mutual conductance appears to be about 8. It is therefore necessary to use an anode load of 1,000 ohms to obtain a gain of 8. Despite this relatively high anode load the HF 3 dB frequency is about 15 mc.

It has already been pointed out that when several identical stages are connected in cascade the overall bandwidth is severely reduced. Where one of the stages has a bandwidth considerably less than the others, then the overall bandwidth will still be about that of the worst stage. In this case the figure of 15 mc is considerably lower than the 3 dB point for the 6CH6 amplifier or any of the cathode followers and
thus the overall response will be about 15 mc for the complete circuit. HF compensation could be applied by wiring a small condenser across the 68 ohm bias resistor R28 if it were desired to increase the 3 db point of the E180F stage.

A 6AM6 was chosen for use as the first cathode follower as this valve could provide adequate output voltage and ample bandwidth (about 50 mc). Fig. 12 shows in block diagram form the line-up and voltage distribution in the Y-amplifier.

Originally it had been anticipated that a special synchronising circuit would have been necessary, involving a multivibrator, and holes for two valves were provided at the front of the time-base chassis. In practice, however, it was found that adequate sync. could be obtained by feeding Y signals directly into the time-base. In order to isolate time-base waveforms from the Y-amplifier another cathode follower is included in the Y circuitry. This valve is fed from the cathode of the 6AM6 stage, where it causes least disturbance to the display signal, and its output is passed via a 5K sync. control R39 and switch on the front panel, to the time-base circuit. If the extra cathode follower is omitted and the sync. signal is taken direct from the cathode of the first 6AM6 cathode follower stage there is some loss of displayed signal at high frequencies, possibly due to the additional stray capacities. The switch S1 enables the sync. facility to be switched off or selected to internal or external sync. signals at will.

The HT supply to the E180F amplifier is decoupled by a 32 µF capacitor C7 and a 1800 ohm resistor R42 which results in adequate decoupling and improved smoothing. In order to keep signal leads to the tube short and help heat dissipation the X and Y circuits are built on long sub-chassis mounted beside the tube—see photographs. The only remaining feature of the Y-amplifier circuit to describe is the attenuation control.

**Attenuation Control**

As we have designed our circuit to provide a minimum of gain we cannot cope with signals of much less than 0-1 volt r.m.s.—they just would not give a large enough deflection to be of use. But many signals will be much larger than this and if we feed in a signal above about 0.25 to 0.5 volt we will overload the amplifier and cause distortion. We must therefore ensure that the effective input to the grid of the first valve is not more than this. There are two ways of ensuring this: Either use a potentiometer in the input circuit (not a conventional variable resistor as the strays would completely wreck the HF performance) or properly compensated switched attenuator is necessary; this method is commonly used in commercial equipment but the setting up of the compensating capacitors is difficult without special test equipment. So the alternative circuit shown here has been adopted. The switched attenuator with compensation is, however, capable of showing a better performance than the alternative described (at high signal inputs) and where means of setting up the former are available it is to be preferred.

In the circuit used here resistors are switched (S3) into the cathode lead of the E180F stage, resulting in a variable degree of negative feedback. As the feedback is increased the gain of the stage is reduced and its signal handling capacity is greatly increased because the major part of the signal is developed across the cathode resistor. (Switched resistors are used but a variable resistor could be substituted with good results. A value of about 15K will be satisfactory.) Strays in the circuit result in a certain amount of decoupling at higher frequencies and this effect is far more pronounced when high values of cathode resistor are involved. To offset this effect as much as possible it is preferable to obtain signals at the lowest practicable level and to use as much gain in the 'scope as is possible. However, the effect should not become troublesome until attenuations of more than 30 are reached. For example, if we assume strays of 10 µF and we have an attenuation of 100, the cathode resistor is about 5K. The strays would begin to decouple this resistor at frequencies above about 3 mc. If cathode compensation is deliberately introduced in order to increase the HF 3 db point of the stage the necessary small capacitor should be connected in parallel with the 68 ohm resistor R28 which is in circuit at all settings of the attenuation switch, and not connected directly from cathode to chassis. The former connection will provide the desired amount of compensation with the attenuator set to the ± 1 position but the compensation will be much less as higher attenuations are chosen—but the latter connection would give the desired amount of compensation in the ± 1 position though it would result in increasing HF compensation as larger attenuations are selected.

As the usable deflection is only about 1 to 10 inches, which is well within the confines of the screen, Y-shift control has not been provided. As DC coupling is used it is possible to centre the trace by selection of the cathode load resistors R46 and R49 in Fig. 13, p.85.

This completes consideration of the factors affecting the design of the Y-amplifier. It has been thought desirable to give it this full treatment because of its importance for the best results. Provided care is taken to keep leads short and tidy the performance should come up to expectation.

**Time-Base Circuit**

The Miller Sweep Generator is capable of providing a very linear sweep but the flyback is rather slow. The Puckle circuit has a fast flyback characteristic but the sweep is not so linear. The circuit used in this 'scope (Fig. 13) is in fact a combination of the Miller sweep generator and Puckle flyback multivibrator and results in a very linear sweep and fast flyback over the range from about one cycle to 200 kc. Provided values are followed there should be no difficulty in getting the circuit to operate correctly. As there is little point in the constructor changing values in the circuit the mode of operation is not described here. A full explanation can be found in most advanced text books.

One or two points will be of interest, however. Unless V2 is a type having good heater-to-cathode insulation it is advisable to use a separate heat
Inverted half-rear view of the Amateur Oscilloscope designed and described by G3OCB. This shot shows the general arrangement of the X-chassis, the power supply section and the rear of the Y-chassis. The tube is in the lower compartment. Note that the assembly is in unit form.

winding for it. The author has used one half of a 12AT7 in this position for a long period on a common heater chain without failure.

The Miller circuit can only give a linear sweep if it feeds into a high impedance, so again a cathode follower isolates the stage. The push-pull amplifier used is very similar to that described for the Y-amplifier and many of the reasons for its use are common to both amplifiers.

Normally the amplitude of the X-waveform is controlled by variation of R8 (Fig. 13) but as this also varies the time-base speed this form of control was unacceptable. A conventional type of volume control potentiometer connection was also unsuitable as it introduces non-linearity. It was found essential to use a low impedance connection for the X-amplitude control and the obvious place was in the cathode of one of the cathode followers. It was still necessary to use a value of 25K in order to allow the desired voltage to be developed but, as the maximum frequency normally passing through this part of the circuit was below about 1 mc, strays were of little consequence. The control S2 enables the time-base sweep to be varied from zero to wider than the tube face without impairing linearity.

X-shift is obtained by varying bias, R17, to V4. This provides sufficient shift for normal purposes.

The last position on the time-base speed switch selects instead of the sweep generator a socket on the front panel. This enables external waveforms to be fed to the X-plates if desired. The time-base waveform is also fed to a socket on the front panel (Sk.1) so that it may be used for external purposes.

It is not intended to go into any detail on the tube circuitry as this follows common practice but one or two points will be mentioned as they may be of interest.

A pulse is taken from the flyback generator valve and fed to the grid of the CR tube in order to blank out the flyback trace. The circuit works well but the capacitor C17 must be of very good quality and high working voltage or the circuit will not function properly.

The DC voltages on the X and Y plates are not equal. In order to prevent defocusing of the spot in one plane (astigmatism) the potential of the final anodes of the tube is made variable by means of a front panel control, R23. This is set in conjunction with the focus control for the clearest trace and it effect is quite noticeable.

When the circuit and layout was being developed it was impossible to find one transformer which would
fulfil all the needs of the circuit so three small ones have been used. As these were not all of potted construction it was thought that hum modulation of the trace might be a problem. Experiments were carried out in positioning these transformers for minimum hum effects before their final position was selected. Although potted transformers would be preferable there was no noticeable hum modulation of the trace in the finished 'scope. A mumetal screen for the tube is however most essential if hum is not to be troublesome.

**Power Supply**

HT for the valves in the 'scope is derived from a 200v. 200 mA transformer of rather ancient construction but solid design. A bridge rectifier of four semiconductor devices is used—see Fig. 11—and the output is well smoothed. The HT voltage is about 240 volts. An 8-ohm surge limiting resistor R1 (Fig. 11) is included in series with the transformer secondary in order to protect the rectifiers. Heater supplies are provided by a separate small transformer.

The VCR-138 tube only requires about 900 volts HT, obtainable from a simple voltage-doubler circuit. A small potted 1:2 transformer was available which gave an output of about 500 volts across the secondary. This was rectified and doubled by a pair of J50 rectifiers which were available. Any 500v. 5 mA rectifiers would be suitable. The output from the doubler is smoothed by a double section RC filter before application to the tube—see Fig. 11.

The power supply is built on the rear half of the lower chassis and this section is mounted at a lower level than the front half in order to give more space and greater isolation between the tube and transformers—see photographs.

**Some General Points**

The front half of the lower chassis was well provided with holes for valve bases and crystal sockets. A number of auxiliary circuits were built on this chassis including a Wobbulator unit and crystal or multivibrator oscillators operating at 1 mc, 100 kc and 10 kc. These outputs are available directly at a front panel socket, or can by suitable switching be squared and/or differentiated so that outputs of sine
waves, square waves or pips can be obtained for calibration of the trace or external equipment. 50-cycle sine waves, square waves and pips are also available.

As these circuits will be of limited interest or may even be incorporated partially or in full in other equipment owned by the reader it is not intended to go into any further detail except in the case of the 50-cycle calibrating signal, the circuitry for which is shown in Fig. 13. It is advisable to obtain a reasonably accurate meter to monitor this calibrating voltage. (The meter that can be seen in the photographs proved to be rather inaccurate. Its origin will probably be obvious from its appearance!) A B7G valve holder is fitted on the front panel in order to allow for the possibility that a probe unit may sometime be required.

The chassis shown in the photographs is constructed from aluminium alloy angle and sheet, and constructional details are not given as this will depend to a large extent on the power supply components and cathode ray tube used. The photographs will illustrate the general method of construction. For guidance, the overall dimensions of the 'scope are 15in. long, 10in. wide and 13in. high. The aluminium angle used was 16-gauge in \( \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{3}{4} \)in. and \( \frac{3}{4} \times 1 \)in. The front panel was sprayed green using one of the Aerosol cans available from garages and Do-It-Yourself stores. A stencil set was used to complete the lettering of the controls. Ventilated panels (not illustrated) complete the case for the 'scope.

Future modifications will probably include the fitting of a terminal board at the rear of the instrument so that large waveforms can be fed directly to the tube, in particular VHF/SSB signals. A more modern tube may ultimately be tried and also some of the newer very high gain valves. The possibility of using transistors is also becoming increasingly attractive although information on the application of transistors to oscilloscope circuitry is still rather scarce.

Although the Oscilloscope described in these notes represents a personal approach to the problem, it is hoped that the information given will enable more constructors to design and build their own instrument—and thereby gain more enjoyment from, and a fuller understanding of, modern Amateur Radio.

---

**MOBILE RALLY CALENDAR**

Latest bookings are as listed below, from which it can be seen that there are not many dates still left open for the coming Mobile season. Organisers are asked to let us have details by April 18 latest for publication in this space in the May issue.

**April 24** : North Midlands Mobile Rally, at Trentham Gardens, near Stoke-on-Trent, on the A.34, with Bob Palmer, G5PP, as chairman of the organising committee. This is always one of the biggest Rally events of the year, with valuable raffles, an exhibition section, closed-circuit amateur TV, an RTTY demonstration, fully licensed catering, ample parking on hard standings, and plenty of covered accommodation in case of bad weather. Official opening at 12 noon by the Lord Mayor of Stoke-on-Trent. Talk-in will be by G3GBU/A on 1920 kc; G3COY/A and G3UD/A (3720 kc) on 80m. SSB; and by G3MAR/A on two metres, supported by G3HVI (Stoke, 1890 kc) and G300A (Crewe, 1950 kc) as out-stations on Top Band. For enquiries or further details, write G5PP, QTHR.

**May 1** : RSGB Rally at Texas Instruments, Bedford.

**May 1** : Medway Amateur Receiving and Transmitting Society Mobile Rally at British Uralite Works, Higham, Rochester, Kent, with talk-in by G2FJA/A on 160m.; G3TVH/A on 4m.; and G3TXS/A on two metres. Refreshments available on site and plenty of under-cover room. Details: S. Barker, G3CHD, Merston, Green Farm Lane, Shorne, Gravesend, Kent.

**May 8** : Thanet Mobile Rally.

**May 22** : Annual A.R.M.S. Rally at Barford St. John, near Deddington, Oxon.

**May 30** (Whit Monday) : Saltash & District A.R.C. Mobile Rally and exhibition at Calstock, near Saltash, Cornwall. Talk-in will be given on 160-80-4-2m., with a DX station operating on 20m. Details: D. Bowers, 95 Grenfell Avenue, Saltash, Cornwall.

**June 12** : RSGB booking.

**June 26** : Hunstanton (Norfolk) bucket-and-spade party. Details from J. G. Taylor, G3SAW, 42 Station Road, Heacham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.

**June 26** : Ninth annual West of England Rally at... Fortunately, the rig was quite untouched...
Longleat House, near Warminster, Wilts., with talk-in on 160-4-2m. Details from: G3PQE, 6 Plumtree Close, Winscombe, Somerset.

July 10: Wessex Amateur Radio Group Mobile Rally at Hurn Airport, near Bournemouth, in conjunction with the British Aircraft Corporation Radio Club. There will be plenty to see and do, as this is also the B.A.C. Open Day. For information apply: W. G. West, G3MKN, 23 Palmer Road, Poole, Dorset.

July 10: South Shields (Co. Durham) Mobile Rally (details later).

July 17: Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club Mobile Picnic (details later).

**August 29** (Bank Holiday): Peterborough Mobile Rally.

**September 11**: RSGB booking.

**September 16-18**: International Amateur Convention and Mobile Rally at Knokke, Belgium, with three-day programme of meetings, demonstrations, parties and tours, at all-in prices. Further details later. U.K. amateurs will be able to obtain full information in due course from: J. C. Foster, G2JF, Wye College, near Ashford, Kent.

**September 25**: Harlow Mobile Rally.

---

**Miscellany**

**ANOTHER LOOK AT SOME OF THE STRANGE HAPPENINGS AROUND US**

Recent notes on meters with strangely-calibrated dials have brought the following from G3RDX:—

K6----: “What is your output?” G3RDX: “My output meter is reading 9.5 kilowatts.” (It happens to be a surplus type 100 µA meter calibrated in kilowatts for some particular use!)

---

A device now in use in the U.S. Army is a Visual Morse Code reader, which transforms incoming code into single letters on an illuminated read-out comprising 17 miniature bulbs. It also contains, by the way, 350 diodes, 70 transistors and a power-pack of four nickel-cadmium cells. It weighs less than a pound, is “about the size of a pack of cigarettes” and our guess is that it must cost about the same as a trained W/T operator!

---

Suggestions in *Collector and Emitter, Oklahoma* concerning the well-known “we” phenomenon:—

(1) Perhaps he’s Siamese twins;
(2) He shows he’s a member of the damp-diaper brigade by “we-we-ing into a microphone”;
(3) It may be the Imperial We, and he’s a megalomaniac strutting around with a three-cornered hat and his hand stuck in his waistcoat;
(4) Perhaps we should address him as “little Mother-to-be” and treat him as one in a delicate condition;
(5) Most likely he just senses what a sorry excuse for a radio operator he is, and is unwilling to bear the shame alone.

---

“My shack policy is to clear up at the end of each constructional project (this can be a real treasure hunt), being one of those who prefer to concentrate on the job in hand, rather than to spend endless hours sorting one’s entire stock of bits and pieces into the overflowing miscellaneous bin. The system would still be working well, were it not for the fact that the current project is 2½ years old.”

(G2HIF, in *QAV, AERE*)

---

*Heard On the Air (1): “Why is it that every time I put up a new antenna it’s a lot better than the previous one? This still applies when the new one is one that I had up years ago and discarded in favour of something else.”* (Suggested answer: Imagination is a wonderful thing.)

---

Everyone outside our charmed circle asks “Well, what do you talk about?” There doesn’t seem to be a suitable reply, but a ZS amateur frightened some Dear Old Ladies by replying “Well, OM, the rig here is a pair of 6GJ7’s in the final with an input of 100 watts, so QRU now, 73 and hope to CUAGN soon, and if you hear me on give me a call, and I’ll do the same here, by the way the Wx here is fair and warm so 73, best of DX, good luck, and I’ll be seeing you again and . . . .” (In other words, he told them “We discuss the weather, exchange names and addresses, give signal reports, tell them about our equipment, discuss the weather, and . . . .”) (Radio ZS)

---

Anyone want a linear with a bandwidth of 2-30 mc? In other words no band-switching at all? You can buy such a thing, in the U.S.A., from Telco Inc.—but there is one slight snag. The SWR on the output side “should not exceed 1:2:1 . . . in other words you must present it with a properly matched aerial
system for whatever frequency you elect to work on. Still an interesting idea, though, and a low-voltage device at that (the power supply is rated at 600 volts, 5 amps).

A few strange new words and names to add to the long list mentioned here about a year ago: Tuna-verter, Teleplex, Tymeter, Instructograph, Aeromotor, Automatch, Vibratrol, Swantenna, Mor-Gain, Echo-plex, Tenna-Bal, Penta-Beam, Slimpac. You could probably guess roughly what most of them are. If you can't, you will find full enlightenment in the pages of QST for February 1966.

Heard on the Air (2): “Thanks for 5 & 9 report; you're the same with me. Name here is Bill—repeat —Bill; Boston, Italy, Lima, Lima. Will you repeat the last two letters of your callsign?”

Eyeball QSO's? Always seems to us a rather revolting phrase. But, according to K3VCH, quoting in QST from a book of Psychology, of all things, a former Army officer from a Communist country asserts that one of the things he had to learn was independent control of his eyelids, so that he could send a dash with the right eye, a dot with the left, and manage a Morse “QSO” in silence with barely perceptible flicks of this kind.

Another intriguing adv. in some of the American magazines is for a device called a “Sub-Carrier Detector” with which you can receive “Programs of commercial-free music through your FM tuner.”

RECIPROCAL LICENSING

We are informed by the Post Office that reciprocal licensing agreements have now been concluded with the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Luxembour, Monaco, Netherlands, U.S.A. and West Germany. An informative and fully detailed pamphlet is available from the Radio Services Dept., Radio Branch, Hq. Building, General Post Office, St. Martins-le-Grand, London, E.C.1. This sets out the terms and conditions under which reciprocal licences are granted in the U.K. Callsigns, of which several have already been issued, are in the sequence G5AAA-G5ZZZ, suffixed by the applicant's own home call, e.g., G5AAAY/W1MEM. This becomes G15, GMS, etc., as appropriate, and can also be suffixed /P or /M—for example, GW5AAY/W1MEM/P. Rather a mouthful, but there it is! The fee is £2 on issue and £2 on renewal, as for U.K. permits.

ALWAYS WANTED, AND PAID FOR

Good photographs of Amateur Radio interest—of stations, equipment and personalities. The picture can be any size, within reason, about postcard being preferred, and should be a clear, sharp print. The details should be given on a separate sheet, not on the back of the photograph itself, which need only have some light pencilling to identify the sender. Payment is made for all pictures that we can use, immediately on publication, and the QTH is simply: Editor, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.
INTERESTING MARINE TRANSMITTER

NEW REDIFON G.341 SSB EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPS

Another in our series of occasional general-interest articles outside the strictly Amateur Radio context, the notes following discuss a new commercial Sideband transmitter, for CW/MCW as well as DSB/SSB operation in the twelve marine bands from MF to HF.—Editor.

The Redifon G.341 transmitter gives full coverage of the marine bands MF to HF, offering when fully crystalled-up a choice of no less than 195 spot-frequency channels between 400 kc and 26 mc. It operates on DSB and SSB, as well as in the usual telegraphy modes, CW/MCW.

Having a power output of 1.2 kW p.e.p., the G.341 carries the punch required for long-distance radiophone working, though this high power can be reduced by preset adjustment to comply with particular national regulations for certain bands and localities—for instance, full power would not be used to pass traffic to GLD on MF when a few miles off Land's End.

By introducing the G.341 as a companion to Redifon's R.408 receiver—illustrated, with notes, on p.543 of the November issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE—a basic installation is provided that not only fulfils the main-station communications requirements of compulsorily fitted vessels but at the same time constitutes a complete SSB ship-station without the need for any additional Tx or Rx for this purpose. The bringing into service of this new range of main-station equipment is at a time when the firm is also increasing its sea-going radio officer staff, thus...
ensuring that the gear will be correctly operated and properly maintained. Needless to say, the G.341, like the R.408, is type-approved by the G.P.O. and conforms with the latest official requirements in respect of SSB apparatus for marine use.

Today’s trend towards ever faster turn-rounds at terminal ports, particularly for tankers or bulk carriers (where a day’s delay can cost owners thousands of pounds) coupled with the increasing complexity of ship-borne radio equipment, presents a maintenance problem that demands speedy servicing. To meet this need, modular construction is very largely used in the G.341, and modules such as the SSB generator can be rapidly changed without any realignment procedure being involved. Ease of access is ensured by the use of glide-out chassis-panel units, as shown in the picture at lower left.

For data circuits or R/T working from locations in the ship outside the radio office, additional line inputs are provided. CW can be worked in the 16-20 mc band, as well as on the usual MF/HF ranges.

The G.341 can be deck- or bench-mounted, the Tx and its PSU being constructed in separate housings which can either be combined or separated, as convenient. The power supply circuits are fully protected against damage under fault conditions, and even a short-circuited or open-circuit aerial connection will not damage the transmitter itself. The Ae. output is for low-impedance, unbalanced, over all ranges. Receiver muting and side-tone outputs from the transmitter are accepted by the R.408, and the two are styled to match.

It is of interest to add that the actual frequency areas over which the G.341/R.408 installation operates for marine communication purposes are 400-535 kc, 16-38 mc and in the following megacycle ranges: 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0, 16.0, 22.0, 23.0 and 25.0 mc. In each of these band areas a number of channels can be selected for different transmission modes—for instance, in the range 3.0-3.8 mc there are 17 selectable telephony channels, and in the 12 and 16 mc bands (much used by ships for long-distance working), there are 13 telephony channels and four for CW. In the 23.0 and 25.0 mc bands, there are 17 CW-only channels.

FOREIGN VISITOR OPERATORS

Licensed U.K. amateurs, entertaining a guest from overseas who holds a licence in his own country, may apply to the G.P.O. for authority for the visitor to operate the station “in his presence and under his direct supervision,” and there must be in force a reciprocal licensing agreement with the visitor’s own country. Apply to Radio Services Dept., Radio Branch, for the appropriate form (which is quite short and simple) and the permit is issued free for the concessionary period of seven days.

OBITUARY

We very much regret to have to record the passing of the following amateurs:

— P. J. Crosbie, G3NMQ, of Croydon, Surrey, suddenly on February 27, at the early age of 29 years. He was well known under a variety of overseas callsigns and was a keen DX operator. He leaves a widow and two young children, who will have the sympathy of all “Bing’s” friends.

— Jack Cunningham, G3HPE, of West Wickham, Kent, who died at his sister’s home at Brixham, Devon, on February 25, having been in failing health for some time—however, he had maintained his interest in Amateur Radio to the end.

— R. H. Greenland, of Hornsea, Yorkshire, on February 17 at the age of 63. Though he never held a callsign, he will be well remembered by many of our older readers as the contributor of the regular BC/DX news feature in the Short Wave Listener, which he built up into the authoritative column on the subject during the years when we published the Short Wave Listener. He was a valued colleague, always reliable, with a wide following of SWL’s interested in SW/BC reception. A widower, he leaves a married son.
MOVING QUARTZ CRYSTALS ABOUT

INTERESTING PRACTICAL DISCUSSION ON GRINDING AND PLATING

R. F. C. BENNETT (G3SIH)

RECENTLY the writer was confronted with purchasing three brand-new crystals or three surplus ones, for a Sideband exciter. Eventually, the decision was made in favour of the latter, which, if necessary, could be moved to the correct frequency by plating or grinding. The crystals were required for the Sideband selection oscillator, 2453 kc. The frequencies of the purchased surplus crystals were 2315 kc, 1506.875 kc and 452.777 kc (Channel 326, FT-241A). All three crystals have been moved to the desired frequencies and following is an account of how this was done.

General

Most surplus crystals can be increased in frequency by grinding; conversely, plating them will lower the frequency. The 10X, 10XJ and FT-243 types can be ground on their faces. The FT-241A crystals, by virtue of their construction, require edge grinding. A crystal must be scrupulously clean before it will oscillate and this necessitates washing in carbon tetrachloride after grinding, polishing or plating. The crystal should also have square sides, uniform bevelled edges (if any) and preferably, lapped faces.

Grinding the Crystal

The materials necessary to grind a crystal are:
- One piece of plate glass;
- Some paraffin;
- Carborundum Paste No. 360;
- Carbon Tetrachloride;
- Three pieces of soft cloth, or one box of paper tissues.

Place the piece of plate glass on a firm surface. Pour one half-teaspoon of paraffin on to the glass and mix with it a small amount of carborundum paste (a “bead” of 1/16in. diameter is adequate). When the paste has completely diffused with the paraffin, place the crystal face down in the mixture and commence grinding by moving the crystal in a “figure of eight” direction. The crystal should be rotated through 90 degrees after every four or five strokes, as this will ensure even grinding of its face.

It is important that only one face of the crystal be ground and for identification purposes the other face should be lightly marked with a pencil in one corner. The grinding mixture should be replaced when it becomes tacky. When the crystal is approaching its final frequency (e.g. within 2 kc at 3 mc) extreme care is necessary in order to avoid exceeding the desired frequency, and it is wise to check the crystal frequently. As a guide, the writer ground an FT-243 3498 kc crystal to 3500 kc, and this required ten light strokes on the crystal face; the final adjustment of 200 c/s was achieved with a stroke of one quarter inch. The carbon tetrachloride (obtainable at any chemist’s shop) and paper tissues are used for cleaning the crystal.

The table opposite is a record of the progress of grinding a 10X 2315 kc crystal to 2453-2 kc.

The whole process took two hours. A second crystal was ground from 1506-875 kc to 1547 kc in twenty minutes.

Table of Values

| C1   | .01 µF    |
| C2   | 30 µµF   |
| C3, C5 | 100 µµF |
| C4   | 500 µµF  |
| R1   | 47,000 ohms |
| R2   | 56,000 ohms |
| RFC  | 2.5 mH RF choke |
| Sk1  | 10X socket |
| Sk2  | 10XJ socket |
| Sk3  | FT-243 socket |
| S1   | C/O toggle |
| L1   | 3-10 mc. |
| L2   | 10-30 mc. |
| RFC1 | 1-5v |

Fig. 1. Circuit used for plating the crystal — see text. The materials should be carefully handled, and it is also necessary to keep a close check on how the frequency change is progressing.
The use of household scouring powders (Vim, Daz, etc.) for grinding purposes should be avoided because they are too coarse and the resulting paste too thick. Similarly, Three-in-One oil should not be used in preference to paraffin, otherwise uneven grinding of the crystal will certainly result.

**Plating**

The frequency of a crystal can be lowered by plating one or both faces. The materials necessary for plating are: 100 cc of distilled water; 15 gm of copper sulphate; 5 cc of concentrated sulphuric acid. This solution can be obtained from any chemist’s shop, made up as specified.

The crystal can be plated using the circuit shown in Fig 1. The plating current is 3 to 3.5 mA. If the plating process is carried too far, then reversing the battery connections will cause shedding to remedy the situation.

Unfortunately, all crystals cannot be plated without an additional process being involved. FT-241A 54th and 72nd harmonic types are easily plated because they have been treated to enable the support wires to be soldered, by a blast of hot air, to the crystal faces. On the other hand, plain quartz crystal, e.g. the 10X, 10XJ and FT-243 crystals, must have an electric conducting material attached to the face which is to be plated.

One method is to apply a coating of soft pencil lead to the faces requiring plating. The pencil lead, which should be B or 2B grade, will lower the crystal frequency slightly and at 2.5 mc a frequency reduction of approximately 1 kc can be expected. Alternatively, solder can be rubbed into the face requiring plating. Ordinary cored solder should be used but care is required to avoid flux deposits on the crystal face.

The third method is to vaporize gold on to the surface requiring plating. This technique will of course result in perfect plating but unfortunately

### TABLE OF PROGRESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq. kc</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2315</td>
<td>Original Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2316</td>
<td>First Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2325</td>
<td>Second Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2330</td>
<td>Third Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2354</td>
<td>Crystal stopped oscillating because of grease on its faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2385</td>
<td>Crystal resumed oscillating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2403</td>
<td>Crystal not oscillating because the grinding mixture contained too much paste; so faces were polished and edges were bevelled approximately .010 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2432</td>
<td>Crystal resumed oscillating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2447</td>
<td>All steps here are not listed but frequency increments were about 1 kc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2453-2</td>
<td>Final desired frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
most amateurs are not likely to have access to a gold vaporizing process!

If the crystal has been coated with pencil lead, plating is inclined to be patchy and is sometimes difficult to start. A 2.5 mc 10X crystal was lowered 25 kc using this method of plating. The crystal should be held in a crocodile clip, around which, the plating will concentrate.

The crystal should be held in a crocodile clip, around which, the plating will concentrate. The solder coated crystal plated evenly over its surface and the thickness was uniform, but the plating process persisted in ceasing after about 30 seconds. This resulted in very thin plating and was certainly not more than .0002in.

Testing Crystals
A simple harmonic oscillator is invaluable for checking crystals, and Fig. 2 shows a suitable circuit covering 3 to 30 mc. The output from this oscillator is very strong and any crystal will function in the range 1 to 30 mc. The range could be extended to cover lower frequencies if desired. A 3.5 mc crystal will provide very powerful band edge markers on all amateur bands from 80 metres to 10 metres, and possibly further. Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show various methods of checking the frequency of a crystal. The oscilloscope used in Fig. 3 can be replaced by a vacuum-tube voltmeter; in either case, when the frequency meter is tuned to the crystal frequency the VTVM reading will increase or the oscilloscope trace will broaden.

Fig. 4 shows the harmonic oscillator in use, and with this arrangement, the frequency meter is tuned to zero beat with the crystal and the frequency read off in the normal way.

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 4 except that the station receiver is used to determine zero beat. The crystal frequency could be read from the Rx dial but this will be inaccurate and the frequency meter must be consulted.

Repairing Damaged Crystals
The writer, unfortunately, damaged his 453 kc FT-241A carrier crystal. The accident resulted in one of the fine wires becoming parted from the crystal face. However, a crystal damaged in this way can be persuaded to function again, as follows:

Remove the fine wire which was attached to the crystal face, using an Antex or similar soldering iron with the ½ in. bit. Then wrap a piece of 5 amp. fuse wire around the main crystal support wire. (Do not solder in position yet.) Trim the length of fuse wire between the crystal face and main support wire to approximately ½ in. Now comes the tricky part of the operation: The end of the fuse wire must be bent back so that it remains in contact with the solder blob in the centre of the crystal. When this is achieved, the soldering iron should be held in a vice and the main crystal support wire, where the fuse wire is attached, lightly touched on the ½ in. bit. Heat will be conducted along the fuse wire and after approximately five seconds the wire will be permanently attached to the crystal face, and the heat source is then removed. The fuse wire can now be soldered to the main support wire—and, if all is well, the crystal will oscillate normally again.

Conclusion
These notes have been presented in the hope that amateurs can utilise the large range of surplus crystals more efficiently. A point worth remembering is that while modern evacuated quartz crystals may be superior to the surplus types, in 90 per cent of cases for amateur work a surplus crystal is adequate. So start using the rocks in your junk box and have fun!
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MORE ABOUT MARITIME MOBILE LICENSING

Further to the note on p.43 of the March issue of Short Wave Magazine, the Post Office ask us to make it clear that /MM permits are now available to British amateurs who have passed the R.A.E. and the Morse Test, irrespective of whether a U.K. station licence has already been issued to them. The bands open are 7-14-21-28 mc, two metres and certain UHF bands. There are various requirements to be met in the way of permissions and inspections, and in the case of /MM licences the issue fee is £6. All is explained on the appropriate form, available on request to: Radio Services Dept., Radio Branch, Hq. Building, General Post Office, St. Martins-le-Grand, London, E.C.1.

"... H'mm—I make it 9.999 watts ..."
COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS

L. H. Thomas (G6QB)

A NO THER interesting month, with conditions variable, but good on the whole. Even a word or two from Ten metres, on which the East Coast W's burst through with full force one weekend, although the band soon reverted to normal. Fifteen was wide open for more than half the time, even to the West Coast of U.S.A. Twenty was always lively for DX of all kinds—and sometimes for sixteen hours out of the twenty-four.

Forty produced better DX in the early mornings than in the previous month; Eighty gave the CW toilers at the LF end a few nice surprises, and the "sewing-circle" up the other end managed to net quite a lot of DX.

Finally, One-Sixty awarded its ultimate accolade to the chosen few, in the shape of contacts with ZL3RB, as was hoped for when his regular sked was announced last month. For them, it seems, there is little more to conquer.

Future prospects? Well, good, of course, for those who have learnt to live with the eternal QRM and to realise that it's never going to be less—always more. The sunspot number continues to climb. Smoothed figures of 28, 30 and 32 are predicted for May, June and July.

At this point we might comment on a letter from D. Gardiner (Harrow), who has kindly extracted some information from the well-known work Short Wave Radio and the Ionosphere, by the late T. W. Bennington. He points out that the running average maximum for 1947 (over which we enthused last month) was only 150—not very much higher than the 140 predicted for 1968. The 1937 peak was only 115, but the F-layer critical frequency for the two years was almost identical.

SWL Gardiner says that the 1947 and 1958 peaks were both "before his time," but stories and rumours about 10-metre conditions have fascinated him so much that most of his listening is done on that band, on which he logged 78 countries during the last year. So don't scrap any of that 10-metre gear on the strength of gloomy predictions! It's the state of the F-layer that matters, whatever the actual sunspot number may be.

The Windbags

We have been accused of making too many references to the long-winded procedure prevalent on the bands. One reader, in fact, says "You're a bit of a windbag yourself on this subject." Unabashed, we continue, but mostly on the strength of a letter from another reader, who says "Keep my call out of this, or some of my regular friendly contacts will be ruined for ever."

He has a theory, and it seems a very sensible one. Thuswise he speaketh: "Hasn't it occurred to you that a large proportion of people who take up Amateur Radio do so because they like the idea of spouting into a mike? In fact you could justly say that for a few of them that is the only reason. It is a hobby based on communication, and, by golly, they mean to communicate and nobody's going to stop them.

"Having once tasted blood and found that, mike in hand, they can (they think) command the attention of all others on the frequency, they really go to town. Eventually they find that they can practise a kind of one-upmanship by using more words and longer words than the others. So when 'A' tells 'B' that he has a bit of QSB, in comes 'C' and says 'Yes, your signals are certainly showing a tendency to go into a fade, but this only occurs intermittently and most of the time they are free from any kind of variation.' And so on. The seed has now been sown, and the mythical 'C' becomes a com-

Station of Mike Eccles, G3PPE, 185 Mosslands Drive, Wallasey, Cheshire, where the main interest is CW working on the 160-metre band. In fact, all the gear in view is for Top Band and, with the exception of the modified Command Rx, is home-constructed. The transmitter runs 10w. to a 6V6 PA and the aerial is a 200ft. inverted-L at about 38ft. To date, 17 countries have been worked on 160m., with a heard-report from 9M4 as the best DX so far. More than 60 British counties have also been booked in. Under construction at the moment is a transistorised 160-metre Sideband transmitter for use during the summer months.
pletely different person when he goes on the air. Normal enough when met face to face, on the air he will eventually become a home-brewed pundit, prepared to air his long-winded but not very valuable opinions on any subject under the sun. And you can always count on him to natter non-stop for ten minutes, even on SSB with a push-to-talk switch in his hand. Some of my best friends are like this, hence what they would probably call 'My request for anonymity.' So far I think I've resisted it, but you can never tell how you really sound to others.

By the way, the operator who wrote these words is well known to your conductor, both in person and on the air, and we are pleased to state that he has not been infected, and that he sounds as natural and unpompous on the bands as he does off them.

One more word concerned with this same subject, from G3LCZ, who works mobile only. "I was standing outside my garage, having just put the 80-metre coil on my antenna, and listening to a net. Of course no callsigns were given; another station joined in (again no callsign) and there was the usual highly technical (?) discussion with lots of advice being freely given. So just for fun I threw my callsign in. I was greeted with some disbelief because I was apparently putting a pretty strong signal down, and the chief pundit who was giving all the advice told me I had very bad frequency modulation (SSB, of course). When I told him that he was 5 and 9, with a 5 and 7 signal on the other sideband I was thereafter ignored. . . . There's more tripe on Eighty than in a Northern butcher's shop!"

The DX Nets

While on the subject of Eighty we may as well deal with opinions on the DX net that inhabits the 3800 kc region most nights. Previous comments from readers have all been "anti," but this month there is one reasoned reply in favour.

It is from G3PQF (Farnborough), who points out that the space occupied is about 3 kc, and inside the band, despite a number of high-powered DL's who operate on the band-edge and above; that "mutual protection" from RTTY, service stations and AM stations is one of the objects; and that DX can still be found and worked solo on other spots "after the Old Timers and Committee Nets have closed down."

G3PQF goes on to say that misguided wrath against the DX net might well be turned on worthier targets, such as those who tune up on top of QSO's; pre-arranged skeds with DX stations, after which both parties close down, leaving the frequency a mess of Europeans trying to raise the DX station who is QRT; the strange types who follow stations around the band and deliberately blot out the DX; the "old gentlemen with two-letter calls" who inform one that it's no good calling DX, it's.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>All-Band Total</th>
<th>28 mc</th>
<th>21 mc</th>
<th>14 mc</th>
<th>7 mc</th>
<th>3.5 mc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G2DC</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3IVJ</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NOF</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3KMQ</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UML</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3IWJ</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ZQ</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP8HJ</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3DI</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UDR</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JLB</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3RFR</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JBP</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3IOG</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3PQF</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All Time)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>All-Band Total</th>
<th>28 mc</th>
<th>21 mc</th>
<th>14 mc</th>
<th>7 mc</th>
<th>3.5 mc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G3UML</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NMH</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ZQ</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UDR</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JBP</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JGW</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3PQF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3GR</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(New Cycle)
Starting Date: January 1, 1966
Now back from leave, MP4TBM — J. N. Dunn, International Aeradio, Ltd., P.O. Box 8, Sharjah, Gulf of Arabia — is operating regularly on 20-metre SSB, and looking for U.K. contacts. In fact, Nigel says he would be delighted to arrange skeds with G stations; he can come on nearly every day and runs 1 kW p.e.p. MP4TBM is also on 80m. occasionally and later in the year hopes to be in Doha, Qatar, under callsign MP4QBQ.

too early—meanwhile blotting out the DX that one is trying to copy.

Meanwhile there are plenty who agree with G3UDR’s statement that the nets are a menace, and their point of view is put up by G3UBI, whose interest in the band has been killed. He tried the technique of “If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em,” and, in return, got a 30-second QSO with an exchange of name and RST, and that was all. “Was that a true QSO?” he asks.

Ah well—everyone to his taste. If you don’t like the DX-net business, ignore them. But it seems to us that if all the high-powered stations forming such a net were to spread out and do their hunting independently, the QRM situation would be worse, not better.

Around the Bands

A very brief survey of the bands in general, has already been made but there are many more letters this month from readers who have spread their activities over four or more bands, so we shall have to dissect them and try to sort out a picture of each. Starting, then, with:

Ten Metres: March 13 was the big day, according to G3UML, who found Ten full of South Americans, Africans, FS7RT, KS4CA and a lot of W’s. G3NOF reports a sudden opening to the U.S.A. on February 19, with S9 signals from W1, 2, 4, 9, VE3 and VP9 (roughly from 1700 to 1930). On March 6 he worked 9J2DT, and on the 13th he confirms G3UML’s findings. But the openings are still very irregular and only those who spend a lot of time on the band are likely to strike them. This probably accounts for the small number of correspondents who mention 10 metres at all. What we need now is some people with lots of patience, who would sooner strike a chance opening on Ten than just continue working routine DX on the other bands.

Fifteen Metres

If you move over from the incessant short-skip QRM on Twenty, you are more than likely to find 15 metres wide open these days. Instead of the odds being about 5:1 against the band being in good shape, they are now more like 5:1 on!

G2DC remarks that VK, VS6, 9M2 and the like have been coming through quite early (around 0730), and conditions follow the normal trend with Africans available all the time, and all W districts in by 1730-1800z. In the ARRL test he worked all W districts, and all VE except VE8 with a “limping” valve in the PA, so he thinks the band should give a lot of real
DX this year.

G3LCZ/Mobile worked several Ws (1445-1625); G3LZQ had one solitary SSB contact with VS9KRV (Kamaran); G3IGW worked VQ8AR on CW; GM3JDR raised U9WCC, ZB2AM on SSB and ZB2AM, 7X2AH, KV4CI and a couple of /MM's in the Arabian Sea on CW.

G3NOF confirms G2DC's comments on the band, and adds that the Caribbean area is good around 1130 before the Ws start coming in. Others heard included XW8AX and 8AZ, ZD7RH, and those worked were KS4CA, MP4TBO, VS9KRV, ZD8PI and 4U1SU—all on SSB.

G3UML, in the A.R.R.L. Contest, made 200 QSO's on the band in rather less than two hours; and at other times he netted PZ1AW, V59's, MP4TBO, 9J2VX, 9M2DQ, 9X5VF, 9Q5RD and many W's, PY's, ZS's and the like.

Many others have dropped casual remarks to the effect that "Fifteen has been good," but haven't bothered to discuss what was worked, so it is obviously becoming a matter of routine once again.

Twenty Metres

The one band that doesn't seem to change a lot, except seasonally, is Twenty; but the constant increase in occupancy has now made DX-chasing on this band almost like it was on 40 metres a few years back. The DX is there all the time, broadly speaking, but there's more and more dirt to sift through before you find it. This applies even more to the CW part than the rest of it, and there's no doubt that SSB DX'ing is now easier than the CW variety (see later paragraph).

G3NOF found Oceania and Asia good via the long path around 0800Z switching to short path later. There were also good openings to KH6 and KL7 by 1800. His best of the month were CR6's, F57RT, HM9AB, KG6APD and 6IG (Iwo-Jima), UA1KED (Franz Josef) and 0YE (Tannu Tuva), VK9DR, VP2AA, 2DAG and 5RB, VS9KRV, ZD5D and 8RD, ZF1BP and 1RX, 6O1AU, 6O1AU/5R8, and 9V1ME, in the crush he missed FK8AT, F8BW and 8ZZ.

GM3JDR worked both CW and SSB mostly on this band; the former caught UA0's, KL7's, JA's, EP2BO, CO's, F18MC and 8RA, VP2MU and UM8KAA. SSB netted EL2AK, KW6EK, VK's, OA4KY, VU2CK, VS9KRV, VE8 and ZS. The best for G3UML, also on SSB, were KG6IG, 6O1AU/5R8, HSI1AK, FB8XX, FP8CY, FG7XX, YS1AG, ZF1DG, VR2EK and many VK, ZL, JA, HL and 9M's, which, he says, "are as easy as working up the road in these days of DX affluence."

G3LZQ worked some KG6's and XW8BM on CW; KL7's, KR6, KS4CA, TG8CJ, FG7XL, VP7NA, FS7RT and VK's, ZL's and so on on SSB. A11, by the way, with a ground-plane. G2DC thought the band still a little below par in the early mornings, but found the Far East good after midday, 9V1MT and XW8BM were both consistent and easy to work, and W6 and 7 were "sitting ducks."

The only cloud on the horizon, in fact, is that almost any DX contact is liable to be flattened by (say) a UB5 and an LZ, both RST 597, each urgently praying the other to "Pse QSL." It happened to your commentator at least ten times in a week.

Forty Metres

In fact, it's much easier to brave the perils of Forty now that Twenty is so much a place of short skip. The pleasure of pulling some DX out of the hat is much greater on an unlikely band—not that 40 metres is "unlikely" these days, for it seems to carry some sort of DX at all hours of day and night.

G3SYC (Normanton), having started up on 80m. CW and worked 42 counties thereon during his first year on the air, turned to Forty CW and has already totalled 66 countries in 11 months. (On 100 per cent home-brew gear, including receiver, and 60 watts input). He finds QSL returns very poor, though, and can't even claim his WAC, having no cards from Africa or Australia!

G2DC is glad to welcome the VK's back in the early mornings, and recently had a long chat with VK2EO, not signing off until 0845, when they were both still 569. During the ARRL Contest he worked all W districts, but mostly before midnight, after which they were far more difficult. Also raised during the late evenings were ZD8, ZD7 and SN2.

G3IGW reports one QSO—with ZD8AR on CW. G3ULM represents the SSB fraternity on Forty, of whom we don't usually hear very much. He raised "numerous American," PY1TX and ZB2AJ, as well as some East Coast W's on CW.

Eighty Metres

Apart from the DX SSB Net, already referred to in slightly pained accents, but not heard from in person, we have quite a few successful chasers on this band.

G3UJE (Orpington), running 120 watts to a modest piece of wire only 20ft. high, worked CW with VP2MU, H18XAL, 4X4DC, UJ8AC (0005), KZ5JF (0625), ZL4IE, CO2BO, ZP9AY, 7K2AH and VS9KRV (Kamaran). Heard, but not worked, were ZD8J (0100), YK2AA (2200), FG7XX (2330), TAZAM, TF3ST, CN8CY, 9Q5RD and VK2AP (both 2300).

G3ML, on SSB, raised VS9KRV, OH40NI, LX2UW, ZS1B/MM, CN8AW, 9H1AB, ZB2AJ and many VE's and W's, including W5KPD, G3IGW, on CW, reports working VK2AP, UJ8AD and ZD7IP.

G2DC unfortunately lost his 45ft. loaded vertical, but put his temporary 160-metre half-wave into use, and was pleased to find it putting a potent signal into ZL (it runs North/South, by the way). He also worked all W districts except the 7th on it. (Maybe wires will come back into fashion down Ringwood way?).

And So to Top Band

Of course the big subject on One-Sixty is the fact that con-
tacts with ZL are occurring once more. ZL3RB has been strictly adhering to his sked (as mentioned last month) and has worked, to our knowledge, G3RFS, 3RPB and 3SED, and maybe quite a few more.

G3RFS runs an aerial which stands off with 58ft. of vertical, and the capacity hat (if you can call it that) is a further 80ft. of horizontal. With this are 14 radials of various lengths from 50 to 250ft. This useful radiator got him not only into ZL, but accounted for 5N2AAF, 6Y5XG, KV4CI, ZB2AM, 9L1HX and 9V1LP, to say nothing of 52 different W/VE stations. Heard, but not worked, were HK4EB, ZD7IP and 7RH, and H18XAL. G3RFS is now up among the top DX'ers on the band, having worked 29 countries.

G3SED has an 80ft. vertical and half a square mile of “earth mat” which he says was already laid down when he got there. It includes a selection of copper sheeting, spikes, copper gauze, aluminium and other oddments of metal at various depths below ground. He, too, worked ZL3RB and says that on March 9, just before he wrote, the ZL was peaking at 56/79, so he thinks many others will have worked him before now.

G3IGW found conditions to North America rather disappointing, after their good start. But he was consoled by QSO’s with 5N2AAF, ZD7RH and EP2BK/MM (Persian Gulf), plus 18 countries, mainly in Europe, during the CQ Contest.

6Y5FH reports hearing DL1FF, DL9KRA, OK1ADM, OK1AEG, G3RPB, G3RAU, G3POA and G3TLY, but he can’t raise them, and even reception is difficult because of QRM. Other interesting (non-European) stations logged included VP7NY, HK4EB, YV9AA, CX3BH, KZ5TW, H18XAL and many W’s and VE’s. 6Y5FH has now moved up from 1805-10 kc to a new frequency around 1820 kc, but we doubt whether that will improve his chances of being heard in Europe—out of the frying-pan of W QRM into the fire of European dito!

G3PLQ had a fine time up and down the East Coast of U.S.A., which included many personal QSO’s with the Top Band gang. No Europeans were heard during this time, but after leaving Halifax, N.S., for Dakar, they began to reach him once again. On many occasions he logged G’s working each other as early as 2000 GMT, but the same old handful of G’s had outstanding signals, most of the new ones heard being around 339 compared with 579’s of the big boys.

Once more off the African coast, John was hearing many more G’s, together with such exotics as ZB2AM, ZD7IP and the 9L1’s. And he reports that ZD9BE has been trying his luck on the 160m. band, but with no results as yet.

GW3TLW reports very good results with the 6BW6 transmitter (as described by G3RBH in the January, 1964, issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE), but asks where all the GM’s have disappeared to. They may be getting into Southern England all right, but don’t seem to penetrate into Wales!

Grafton Radio Society asks us to make it clear that the Phone Section of their Top Band Contest is on April 2 from 2130 to midnight GMT; and that, logs, with the usual signed declaration, must reach G2CJN (QTHR) not later than April 12.

General Chat

G3LCZ/M reports one of the “happenings” which liven up our existence on the bands from time to time. He was working VE3CYL on 14 mc Phone, when the VE told him that OZ1BC was breaking in. The same OZ1BC was an old personal friend, but inaudible to G3LCZ/M because of skip. So he had to renew his acquaintance over the “long path” via Toronto!

V99AL (G3TXH) has ideas of operating from the Sheikdom of Mukalla, which is “only 500 miles away,” but only if it’s likely to be credited as a “new one.” We can’t answer for this, but we do imagine that the DX’ers would soon be swarming around—just in case.

G3UML thinks G3LIQ missed the point concerning the “Grandad’s Band” jibes about One-Sixty. They are not aimed at the minority who chase DX (and make some of the Herculean efforts described by G3LIQ!) but at the Sunday-morning waffling brigade, which seems to contain more teen-agers than Grandads anyway. And he asks whether G3LIQ, working that W1 for the umpteenth time, spares a thought for those around the frequency who are trying to raise a W for the first time.

Don Wallace (W6AM of the fabulous rhombics, of course) now checks in the DXCC lists with 342 worked, 338 of them on Phone... and even with that score he’s not at the head of the list!

G3RXN (Chesterfield) has a grouse: While working mobile on the HF bands he has had several DX contacts wrecked by other G stations calling in and proceeding to take over the QSO. When this happens, he now pulls out immediately, because “it is rather tempting to say something one
might regret.” He appeals for better manners, and says “By all means, let the other station know you are standing by, but do wait until the QSO is finished unless specifically requested to join in.” (As we see it, the position nowadays is that many QSO’s do not “finish.” Two or more of the stations in a net may keep the net alive after others have pulled out, and the QSO just goes on, maybe for hours. There are always breakers, and if they are given the slightest encouragement they will join in. A polite hint like “No breakers, please, for a few minutes” will keep all but the worst-mannered types quiet... and, of course, there’s no obligation on any two stations in QSO to let anyone else in.)

Lip-Artists and Brass-Pounders
No, this is not a move to drag out the weary old CW/Phone controversy; long ago we agreed to let the warring clans battle it out among themselves without wasting valuable space. This is to give an airing to GW3AHN’s view that it is now easier to work DX on Phone than on CW. He suggests that probably many of the Phone men have better aerial systems than the CW enthusiasts, though why this should be we can’t quite see.

Maybe the more relevant fact is that more of the Phone people have commercial gear—is this a fair assumption? It might well be, because, after all, you can’t buy a CW transmitter (or can you? We don’t know of one), and if you have spent £200 on a set-up which makes SSB operation possible, you have to be a pretty rabid CW fan if you don’t use the microphone most of the time.

The relatively small proportion of CW men who are among the top DX’ers are obviously using very efficient aerial systems, whether their rigs are commercial or home-brew: those among them who have SSB gear are doubtless using it on that mode as well, and they are probably very highly-placed Phone DX’ers too.

Quoting our statement that “If all the CW men were to change their spots and use Phone...” etc., GW3AHN suggests that if all the Phone operators were to change to CW, that would also cause a shock, since many of them are highly-efficient CW operators!

But he adds a comment that is, unfortunately, all too true: “To hear two efficient CW operators ‘conversing’ is a joy to listen to, but so much of it is poor in the extreme, and it often amazes me that operators I have known for the last 20 years or so have not improved one iota over the period.”

So we’ll let it rest once more... but what do readers think? Is it really easier to pull in the DX on SSB than on CW? And, if so, why? Could the fantastic number of European CW stations, most of whom sound like novices, be the main reason? And are their numbers due to the fact that they have found that their usual primitive forms of AM Phone are simply no good nowadays, while the complexity and expense of SSB keeps them away from that mode? Worth a thought, anyway... but it is a fact that you will find a bowing pack of European CW stations chasing a solitary VK or ZL who shows up, whereas you can go up into the SSB band and work one with comparative ease.

QRM and Contests
G3IDG brings up an aspect of contests which hadn’t really occurred to us. There are many, he says, like himself, who go on “just to give the boys a point.” But find, when the results are published, that “the boys,” like himself, haven’t entered anyway! This adds up to a waste of time and an unnecessary cluttering of the bands.

One feels that there must be a high proportion of people who show up during a contest simply because they like a number of short-snappy contacts with all parts of the world (if they’re lucky) to show how the rig is performing. Among them are many who find the average ten-minute QSO a bore, because it yields nothing except an exchange of RST, QTH, name and the inevitable “Pse QSL” and a good-bye that adds at least another two minutes. (Remember the six-year-old quoted here years ago as asking “Daddy why do you always take so long saying good-bye?” Out of the mouths of...)

G3IDG, on another subject, suggests that Awards and the like might be organised on a military basis, so that someone working his 200th country could call himself “Fred Drip, DXCC and Bar,” WPX with Oak Leaves, Swords and Diamonds... and we might add (on our own account) WAZ with Purple Hearts. These high awards, says G3IDG, would be worn on all ceremonial occasions, such as Exhibitions, Mobile Rallies and the like.

Geoff Watts, organiser of the Islands-on-the-Air Award (to return to serious and more worthy matter) asks us to mention that there will be a further one month’s grace for getting the necessary QSL’s for the 1965 award. Amateurs and SWL’s anywhere in the world may enter for this—simply forward a list of the QSL’s for 1965 concerning different islands worked or heard. Mark the IOTA Directory-of-Islands reference against each, and multiply the total by the number of continents. Do not send the QSL’s. The attractive IOTA Award will be sent to the top-scoring amateur and SWL in each continent, who will then be asked to produce the QSL’s.

Lists, by April 30, to Geoff Watts, DX News-Sheet, 62 Belmore Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR.72.T, from whom copies of the 18-page directory may be obtained (2x, or four IRC’s... proportionately more for air mail).

Strange QSO’s
A recent series of 10-metre contacts between G3O0Q/A and
G3RPJ was unusual, to put it mildly. G3RPJ was in bed with 'flu and G300Q/A was in Stratford Hospital, incapacitated after an operation. The hospital bed proved a successful aerial, resonated via a croc. clip and a 50 µF capacitor. Full co-operation was provided by Matron, and much interest by the other patients! (It also proves that you can make anything radiate—provided you can resonate it.)

Enter the G3V's

G3VAJ is the first of the new series to write in, and his life-story is practically the classical one: Enthusiasm fired by hearing a local on the broadcast receiver, about four years back . . . R.A.E. in December, 1964 . . . Morse test February 22, 1966, and ticket collected same day. Aged 18, still at school, just as your conductor was when the mystic letters “6QB” first saw the light of day (devoid of the “G,” of course). G3VAJ, from Ipswich, wants to thank many local amateurs for their help before the event, and their friendly welcome afterwards—and you can’t say fairer than that.

DX Shorts

Rumours that DL7FT was going to Albania this year are now off . . . Other reports that G3NAC and an R.A.F. gang hope to operate from Rockall are on. “Some time in April or May,” and the trip will probably only last for a matter of hours.

Lloyd, W6KG, and Iris, his XYL, will be in the U.K. this spring and hope to operate from GD and both the GC's (still quite rare for hundreds of W's). They will then be touring Europe . . . Lots of W's have now their G5/3 calls under the reciprocal licensing scheme, and can be encountered on most bands. Welcome to them all!

W9WNV is carrying on with DX'ing, although all hope of his ex-partner, Chuck (K7LMU) having survived must now be abandoned. Don plans to work from Manihiki (ZK1), then Nauru, then a couple of “new ones”—probably reefs. Also hopes of Heard and/or Macquarie.

EA2CA and others may be re-activating Rio de Oro, around April 2-10 on SSB . . . Kusaie Is. (KC6FM) and Kuril Is. (UA0FC) are two new ones for the IOTA Award.

WF8RC is a new one from Wallis Is. (14246 kc SSB) . . . TG8CI and 8FA are delighting the prefix-hunters . . . 1CIKDB (Isle of Capri) is now expected in May . . . ZD7IP's frequencies (all crystal) are 1822, 3501, 7006 and 7040 kc—all CW.

Late Flashes

From Gibraltar ZB2AM reports increasing activity, with ZB2AR, 2AS, 2AT and 2AU the latest additions. ZB2AT is the first Gibraltar to pass the R.A.E., and uses the old rig of ZB2I. The local Sea Scouts are using the call ZB2SS on 160 and other bands. MIke himself wishes the Europeans would spread out more on Fifteen and Ten—they make the abundant DX on Twenty a real ordeal!

ZB2AR/MM (ex-G3TIF) is aboard H.M.S. Puma in the South Atlantic, and will be visiting ZD7IP and ZD9BE. Meanwhile he can be found on 14050 kc CW most evenings.

G3NMH (Swindon) reports a good session on Ten (March 13), when he worked EL2AP, CE6EZ, FS7RT, KS4CA, KP4CKU, ZE, PY and some W's. He also heard YV5BPJ, HR1JMF, LU1DTJ and OA1W, all giving 599 reports to W's and VE's. On the following day he raised VP8HZ on 28600 kc SSB, and he also remarks on VP8HZ, 8IA, 8IH/MM and 8CW, all on Twenty, which also produced a good list of miscellaneous DX.

Sign-Off

The “New Cycle” Five-Band Table is going very well, but no takers have been received for the G3T-/-G3U-/- Top Band Ladder, apart from the original two who initialed it last month. If no more entries arrive, this will have to be allowed to die from lack of interest. Deadline for next issue is first post on April 18. Address everything to “Communication and DX News,” SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham, England. Good Hunting, 73 and—BCNU.
VHF BANDS

A. J. DEVON

There have been one or two nice uplifts in conditions during the period, first in the early part of March and then again just as this was being got ready for the printer—when the glass went almost abnormally high, and anticycles developed over the U.K. and Northern Europe. The latter condition was well shown by the sky and the weather charts, as well as the barometer, from about the middle of the week ending March 20. This later opening came too close to the deadline for it to be fully covered here.

However, during the earlier part of the month, Northern Europe was workable from the Midlands south, and for G3LTF (Galleywood, nr. Chelmsford) it brought in some distant DL’s, as well as many stations heard and worked in DJ/DL, F, ON and PA; Peter also mentions two useful beacons—DL0AR on 144-00 mc and DL0RG, 144-007 mc.

Latest news on the ARTOB balloon—see this space last time out—is that there are to be tests every Sunday at 1030z; and on Tuesdays at 1700z. Presumably, these flights will be from Aachen and the balloon will only go up if there is to be an easterly drift. In spite of what was said here about its potential usefulness for U.K. operators, it is worth watching for—but remember that it receives on 144-08-144-12 mc and retransmits over 145-88-145-92 mc. In fact, for anyone wishing to use the device correctly on the transmitting side, the segments are 144-08-144-10, CW only; 144-100-144-115, SSB and CW; and 144-115-144-122 mc for DX stations (“over 600 km. from the launch point”).

Conventions

Following the London VHF Convention on April 2 (which is “tomorrow,” for those who get their copies on time), there is the GM event on Saturday, April 30, at the Mill Hotel, Rutherglen, Lanarkshire, for which the booking fee is 27s. 6d. inclusive, with the arrangements in the hands of GM3PMB and GM6ZV, both QTHR. They are hoping for good support from the South, with the opportunity of meeting many GM’s.

Then there is the newly-conceived and launched Midlands VHF Convention and Dinner, on Saturday, May 14, at the Park Hall Hotel, Goldthorn Park, Wolverhampton, with Tom Douglas, G3BA, in the chair for the dinner, and F. T. Smith, G6FK (QTHR) in charge of the arrangements—which are to include talk-in on 2m. and 4m.; presentations by G3KMT and G3LLJ on the applications of commercial measuring equipment; lectures on Varactors (G8AKM), RF Cables (G2JT), and on Colour TV; a commercial equipment display; tape-record playings of outstanding happenings in the VHF/UHF world, presented by G3JZG and G3KFD; an exhibition of VHF station equipment, for which prizes are to be awarded, and for which entries are invited (form from G6FK); an on-the-air A/TV station, by the Slade Radio Society; and a raffle to be conducted by G8KL. The inclusive charge is 30s., with the opening at 1.0 p.m. and the dinner timed for 7.0 p.m. This sounds to be a pretty ambitious programme, and should be of great interest to those able to be in Wolverhampton on May 14.

Notes and News

OK1DE writes from Prague to say that he is now at 21C in Countries, the point of particular interest about his claim being that all 21 were worked by tropo. During the openings of last autumn, when he had contacts with UB, UP, UQ and UR, European activity on VHF is now very high, and all countries within EDX range by any propagation mode are represented by efficient and well-operated stations, always on the watch for the right conditions to develop.

Starting right away, EI2W (Sandyford, 6m. south of Dublin) will be on 432-3 mc regularly, and every evening 1800-2000z when conditions are good, using a 96-element beam and a PA running 20w. This mighty aerial array is made up of four 24-element sections and, as the QTH is 1,000ft. a.s.l. and nicely in the clear, Harry should be a pretty potent signal on the 70-centimetre band. He already holds five 430 mc “Firsts” for EI, and his two-metre record of “Firsts” includes 23 countries in his 15 years on that band, from April, 1951. He also has ten other EI “Firsts,” covering the 50 mc and 70 mc bands. Harry is not idle on VHF, and has a wonderful record of achievement—all on Phone, too!

A call likely to be heard out-and-about during the coming /P, /M season is GW3ITZ, of the R.A.F. Sealand Amateur Radio Club; they plan participation in all contest events on the four VHF bands from 4m. to 23 cm., for which they have marked down a site 1,500ft. a.s.l. near Wrexham in North Wales.

Talking of 23 cm., G3LTF reports a good 35-mile contact...
FOUR METRES

ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED

LIST

Starting Figure, 8

From Home QTH Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>G3JHEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>G3IUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>EI2W, G3OHH (284)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>G3SKR (430)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>G3MOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>G3OWA (444)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>G2O1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>G3PJK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>G3HMH/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>G3BOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>G5FK (300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>G2BY, G5JU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>G1NUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>G3PPG, G3PMJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G3BNL, G3MEGW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G3AYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>G3OJE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>G3RDQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G3LAS, G3LQR, G3LN, G3HXV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>G3FIJ, G3HRH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>G2AXI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G3HRW (245), G3OBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G3EKP, G5UM (190)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G5CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G3BR, G3FDW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>G3TOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G3KJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G3TKQ, G5DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>G1LHA, G3PRQ, G3SNA, G3UYB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G2BDX, G3ICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>G2DHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G3NNO, G8VN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table records Counties Worked on Four Metres, on an all-time basis. Claims can be made as for the other Tables, e.g. a list of counties with the stations worked for them, added from time to time as more counties accrue. QSL cards or other confirmations are not required. Totals in excess of 100 different stations worked can be claimed and will be shown in brackets after the call.

In the February issue of "Short Wave Magazine" we had an article on an absorption wavemeter for general VHF purposes. Here is a photograph of the two wavemeters as described by GM3JAVS, showing how they can be constructed and the coils mounted. An easy way of calibrating a VHF absorption wavemeter is to build a variable oscillator and rig up a Lecher-line system. The oscillator is coupled into the line, the glow-point found, the wavemeter then being coupled to the oscillator and adjusted till the glow disappears; this is done for various oscillator settings.

with G8AEJ, with R5 signals both ways. Peter's 23 cm. Tx gives 35w. output (from a 2C39A) into a 30in. diameter dish at a height of 50ft. For this band, he also has a parametric amplifier showing a noise-factor of about 4 dB.

G3NNW (Rochdale) writes that he has "now gone completely VHF," the inspiration coming from a friend with a G8/3 call. His Rx for two metres takes a pair of A.2521's, and the Tx under construction will have a 6146 in the PA and should be on the air by about June. On 70 cm. he is already radiating QRP, about 2w. from an A.2521 into a slot-fed 8/8 at 20ft., and a fully-transistorised converter is under construction, together with a rather more hefty Tx arrangement taking a DET-24 in the PA; this will be on 433.664 mc (checked by a 500 mc electronic counter!). Other projects include getting the antennae up higher and fitting the mast with rotary control.

G3HXV (Belfast), who sticks so faithfully to 4m., goes up another two in the All-Time for that band, having had contacts with GM3HLQ for Lanarks and EI7AF in Co. Louth.

There is greatly increased activity on four metres, partly due to the release of another lot of (ex-BBC type) gear which can easily be modified for 70 mc. At the moment of writing, we have not got full details of what this apparatus is, nor where you can get it—but if you are interested in the 70 mc band, keep an eye on the advertising. And, incidentally, don't forget the 4-metre Set Listening Period, on Easter Sunday, 10th, during the periods 1000-1300z, and 1500-1900z. We look forward to seeing a good batch of logs for this. Though intended primarily for the interest of our VHF/SWL's, entries will be welcome from any quarter. (What we want to find out is how the 4-metre activity goes in different parts of the country.) Notice some of the totals in the current All-Time, with G3OWA showing no less than 444 different stations now worked from Coulsdon, Surrey.

G3PPG, of the BBC (Evesham) Radio Group, is regularly on the 4-metre air, running 50w. with a four-ele Yagi at 234ft. a.s.l. and a good take-off in all directions except the North; and from that direction they would welcome skeds (write G3PPG or G3DEF,
QTHR).

G3KMI (Southampton Univ. Club) can get up one of the University towers, giving them a take-off from 140ft. above ground. Using this enivable facility for both 70 and 144 mc, and with five operators available, they have been doing very well on both bands. For 4m., the gear is a much-modified B.44 with 20-watt PA, into a 3/3 Yagi. On two metres, an E88CC converter feeds into an Eddystone 680X tuning 2-4 mc, the Tx runs 25w. in the PA, and the aerial is an 8/8 slotted J-Beam. One of their two-metre QSO's was with G5AAY/W1MEM—who we welcome to VHF in the U.K.

For EI6AS (Dublin) conditions have been poor and activity low—however, he would welcome skeds with the G-fraternity any evening after 8.0 p.m. and all day at weekends, on any of the three VHF bands, for which his frequencies are 70.227 mc., 145.854 mc. and 432.5 mc.

G3EDD (Cambridge) remarks that "conditions on two metres have been slightly up, but nothing desperate." The G3PYE group provided most of the gear for the GD6UW expedition, on which we hope to have notes for a future issue. Incidentally, Brian is now out of his 4-metre doldrums—he has pushed the beam up far enough to look over the lip of his saucer.

The latest report from G5UM (Knebworth, Herts.) shows that he has now worked the astonishing total of 1,307 different stations all-time on two metres. He also shows healthy totals for 4m. (190S) and 70 cm. (158S). G3UFQ (Sutton Coldfield) can claim four more counties for the Annual, and G3AIIV (Slough) five more, including GW3RUF/P when this well-known Birmingham group came on from Monmouthshire.

G3UFA (Digswell, Herts.) also moves up in the listings.

We show as many of the Tables as there is space for this time, with about 40 movements recorded (several correspondents make claims only, with no comment about their activity or equipment). One reader takes us up on what he calls the logic of the multiplier system now running (but only till the end of May); the brief answer is that anyone with long VHF experience will know that it is about three times as difficult to produce comparable results on 70 centimetres as it is on two metres, and that since 4 metres has until lately been a much less-populated band than two metres, a temporary loading of x2 for 70 mc was justified. The two-metre loading can be adjusted on some future occasion, remembering that it is on two metres that most VHF operators start and many remain.

**Dead Line**

Which brings it to an end for this time. For our next showing, on May 6, the closing date for this piece is Friday, April 22—by which time quite a lot can have happened. Look both ways and tread warily over Easter, keep on the air instead of on the roads, and send all your results, claims, news and views to: A. J. Devon, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM. 73 de A.J.D.
NEW QTH's

G3UCV, R. Cartwright, 617 York Road, Leeds 9, Yorkshire. (Tel. Leeds 21284.)

G3UNR, R. A. Calder, 14 Brackenborough Road, Louth, Lincs.

G3URI, K. S. Franks, 251 Queens Road, Londonderry, Smethwick 41, Staffs.

G3UWG, R. W. Buckley, Highfield, Beech Hall Drive, Tytherington, Macclesfield, Cheshire. (Tel. Macclesfield 3909.)

G3UUL, T. H. Jones, Gwenfield, Beech Hall Drive, Tytherington, Macclesfield, Cheshire. (Tel. Guildford 67613.)

G3URI, K. S. Franks, 251 Queens Road, Londonderry, Staffs.

G8AMK, L. J. Parry, 13 Cannon Hill, Easthamstead, Bracknell, Berks.

G8AMV, A. J. Beaman, 33 Wayland Close, Harmanswater, Bracknell, Berks.

G8ANU, C. P. Howard, Heath House, Brocton Road, Milford, Stafford.

G3GMB, D. Bell, 16 Tytherington Drive, Tytherington, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS


G2AFN, G. H. Wilkins, 29 Pine Court, Cubbington Road, Lillington, Leamington Spa, Warwick.

G2BQC, L. J. Coupland, 117 Burgh Road, Skegness, Lincs.

G3AOX, S. Roberts, Cottage Farm, Wessington, Derbyshire.

G3CFS, J. M. Robson, 6A Lochlea Road, Cumbernauld, Glasgow.

G3COY, V. J. Reynolds, 25 Yoxall Avenue, Harshill, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

G3ENB, W. E. Gates, 1 Stonecross Road, Castle Park, Whitby, Yorkshire.

G3FBS, H. Grist, Ravenscroft, Greaea, S. Johns, i.o.m.

G3HY, J. E. Francis, 12 Clivesway, Hinckley, Leics.

G3HMB, I. E. Elliot (ex-GM3HMB), 4 Clifton Wood, Holbrook, Ipswich, Suffolk.

G3JTO, R. F. Griffiths, 63 Fifth Cross Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

G3KRU, H. Gates, 16 Tytherington Drive, Tytherington, Macclesfield, Cheshire.

G3KVD, D. M. Jones, 6 Mullagh Place, Limavady, Co. Derry, N. Ireland.

G3LJN, E. A. Herbert, 124 Garth Owen, Newtown, Montgomeryshire.

G3LPS, E. Pickering, 7 Hob Green, Mellor, Blackburn, Lancs.

G3LQP, R. Brown, 56 Combe Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berks.

G3MDD, B. S. Mudge, 20 Cripple Road, Botley Road, Oxford.

G3MGL, A. V. H. Davis, 16 Newmarket Road, Furnace Green, Crawley, Sussex.

G3NAU, Rev. P. R. Heath, The Presbytery, 22 Cobham Road, Halesowen, Worcs. (Tel. H a l e s o w e n 1236.)

G3NML, M. E. Slater, 15 Castle Lane, Chandlers Ford, Hants.

G3NRW, A. I. H. Wade, 56 Noakes Avenue, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex.

G3OCS, O. H. Kennedy, 77 Seaview Road, Brightlingsea, Colchester, Essex.

G3OFC, D. A. G. Martin, 7 Sea View Avenue, Eastham, Wirral, Cheshire.

G3ORK, R. A. Talbot, 9 Waltho Avenue, Maghull, Liverpool, Lancs. (Tel. MAG 4502.)

G3PNU, E. M. Clark, High Kiskin, Bootle, Cumberland.

G3PNO, A. Floyd, 72 Englefield Avenue, Red Hall Estate, Connah's Quay, Flintshire.

G3POF, R. E. Whiting, Breton, Munday Dean, Marlow, Bucks.

G3RFH, K. J. Randall, 6 Mortimer Close, Woolavington, Bridgewater, Somerset.

G3RIT, G. R. Henderson, 64 Douglas Drive, Stevenage, Herts.

G3RWI, H. W. Cross, Glendale, Moss Lane, Manley, Warrington, Lancs. (Tel. Manley 221.)

G3SDJ, H. A. H. Jefferies, 23 Carlton Road, Gidea Park, Essex.

G3SVF, J. W. Mitchell (ex-4SGW/MY/SGW/KCSML), 6 Carey Place, Longhoughton, Alnwick, Northumberland.

G3TPK, M. Evans, 116 Stockport Road, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire.

G3TQZ, S. G. Ridgway, 87 Greatby Road, Liscard, Wallasey, Cheshire.

G4OK, H. Bailey, 35 Chapel Street, Wath-on-Dearne, Rotherham, Yorkshire.

G6NM, E. G. Houldsworth, Riverside, Davylands, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

G8AKM, G. B. Roper, B.Sc., 19 Norrmay Rise, Andover Road, Newbury, Berks.
THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS

By "Club Secretary"

(Deadline for May Issue: April 15)

(Please address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary," Editorial Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham.)

ACTIVITY reports are so numerous this month—no less than 75!—that the traditional "preamble" has to be brief. One subject must, however, be mentioned.

We are always being asked by club secretaries if we can help to provide, or at least put them in touch with, lecturers. Generally they add "We don't mind what the subject is."

It seems that this is a matter in which we might be able to help, provided that all those gentlemen who are prepared to give talks to clubs will notify us of the fact; and, of course, that all club secretaries who would like to be put in touch with a lecturer will do likewise.

We are willing to act as clearing-house for such a scheme, so we appeal here and now for post-cards (not letters, please) from possible lecturers, stating (a) their particular subjects; (b) how far afield they are prepared to travel at their own expense; and (c) how far they would go if their travelling expenses were paid by the Club concerned.

From club secretaries we also ask for post-cards stating (a) any particular preferences for subjects; and (b) whether they would pay reasonable travelling expenses and supply the customary hospitality to attract visiting lecturers.

The scheme is probably worth a trial, at all events, and we will report on what happens in due course. Address post-cards as at the head of this page, marking them "Lecturer."

ACTIVITY REPORTS

Wimbledon meet on April 1 (publication day) for a lecture by a G.P.O. representative; their May meeting will be on the 13th, with a talk by G3OLM on Quartz Crystals.

South Shields gather every Friday (7.30 p.m. at the Trinity House Social Centre, Laygate). An R.A.E. Course is running at the local Technical College, supplemented by instruction at the Friday meetings. The Club also has a constructional project on hand—a G2DAF-type converter. And they are also involved in a lot of work for the 7th Mobile Rally, fixed for July 10.

Northern Heights meet at the Sportsman Inn, Ogden, Halifax, on alternate Wednesday evenings, and their AGM will be held on April 13. On the 27th G3IKS will talk about the Design and Construction of Small Mains Transformers, and May 11 is booked for another Junk Sale.

Sheffield report some interesting evenings, and future events also promise well. During March the subjects were Command Receiver mods, Crystals and a Film Show. Weekly meetings continue, the next being on April 7. South London Mobile Club will be holding their AGM on April 23, 8 p.m. at Clapham Manor Baths, S.W.4. Over the Easter weekend members will be running an expedition to Wales.

Weston-super-Mare will assemble for a lecture on Hi-Fi and Stereo on April 1, and their next meeting, on May 6, will be devoted to Test Equipment. One notes that the hon. secretary here is G3GNS, who has already put in many years of work for the R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society. Thames Valley will hear a talk by G2ANX on Mobile Operation on April 6, and on May 4 the subject will be Nuclear Power, and the speaker Tony Taylor.

Spen Valley hold their Annual Dinner on April 2, at the Kingsway Cafe, Dewsbury. The guest speaker will be G3CJD (of Holme Moss BBC/TV), and entries for the Swindon Cup (best-built piece of equipment) will be judged the same night. Acton, Brentford & Chesswick will be meeting on April 19 (66 High Road, Chesswick) for a discussion on "Transistors—Where are We Going?" Visitors will be welcomed, at 7.30 p.m.

Basildon report a successful Junk Sale at their March meeting; their next is on April 20 in the restaurant of the Van Googh, Paycocke Road, when G3ORT will talk on SSB, with a rig working on 80 and 40 metres. Visitors welcomed, and the meeting starts at 8 p.m.

East Lancashire report the happy state of having 75 members, with new faces still appearing at each meeting. So many people turned up for the recent Junk Sale that an adjoining room had to be used for the overspill! On April 7 they will be discussing NFD arrangements, and on May 5 there will be a Film Show, with the accent on transistors. Visits have been arranged to Preston Air Traffic Control and to the

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Club secretaries and others concerned are reminded that the address for this feature is: Editorial Department, Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham, England, with the letter marked "Club Secretary." Reports must reach us by the date given at the head of the article each month, and must also include the QTH of the hon. secretary for the address panel. Some reports are still being sent to our London office, causing delay, and others do not give an address for the hon. secretary.
The first annual dinner of the Fareham Amateur Radio Club was supported by 42 members and friends, and we are informed that it was "a really wonderful evening." At 5th from the left, standing, is the president, Douglas Briggs, G2QK, with his wife, and G3ORR on her left. The youngest Fareham Club member, Alan Brains, aged 13 (right foreground) was called upon to propose the loyal toast.

R.N. W/T station at Inskip—both should be very interesting. Meetings are at 7.30 p.m. in the YMCA, Limbrick, Blackburn.

Purley report an increasing membership and a good average attendance, as a result of which they are reducing their subscription to 5s. per annum, and also providing free tea-and-cakes on future occasions. On April 15 they will welcome G3LXN, secretary of the South London Mobile Club, who will talk about Mobile Operation; on May 20 their chairman, G3GKF, will give a talk and demonstration on SSB.

Loughborough University have acquired an NCX-5 transceiver, and hope to be on all bands using their own call G3RLC. They have also found themselves a shack, but are in difficulties about a location for the aerial. They would be glad to arrange contacts with other Universities and Colleges, and also to hear from past members of the Club.

Durham City have settled in their new Hq., at the Bay Horse Hotel, Gilesgate, where they meet on alternate Thursdays. In March they held a Top-Band CW Contest, and the Bridge Trophy was awarded to the winning team, and also a prize for the best SWL log. New members (especially SWL’s) will be welcomed.

Crawley will get together on April 27 for a talk on Wired TV, by Mr. E. G. James. NFD plans are going ahead, with regular meetings of the subcommittee. Civil Service continue their sessions at the Science Museum with a lecture and films on The Linear Accelerator, by Mr. Atherton (Mullard) on April 5. On the 19th they will hold their AGM, followed by an informal evening.

Chiltern are due to meet on April 28, but the subject was not fixed when their secretary sent particulars. British Legion Club, St. Mary Street, High Wycombe, 7.30 p.m.

Chesham report a certain lack of enthusiasm, and a poor turn-out for meetings. They feel that the chief trouble is that their premises lack amenities, but a nucleus of stalwarts continue to turn up. Bristol will meet on April 14 for a lecture on Power Supplies (Valve and Transistor, by G3OLB). April 21 is the date for their Junk Sale, and on May 5 the subject will be “Understanding Interference,” by G3OUK.

Basingstoke recently had a demonstration on receiver alignment, using a wobbulator, by G8AKM. At their next meeting, on April 16, the NFD plans will be discussed, after which the G.P.O. Film “Ship to Shore” will be shown. 7 p.m. in the Immanuel Hall, Wote Street.

The Pathfinder Radio Group reports that their announcement in our December issue brought such an influx of new members that they have had to appoint regional secretaries for Middlesbrough and...
Berkhamsted! They are seeking suitable premises at Hemel Hempstead, the central Hq. Mansfield held their AGM in March and re-elected their officials; meetings are to continue on Friday evenings (7.30) at the New Inn, Westgate, with a programme of discussions, talks and Junk Sales. Visitors and SWL's always welcome.

Harlow have their headquarters at Mark Hall Barn. First Avenue, whence they now operate under the call of their late president, G6UT, which they applied for and intend to use as a memorial to him.

Stratford-upon-Avon will be holding a mobile picnic on April 23 (Shakespeare's Birthday), starting at 3 p.m. at the Wilmecote Working Men's Club, with talk-in on Top Band and possibly Two as well.

The Stratford-upon-Avon will be holding a mobile picnic on April 23 (Shakespeare's Birthday), starting at 3 p.m. at the Wilmecote Working Men's Club, with talk-in on Top Band and possibly Two as well. The agenda is "ragchew and disposal of junk." On April 29, G3BA will talk about "Going VHF the Modern Way"—this meeting will be at the Union Club, Chapel Lane.

Saltash will have a talk on "TV DX," by Reg Roper, on April 8, and the 22nd is a Film and Supper Night (7.30 p.m. sharp). And their next major concern is their Mobile Rally on Whit Monday, at Calstock. Guildford will be meeting on the same two dates, with a tape-lecture on VHF, by G2UJ, on the 8th, and their AGM on the 22nd.

Coventry continue their Friday sessions at the Civil Defence Hq., Drapers Fields (off the Foleshill Road); old friends and new members will be welcomed any Friday. During the month they hope to meet ZL3RW and ZL3VP, the two New Zealanders who will be touring England with their mobile (see

---

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:


The licensed members present at the Plymouth Radio Club annual dinner on February 12. Seated, front, left to right: G3TSE, G3SGV, G3ZT, G3BRJ, G3SVZ. First row, standing, left to right: G3SCW, G3GQS, G3PFI, G3SVY, G3SN, G3UJW, G3DFP. Second row, standing, left to right: G3PGJ, G3HHV, G3UVS, G3RMZ, G3ULN. Back row, standing, left to right: G3LMG, G3KFN and G3LSD.

Cornish announce the result of the first Enid Bottomley Contest, which was won by G3OFN, with G3GQS as runner-up. (The late Enid Bottomley, G3OHB, died in St. Teresa’s Cheshire Home in 1964, after being actively on the air with a fellow-patient, G3OGT. This joint effort was the first example of an AT station to operate from a Cheshire Home.) The contest winner operated on 80 metres AM and SSB only, averaging nearly one QSO every five minutes for 11½ hours, and working all continents. Cornish, by the way, have available a quite surprising number of cups, shields and trophies for the various contests which they organise during the year.

Midland were very active with their station GB3BBS from the Birmingham Boat Show at the end of February, and their next big commitment is the Trentham Gardens Rally on April 24. Mid-Warwickshire will be visiting the Leamington Telephone Exchange on April 4, and on the 18th they will hear a talk on Frequency Modulation by Mr. R. J. Ward. The meeting on May 2 will be devoted to the subject of SSB, and the speaker will be G3LJW. They now have 45 members.

Surrey (Croydon) will have their AGM on April 12, at the Blacksmith’s Arms, South Croydon, 8 p.m.; their March event was a Junk Sale. Swindon will be holding a Mullard Film Meeting at 7.45 p.m. on April 6; the 20th will be devoted to R.A.E. instruction, and the judging and prize-giving for the G3JO Cup Competition. On April 27 the local exhibition at the Town Hall opens, and May 4 will be the final R.A.E session.

ROSS-SHIRE

It is intended to form a club in Ross-shire, but the organisers are finding it difficult to locate all the SWL’s in the area, whose support they would welcome. All interested persons are asked to make contact with: Wm. J. MacDonald, Glentarra, Muir of Ord, Ross-shire.
arranged for April 27.

Newark have recently had talks on Masers and Lasers, and an interesting visit to a power station. Subjects for future talks are the Two-Tone Test on SSB, and DX-peditions by 9M4LX. Ipswich will hold their AGM on April 27, after a very successful year of regular meetings. They have planned a full programme for the coming season, catering for all tastes, "from DC to UHF." Meetings are on the last Wednesday, 7.30 p.m. at Gippeswyk Hall, Ipswich.

Echelford have their AGM on the same evening (April 27), at the Links Hotel, Fordbridge Road, Ashford, Middx. Clifton have arranged four D/F events and one Transmitting Field Day for the coming months, and their demonstrations in the R.A.E. course have covered Tuned Circuits and the GDO.

Brighton Technical College A.R.S. is a newly-formed Club, whose meetings are to be held fortnightly in the College Engineering Dept. (Room G14). Next meetings are on April 20, and May 4 and 18th, when the College station G3TCB will be in operation. Bedford will hold a Social Evening on April 13, but the place has not yet been decided. Their meeting on the 28th will be devoted to NFD matters. Sessions are normally at Westfield School, Queen's Park, 7.30 p.m.

Bristol (RSGB Group) now meet in the new and luxurious Physics Lecture Theatre in Bristol University, Royal Fort, Tindalls Avenue, on the fourth Friday at 7.15 p.m. On March 25 they saw a Film Show, including the première of the G.P.O.'s "Ship to Shore Radio." On April 29, G3BGL will be lecturing on "Aerial Farming in a Monastery." On the 1st (publication date) they are visiting the atomic power station at Berkeley, meeting at the gates at 7 p.m. (The power station is just about opposite Berkeley Castle, which has been lived in by the same family for nearly 900 years.)

South Yorkshire elected new officers at their recent AGM (see panel for new secretary's QTH). Meetings are on Thursdays, 8 p.m. at the Stag Inn, Dockin Hill Road, Doncaster; alternate Thursdays are Beginners' Nights. The future programme includes an experimental local Field Day, and a Mobile Rally in competition with other clubs (dates not fixed). Meanwhile they are looking around urgently for a clubroom with lock-up facilities, and any help will be much appreciated.

Bury & Rossendale, at their March meeting, were treated to an interesting lecture-demonstration (subject not stated) by G8AGG of the Liverpool University Club. The Annual Dinner will be held at the Old Boar's Head (private room) on April 12 at 8 p.m. Paddington will hear a talk on Relays on April 13. The prototype of a Top-Band transmitter-receiver, designed by G3MHQ as a Club project, is now complete. Meetings are on Wednesdays at 8 p.m., with the Club Net on 14-2 mc on Fridays at 2330, and G3PAD is also active on Two.

Cheshunt held their AGM and elected new officers (see panel for secretary). The past year's activity was described as satisfactory. Meetings continue on the first Friday, 8 p.m. at the Methodist Church Hall, and always with a welcome for visitors. The May lecture will concern the design of a single transmitter for Top Band and Two, by G3EOH.

Magnus Grammar School have held an "instructional net" on Eighty Metres, with members dispersed between three transmitting stations and three SWL's, and they report nearly a 100 per cent turnout for their AGM. In April they will be entertaining members of the Thieves Wood Short Wave Club.

Wirral, continuing fortnightly meetings, announce "Transistory" for April 6 (by G2FOS) and Transistor Transmitters for the 20th (by G3SXLX). May 4 is booked for their Junk Sale. Reigate attracted 34 to their Dinner and Dance (more quality than quantity, they say!). April 21 is the night for their Junk Sale.

Edgware report that their recent return to these columns, after a longish absence, has resulted in increased membership and larger attendances—which is as it should be. Their March lectures covered Lasers (G.P.O. Research, Dollis Hill) and Oscilloscopes (G3SJE), and the latter will be continued on April 25. No meeting on April 11 (Easter Monday), but the Club Net will continue every Wednesday on 1875 kc.

Harrow also report good attendances and interesting lectures. April 1, 15 and 29 will be Practical evenings; no meeting on the 8th; G3LTF on Moonbounce and Oscar, on the 22nd; and a Mammoth Junk Sale on May 6. Manchester will hear a talk by G3RTU on the B.44 Mk III, on April 6; the 13th is Activity Night, and R.A.E. study; on the 20th there will be a lecture by G3IOA; and the 27th will be another Activity night. The clubroom has been re-decorated, and the Club station is now installed in the shack. Latest licensee among members is G8AOG. (There used to be a type of aerial called "the A.O.G."!)

South Birmingham will see, on April 21, Mr. F. F. Dodson's slides and films of scenic views and amateur shacks in the U.S.A. YL's, XYL's and other Clubs have been invited. On May 19 the half-yearly Junk Sale will be G3FZL and G3JKY. Last year Crystal Palace

---

CLUB PUBLICATIONS

We acknowledge, with thanks, receipt of the following Club Publications:

AERE, Harwell (QAV, February); ARMS (Mobile News, February); Bedford (In Circuit, February); Cornish (Cornish Link, February); Cray Valley (QUA, March); Crystal Palace (Newsletter, No. 124); North Kent (Newsletter, No. 97); Plymouth (QUA, March); Purley (Splatter, March); RAIBC (Radio, March); Radio Club of Scotland (GM Magazine, February); RAFARS (Newsletter, No. 17); Reigate (Feedback, February); Sutton and Cheam (Newsletter, February); Surrey (S.R.C.C. Monthly News, March); Swindon (Wiltshire Hams, March-April); WAMRAC (Circular Letter, No. 56); Wirral (Newsletter, February-March); Wrexham (GRS, March); Wolverhampton (Newsletter, February); Foundation for Amateur Radio (Aero-Call, February); Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma (Collector and Emitter, February); South Birmingham (QSP, March); and Verulam (News Sheet, No. 23, March).
won by a small margin, so this will be a needle match.

Up at Blackpool & Fylde the AGM put in eight officials, with G3OPT as chairman, G3OCX hon. secretary, and Mrs. Sinclare (whose c/s as given us does not check with the Call Book) as a member of the committee. A programme is being worked for the coming twelve months.

Welwyn Garden City held its annual constructors' competition on March 10. The senior trophy was taken by G3AAZ, with a compact table-top SSB transmitter (we would like a photograph, with notes), and for the third year in succession the junior prize went to Trevor Baker, now G8ANS, with yet another piece of test gear to add to his already extensive collection.

The Cardiff Radio Contest Club will be joining Port Talbot A.R.S. for their April meeting, and their own next session will be on May 2—at the Griffin, Lisvane, for 8.0 p.m., as usual. Club activity is reported as very high, with much experimental work going on to find that “best aerial” to work as a reasonable all-band compromise; the Club is fortunate in having a disused farm building to accommodate their station—though this has its drawbacks, we are assured that the difficulties will be overcome.

Another active group is Torbay, who recently held their Annual Dinner, at which no less than five cups and two certificates were presented to the winners of various competitions, from the senior constructors’ cup (G3LHJ) to the prize for the best SWL Log (J. Flegg). The proceedings terminated with a dance, and Torbay is now looking forward to another active season.

J-BEAM ENGINEERING, LTD.

This is the title of a new Company formed to deal with the development, production and marketing of specialised aerials and aerial systems for relay, marine and commercial communication purposes. The firm is, of course, an off-shoot of the well-known J-Beam Aerials, Ltd., established in the market for many years. One result has been the growing demand on them for specialised commercial antennae systems of every kind, until now handled by the parent Company—hence the formation of J-Beam Engineering, Ltd., to undertake this more specialised business. Fully equipped with a modern laboratory, a comprehensive technical advisory service is offered to deal with all sorts of aerial engineering inquiries. The address is Rotherthorpe Crescent, Northampton (Tel. 62147), and the directors are B. D. Sykes (G2HCG), V. R. Hartopp, already well known as a J-Beam executive, and J. L. Neal, who has been with the parent Company for many years.

SPECIALY ON THE AIR

This space is available to Amateur Radio groups and societies intending to put on a station on the air for some public occasion. Please set out your notice in the general form shown here, with full details.

GB3RCW, April 14-19: Arranged by the North Notts. Amateur Radio Society for the Hobbies Exhibition organised by the Rotary Club of Worksop, Notts. The GB3RCW stand will include a display of early valves, back to 1913, and domestic BC receivers from about 1922, as well as more modern and sophisticated electronic apparatus to be lent by Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. Nine local operators will be on duty at various times, and one of the objects is to make contact with stations manned by members of Rotary Clubs the world over. All bands will be worked, including two metres, and the QSL address is: Rotarian H. S. Chadwick, G8ON, 25 Raines Avenue, Worksop, Notts.

GB3LRS, April 20-23: At the Hobbies Exhibition, Granby Halls, Leicester, where the Leicester Radio Society will be operating an AM/SSB station on 15-20-80 and 160 metres. The QSL address is: J. Ball, 45 Bryce Road, Leicester.

GB3PAS, July 19-21: At the Peterborough Agricultural Show, running 80m. and other bands as conditions allow. Address for QSL’s and other details: D. Byrne, G3KPO, Jersey House, Eye, Peterborough, Northants.
A SCHOOL RADIO CLUB

SOME NOTES ON ORGANISATION AND PROGRESS

R. Wallwork (G3JNK)

We are glad to give space to this interesting article on the development of a well-known School Radio Society—in the certainty that it will inspire similar developments in other schools and youth movements generally. Magnus, one of the established grammar schools, is fortunate in having as a member of staff a licensed amateur who is not only active but—as is very evident from what he says in his

“Convince me,” said The Man.

Just like that. Terse and crisp, ‘Convince Me!”


The Man sat back and then, as an efficient Youth Organiser should, he compiled, briefly and to the point.

“It must be something that will engage and retain the interest of the boy. It should be constructive and encourage the art of working with others. It should, also, be capable of development and extension into a wider field.”

He tapped each requirement on the fingers of a hand as he spoke and then added, “If it provided, in addition, an interest likely to last beyond club days into adult maturity, that would be a bonus.”

I smiled benignly and, as a generous bearer of good tidings replied.

“I will quote,” I assured him, “only from experience and not from theory. In fact I will quote from the record of an existing club.”

THE CLUB IN BEING

It is true, one is sure, that radio, in general terms, has held a fascination for boys since the earliest days when the “Marconi operators” on shipboard had the aura of heroes. The drama of the SOS signal and the stricken vessel with the lonely radio officer sending out his calls for help, as the water rose and the ship listed more and more steeply, has never died.

In the case of the Magnus School Radio Society at Newark-on-Trent, this interest was first organised and developed around 1920. The precise date is indefinite but, at that time, the Club members were in contact with other groups working in a similar way.

In 1960 the club was re-formed at the request of some enthusiasts in the school and has since become so popular with the boys that membership is limited to about 25. From an age range of 11 to 18 years there is considerable demand for inclusion as club members. Selection is, therefore, possible and the most promising candidates are accepted. This does not necessarily mean that technical ability is essential but real enthusiasm and interest are expected.

CLUB ORGANISATION

The Magnus School Society is largely self-organised by the members, from whose ranks a committee representative of all the age groups is formed. This committee is the mainspring of the club. A programme is drawn up which provides for the weekly meetings of the club. This development of responsibility on to the members is extremely valuable in fostering organisational ability and in the exercise of fore-planning as the whole programme is arranged a term in advance of its operation.

The weekly meetings give opportunities, seized with enthusiasm by the boys, for constructional work, talks on radio matters, external visits, film viewing and some purely social activities.

Such a club attracts and welcomes help and interest from outside its own ranks and, besides talks and demonstrations given by its own members, there have been others enjoyed from local amateurs and other visitors from a wide area.

It is not essential to possess elaborate equipment in order to start a club. In the case of the Magnus School Radio Society, the early constructional work began with simple diode receivers and experiments with transistors.

The society was much encouraged by the response of local amateurs who welcomed members to their shacks and, perhaps impelled by this, interest moved toward short wave listening. Members then began to build receivers, test meters and Morse training equipment and made these pieces of gear available for practice at home, on loan.

By 1961, the annexe to a class-room near the School laboratory (where the weekly meetings were held) was taken over, to become the shack and clubroom.

At first this was a receiving station only, using an ex-R.A.F. R.1155 but, by 1962, a Heathkit DX-4U (together with its VFO) had been constructed by the more advanced members.

Aerial System

Two flagpoles rising to 50ft. above ground level were rigged to support an aerial with a 90ft. top. Together with its down lead to the shack, it gave a convenient length of about 130 feet—that “magic dimension”!

By this time the more advanced listeners were
The Magnus Grammar School Radio Society runs its own amateur-band station and several of the boys are fully licensed. Here, G3UVT is at the controls, with G3UYU logging and SWL Orton looking on.

using an Eddystone 840C; a model just becoming available on the market; and, a complete station having now been assembled, G3PAW went on the air in February 1961.

It was necessary to build an ATU and this, together with a BC-221 frequency meter, completed the basic requirements.

Since then many refinements have been added including a Minimitter converter and an RF tuning indicator, while a stick microphone replaces the original home-made crystal inset; a bug key is available for those members able to use it.

Originally intended for use on the Top Band, the club now has a Codar AT5. This has also been very satisfactory for outside activities and for loaning to members when they first obtain their licence.

Progress

Later, a signal generator was constructed and this, together with an AVO meter and a resistance capacity bridge, has provided better and more useful test facilities.

Classes for the R.A.E. were initiated quite early in the life of the club and are still held once a week between September and May. All licensed members help with Morse tuition and boys are encouraged to obtain their licences by the time they are 15 years old.

Eleven new callsigns have been launched on the air and seven members will be taking the 1966 R.A.E. A library catering for all grades of ability is open at the shack at all meetings and at a break-period in the school week, too. Morse records are available on loan.

The shack, the hub of the club's life, is well equipped with shelves and cupboards for the housing of stores and surplus equipment and it is here, naturally, that the club atmosphere and spirit are most evident.

It is gratifying to find that other departments of the School have recognised the responsible attitude and the sustained interest of the radio club members and willingly give valuable assistance. Thus some boys have the privilege of using oscilloscopes, etc., from the Advanced Physics Dept. The metal workshops, too are available for use during club meeting hours. The Art Dept. has given practical help in the production of QSL cards by hand, but as a printing press has recently been provided, the boys will be able to set up and print QSL cards themselves, The club QSLs 100 per cent and this development will be a great advantage.

The Magnus Radio Society members are continuously in demand for other school activities as, for example, in assisting with lighting and sound effects for stage productions. They are, it will be seen,
well integrated into the whole life of the School.

WIDER HORIZONS

At this point The Man (still with us) fixed me with a kind but still rather stern eye.

"All is perfectly splendid," he said. "All my internal points are answered but I shall still be pleased to hear about wider opportunities."

"Fear not," I promised. "You shall hear of these in plenty."

The boys of a school club necessarily have a limited period of time for membership. They move on to University or to Industry or other spheres of working life. There, one may instance many examples of continued interest in radio as a hobby.

Even while still at school there is much opportunity for boys to join in helping others as well as to participate in events up to national level.

It is well known that the radio amateur generally is a responsive and generous individual who will willingly give assistance to others.

It is sometimes less well realised that official organisations and industrial concerns will often respond generously to what they believe is a genuine interest.

Other Club Activities

External visits made by the Magnus Radio Society have included the County Police Communications Centre, a telephone manufacturing firm, telephone exchanges and similar extremely instructive organisations. One of the most exciting of these excursions was made, in 1963, to the B.B.C. Television Centre at White City. The G.P.O., the motoring associations, and Forces have also offered the club insights into the application of radio which may be reflected in their own careers or in later life.

Locally, some members of the Magnus Radio Society join the Newark and District Amateur Radio Society before or after leaving school. Joint activities have been enjoyed with this District Society as, for example, D/F contests. Outdoor activities are obviously arranged for the summer months as far as possible. Night expeditions are not unknown, however.

The Magnus Radio Society has been associated with other local organisations and, for the Hobbies Exhibition arranged by the Newark Rotarians in 1964, a special demonstration station was put on the air. Although subject to the usual background QRM inseparable from such exhibitions, the station created much interest and attracted many contacts both in the building and over the air.

A little wider, territorially speaking, the Magnus Radio Society was invited in September 1965 to operate a special station, GB3RH, at the Symposium on Amateur Radio held at Ollerton, Notts.

Two trips to the Communications Exhibition at
Seymour Hall, London, have been enjoyed by Magnus Radio Society members. The Society took part in National Field Day in 1964 for the first time. It has also entered for the Top Band Contest on two occasions and, for three years, has taken part in the Magazine Club Contest (MCC). For three years, '62, '63 and '64, a station was provided for the Scout Jamboree-on-the-Air event, the Magnus Radio Society acting as host to Scout Troops of Newark and the district.

One of the most enjoyable activities participated in by our members was a combined jamboree, when the Magnus Radio Society was associated with the Thieves Wood Short Wave Club at a Special School near Mansfield. This school club was helped in its formation by the Magnus Radio Society and has, therefore, a special interest for the boys of the Magnus.

A founder member of the Magnus Society, G3TBK, who left school in September last, together with G3UWB, were chosen to assist in the operation of GB3SBG at the Daily Mail Schoolboys' and Girls' Exhibition at Olympia.

From the working experience of the Magnus Radio Society it seems that, as an activity for boys, this is an ideal project to recommend to schools or Youth Groups.

The Man agreed. Distributing cigar ash in a prodigal manner, he rose to his feet groping hatwards.

"I'm convinced," he said. "You'll hear more from me in the near future."

The present writer hopes that many others will also be moved to explore the possibilities of radio as an interest or hobby. They may be assured that any existing clubs or local amateurs will be found helpful if called upon for advice. G3PAW, for one, is always glad to hear from similar school clubs.

GM3BST RECEIVES SATELLITE WEATHER DATA

It may be remembered that some years ago—in the April, May, June and October, 1959, issues of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, with a further contribution in the January, 1964, issue—J. B. Tuke, GM3BST, described the construction and operation of a facsimile receiver for taking charts from the met. stations transmitting data of this sort. The gear has been progressively improved and he has now extended his operations (meteorology being another amateur interest of his) to the reception of weather charts from the American satellite TOS/APT, which transmits facsimile pictures of cloud cover as it orbits the earth. These transmissions are 'free for all,' and are not ground controlled. He writes as follows:

"The primary difficulty at the moment is that the transmission is a form of frequency modulation (plus or minus 10 kc) and I have not yet built a suitable FM/IF strip for this band-width; I am in fact demodulating by having the AR88 in its widest-selectivity position, and working on one side of the IF pass-band. The sensitive-paper I am using is not really suitable for intermediate shades of grey, and it will be necessary to construct a unit which will mark the paper on a black-white ratio dot system, rather like a newspaper photograph. Another snag is that if one uses a high-gain directive array to get a large signal input, it is necessary to have some method of following the track of the satellite—so that, at the moment, all that I am using is a GP and a dipole."

In spite of these practical difficulties, in process of being overcome, the charts GM3BST sent us to look at showed quite clearly that he is getting worth-while results, on which he is to be congratulated—his is the only amateur effort that we know of in this particular field. And the prospects are that the reproduction will be very much better as time goes on. The radio frequency, transmission characteristic and orbit data on the new American TOS/APT Wx satellite were provided by W3ASK, of CQ Magazine.

CORRECTION NOTE—

"Miniature Top Band Transmitter"

In the circuit diagram on p.715 of the February issue, no grid return resistor was shown for the buffer stage; accordingly, a 500K should be connected between pin 2 of V1 and chassis.

Something really special in the way of transistor receivers—the new 13-waveband "Radialva" has bandspread on several short-wave ranges; covers MW/LW and the Consol radio navigation band, also VHF 87-108 mc with AFC; has two speakers, two ferrite aerials and two telescopic antennae; incorporates a tuning indicator; has turret wave-change and a tuned RF stage; and has suitable sockets for auxiliary items such as radio compass or tape recorder. The circuitry involves 17 transistors, and the price is 149 guineas.
### MAPS

**AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD**
- Mercator Projection — Much DX Information — In Colour.
- Second Edition, 8s. 6d.

**DX ZONE MAP**
- (New edition) 14s. 9d.

**RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A.**
- State boundaries and prefixes, size 16 in. by 36 in., paper, 4s. 9d.

**RADIO AMATEUR’S WORLD ATLAS**
- In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use.
- Gives Zones and Prefixes, 10s. 9d.

### CALL BOOKS

**“G’s” only, 6s. 7d.**

### SPRING EDITION

**“DX Listings,” 27s.**
**“U.S. Listings,” 45s.**
- The two together, covering the World, 67/6

### LOG BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A.R.R.L.</strong></th>
<th><strong>G3HSC</strong> Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Spiral bound), 8s. 6d.</td>
<td>Complete Course with three 3 speed L.P. records with books ... 84/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Minilog) 4in. by 6in., 5s. 6d.</td>
<td>Beginner’s Course with two 3 speed L.P. records with book ... 60/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MORSE COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>R.S.G.B.</strong></th>
<th><strong>Three speed simulated GPO test.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Replaces Webbs Type), 7s. 3d.</td>
<td>7in. d.s. E.P. record ... 11/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London S.W.1 - Abbey 5341

---

Short Wave Magazine advertising gives World-Wide coverage in the Amateur Radio field

---

### CREATE YOUR OWN REFERENCE LIBRARY

by binding copies of Short Wave Magazine in the "EASIBINDER."

The "EASIBINDER" is designed to bind 12 copies of the Magazine as you receive them month by month, eventually providing a handsomely bound volume for the bookshelf.

No need to wait until twelve copies are assembled. As each copy is received, it is quickly and simply inserted into the binder. Whether partially or completely filled, the binder is equally effective, giving the appearance of a book, with each page opening flat.

Strongly made with stiff covers and attractively bound in maroon Leathercloth and Milskin, the binders have only the title gold blocked on the spine.

Price 14s. 6d. post free.

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.1
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-.
No series discount. All charges payable with order. Insertion of a radio interest only ad; a knowledge of Material Control and Progress Department procedures is desirable. - Applications in confidence to Box No. 4289, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

POSITIONS OFFERED

PRODUCTION Manager: Well-known Electronic Equipment manufacturers require a fully experienced Electronic Production Manager, a knowledge of Material Control and Progress Department procedures is desirable. - Applications in confidence to Box No. 4289, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

OPENING for Service Engineer: With increasing sales and the re-organisation of our Service Department a requirement arises for an Engineer having a good knowledge of electrical theory and the ability to apply it. This is a permanent and progressive post of the right applicant. - Personnel Manager, Labgear Ltd., Cromwell Road, Cambridge.

CHIEF Inspector: Electronic Instrument manufacturers require a fully experienced leader to take charge of their Test and Inspection sections. The applicant selected will be completely responsible for maintaining the quality of the Company's products and must have a full knowledge of Government inspection procedure. Appropriate experience and technical knowledge are essential. - Apply Box No. 4289, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WIRELESS Technician: A vacancy exists for an experienced Wireless Technician to undertake duties involving the installation and maintenance of VHF and UHF mobile radio equipment for the Birmingham City Police. Salary in accordance with Micreosnial Grade V £800 to £910 per annum. -Applications from candidates over 21 years of age giving full details to: Chief Constable, Newton Street, Birmingham 4.

TRADE


S.W.L.'s: Make Your Receiver Come to Life! Send s.a.e. for details of our new-style Preselector with built-in aerial coupler. Tunes your antenna and boosts signals 25 dB at the same time; coverage 1-8 to 32 mc, and self powered. Price £6 18s. - Hamgear Electronics, 29 Carlyle Road, Norwiche.

TRANSMITTING VALVES: Tired or Overloaded? Our re-activation service could save you money: only 4s. per valve, send for leaflet. FILTERS, Ceramic PZT, bandwidth 3 kc, range 457 to 465 kc, for receivers or SSB generators, price £4 10s. CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS, 10 kc with harmonic generator, suitable for valve or transistor receivers, £3 17s. 6d. NOISE LIMITERS, new IF system, only two connections to make, for valve or transistor RX's with IF up to 2 mc, 21s. TRANSISTORS: AF, AC155, 2s. 6d.; 2N2226 for 200 mc, 4s. 6d.; P246A for 550mc, 9s. 6d., £4.05A for 550 mc, 12s.; GM290 for 700 mc, 19s.; 2N1742 for 960 mc, 27s.; 2N697. 2 watts on 50 mc, 16s. All transistors post free, but 1s. postage on smaller units. Send s.a.e. for leaflets and data sheets on all items offered. - Elliott Electronics, 3 Sandgate Avenue, Tilehurst, Reading (28603), Berks.


AMATEURS: Your QSL cards at reasonable prices, 20s. per 100.—A.G. Dept. Q, 330 Wetmore Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Electrical and Radio Equipment. Our new catalogue No. 15 ready now, 2s. 6d. post free. Cost refunded on first purchase of goods over £2 value.—Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd., 84 Nor. h Road, Brighton, Sussex.

APN-4 Loran Receivers, new and boxed, £2 (carr. 15s.). Marconi loudspeakers, 2-ohm, 51n., metal cased, 10s. (post 3s. 6d.). A/S 576 Valve-Voltmeters, £5 19s. 6d. (posi. 17s. 6d.). Design 17 RF power meters, 40-watt, unboxed, 27s. 6d. (post 7s. 6d.). Type 1019 sealed relays, new, 3s. (post 1s. 3d.). 4673 G.P.O. type ditto. GLT No. 3 4-metre wavemeter, £3 (carr. 12s. 6d.). TS-45/APM3 X-band signal generators, £6 (carr. 15s.). TS-13/AP, £3 (carr. 40s.). Type 62E UHF Receiver chassis (no valves), £2 (carr. 12s. 6d.). s.a.e., 20s. per 100. -ACE, Dept. Q., 330 Wetmore Road, Burton -on-Trent, Staffs.

WANTED: Communication Receivers and Amateur Band Transceivers. FOR SALE: NCX-3 Transceiver with NCX-A PSU, £125. An AR88D receiver at £30 and a Hallicrafters S-36 at £23. — Moecan Electronics, W.6s. — Eddy- Stone Unit, 371 New Road, Solihull, Birmingham 25. ANNOUNCEMENT: The Universal Z-Match Company has obtained the full manufacturing and distribution rights on all G8VB-type aerial couplers, as previously sold by the Z-Match Company, of Ferndown, Dorset; this includes the "G8VB Z-Match," the "G8VB Loaded Z-Match" and the "G8VB Universal Z-Match." Production will shortly be starting at new premises, and all enquiries should be addressed, with s.a.e., to: Bowen, G3ZTL, Universal Z-Match Company, 14 Queens Road, Fareham, Hants.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

3d. per word, min. charge 5/- payable with order. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognition. No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Boos Numbers 1/6 Extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: American converter Type AM-914, 225 to 400 mc, with Power Pack. Price £20.—Sutcliffe, 103 City Road, Bradford, 8 (Tel. : 24144), Yorkshire.

OFFERING: Heathkit DX-40U, with VF-1U VFO. Also Withers TW-2, with mains PSU and Nuvistor Converter. Creed Type 3 teleprinter. All clean and working perfectly. Offers? — P. Cross, 171 Fordwych Road, London, N.W.2.

FOR SALE: Heathkit Mohican GC-1U Rx, with UBE-1 mains PSU, in mint condition, £24. Eddy- stone 668E speaker, oyster hammer finish. 35s. HRO xtal filter unit, new, 40s., third I.F.'s, new, 10s. each. Eddy- stone 358 Rx PSU, 35s. — Weeks, 19 Burlington Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berks.

SELLING: Eddy- stone 840C communications Rx, £35-new condition, £70. — Cole, 305 Wollaton Road, Nottingham, N.8.

WANTED: Cowl-gill rotor and indicator, for reasonable price. Would consider prop-pitch motor, CDR, etc.—G3SXU, 42 Gravel Hill, Croydon, Surrey.
MORSE MADE EASY FOR THE S.W.L.

Many S.W.L.s miss the thrill of receiving rare D.X., most of which is on c.w. because of a misconception, they think that learning Morse is difficult. Although this was the case in the past, by the use of modern methods it is now possible to master the code at 18/20 w.p.m. in about three weeks with only 20 minutes practice daily. This is made possible by the revolutionary teaching method devised by G3HSC some 15 years ago and used in his latest Morse course. By using very carefully timed recordings on disc (played at 33 1/3 r.p.m.) combined with a special spacing technique he is able to teach the student automatically, the rhythm of the alphabet as a whole and not the more usual dots and dashes. This completely eliminates translation as the sound is the letter or word and is taught as such from the very first day. G3HSC has now issued a new Course specifically for the S.W.L. consisting of a Beginners Course (0-18 w.p.m.) together with an R.S.G.B. R.A.E. Manual covering the technical side of listening and transmitting. The New S.W.L. Course which costs 55/- is obtainable from The Morse Centre, 45 Green Lane, Purley, Surrey, or full details of all courses will be sent upon receipt of 8d. in stamps.

HALSON MOBILE ANTENNA

Going Mobile then you need the most unobtrusive and efficient aerial.

Complete with one band coil, £6.10.0
Extra coils 3/10.00 plus 3/- P. and P.

Send now to:

HALSON RADIO
2 SEFTON STREET, BLACKPOOL
Telephone 20441.

MULLARD TRANSISTORS, BRAND NEW and GUARANTEED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU105</td>
<td>100 Mfd., 4-5 SW.</td>
<td>2/-6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC120</td>
<td>120 Mfd.</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTX320C60</td>
<td>Silicon diode PIV 600v-1A.</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCH, OC45, OC46 OC71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post Free.

S.A.E. Complete List.

E.M.S.A.C. LTD.
Dept S. 73 FRENCHGATE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE

AMERICAN MAGAZINES BY SUBSCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine</th>
<th>Price per annum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CQ</td>
<td>56s. per annum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>3/4s. per annum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short Wave Magazine
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS—continued

SALE: Eddystone 940 Rx with speaker, mint condition, in original carton, £25 o.n.o.—P. Denmark, 7 Lowery Road, Hastings, Sussex.

WANTED: To buy or borrow, manual or handbook for the ex-Admiralty receiver MR121, manufactured by Murphy.—Ward, Hartley, Green Lane, Milford, Godalming, Surrey.

CHANGE OF PLANS: G2DAF Tx, well built and working FB on 20-40-80-160m., with 6146 PA, all new valves and components, including Electroniques IF's, coils and switches; 2/4/8 lattice filter, 461 kc, using G.C.C. B7G tals; Eddystone 996 dial; phillips metal-work and S-line cabinet. Needs only PA meter, dial calibration, crystals for 10-15m. Cost £75 to build. Will EXCHANGE for best Rx offered, or consider cash offer.—Box No. 4922, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: Heathkit RA-1, also VF-1U; no mods., Please, Part Exchange or Sell, an AR7.—G3OCS, 73 Tiview Road, Brightlingsea, Essex.

WANTED: TA-33 Jr. or similar small Beam for 20 metres. Will collect reasonable distance.—G301E, 13 Yew Tree Road, Ormskirk, Lancs.

SALE: Heathkit SkyScope Type 03-1, with additional mumental CRT shield, and manual, £24 o.n.o.—Hopton. 330 Welmore Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs.

WANTED: A good H.R.O. Details to: J. C. Knight, 33TPB, The Corner House, Manor Road, Tongham, Farnham, Surrey.

FOR SALE: Cowl-gill rotator, with PSU and indicator built into small aluminium case, including on-off, reverse and speed control switches. Price £25, 6d., including carriage.—D. McLean, 38 Netherthred Road, Cumnock, Ayrshire, Scotland.

SELLING: New 1966 model Swan 350, with Swan power supply unit. Cost £50, bargain at £220; no offers. Reason for sale: Too many other commitments.—Ingram, 14 Endleigh Place, Plymouth, Devon.


FOR SALE: BC-348 Rx, recent professional overhaul, original built-in mains PSU, price £15.—Shields, 6 Grammar School Lane, Halesowen, Birmingham.

WANTED: Good prop-pitch motor. SELLING: Unused CTX-2, £9; pair QY4-400, with bases, £10 each. Slightly used DB-20, £6; Heathkit Q-multiplier, £3; R.C.A. 115v. AC, 2000-4000v, 800 mA PA tube, £4 (collars and base included); Eddystone 260TH, £8; 1007TH, £29; £2; HK24G, 30s.; 3ST, 20s.; 866A, 211, T240, 10s. 807, 1625, 7s. 6d. Pre-war UX-based valves, 25s. per doz., mixed. Also meters, mod. transformers, American octal valves, etc., etc. State wants, with s.a.e., and please allow postage.—Kharbanda, 39 London Road, Harston, Cambridgeshire.

FOR SALE: Transmitter Type 53, 125 to 250 watts, CW or phone, coverage 1-2 to 17-5 mc. Also Eddystone S.640 Rx, in mint condition, a factory-built Mk. II K.W. Vanguard, coverages 10-160m. £50; Heathkit RA-1, also VF-1U, used, £25; Vibroplex key and C.G. C. Type 7B Teleprinters. Can collect.—G3NXQ, 13 Eskdale Close, Worcester.

Selling: Newnes "Radio & Television Servicing," Vols. 1-6, price £4 10s. post paid.—Cox, 17 Marlborough Road, Southall, Middlesex.

Selling: Widnes. "Radio & Television Servicing," Vols. 1-6, price £4 10s. post paid.—Cox, 17 Marlborough Road, Southall, Middlesex.

Selling: Newnes. "Radio & Television Servicing," Vols. 1-6, price £4 10s. post paid.—Cox, 17 Marlborough Road, Southall, Middlesex.

FOR SALE: Topmobile 160-metre Rx (new 1965), £24.—43 Mount Road, Penz, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

TEMPORARILY QRT: G3PDW offers, in perfect condition, a factory-built Mk. II K.W. Vanguard, coverage 10-160m. £50; Heathkit RA-1, with an HQ-170 Rx; both for fitting for relays C/O; receiver has relay muting and silicon rectifiers. Price, with 24v. supply for relays and spare PSU, £125. Or Vanguard £45 and HQ-170 £100 if sold separately. Collect Essex or carriage extra. Many other interesting items; send s.a.e. for list.—G3PDW, QTHR.
**LOOK!** The very latest R.C.A. AR-8516L triple conversion superhet, coverage 80 kc to 30 me in 18 continuously tunable bands, incorporating crystal oscillator, tunable IF's and Collins mechanical filter; choice of five band-widths, 6 kc to 100 cycles. Output socket at 435 kc for SSB rig; sensitivity one microvolt; eight crystals for ultimate stability and calibration accuracy. All reception modes AM/CW/SSB, with fast or slow AVC, noise limiter and xtal calibrator. This is a £400 receiver and a really superb instrument, going for £125 cash, with manual: delivery by arrangement. Also a Garrard Strobe 301 transcription unit, with Decca ffs magnetic cartridge, £50, £50, on 15in. rack panel, £90. A “G3DABF” SSB rig, extremely little used, price £25. Two G.E.C. metal-corn Hi-Fi speakers, with HP pressure units, crossover and m'd-range facilities, in octagonal cabinets, £35 each. Two G.E.C. metal-corn tweeters, with HF pressure units, cross-arm, very little used, price £25. Two G.E.C. metal-corn tweeters, with HF pressure units, cross-arm, very little used, price £25.

---

RCA Great Britain is a subsidiary of the Radio Corporation of America. The Company’s activities cover a wide field of design, development, manufacture and service of electrical and electronic equipment. It is specially noted for its work on the design and manufacture of equipments for recording and re-recording sound, for sound reinforcement systems and for the full range of products required to equip film and television studios and for cinemas and theatres. Associated with these activities is the manufacture of language laboratories. The Company’s activities include the development of colour receivers and test equipment for the requirements of the various standards and systems now in existence.

The Company’s capability for service ranges from major projects such as the operation and maintenance of the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System at Fylingdales down to less complex work of cinema service. Service centres in the United Kingdom and Eire provide full geographical cover and the Company is prepared to provide service to those requiring support of any form of electrical or electronic equipment. A large force of mobile engineers is in constant operation overseas installing and maintaining various forms of communication installations.

As sole distributor in the United Kingdom of RCA products, the Company is able to supply advanced types of semiconductors, integrated circuits, valves, tubes and capital electronic equipment including video tape recorders, colour and monochrome cameras, broadcast and television transmitters, mobile television units and any other item from the catalogue of the Parent Company.

All enquiries for products or service should be addressed to RCA Great Britain Limited, Lincoln Way, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

---

**FOR SALE:** Sphinx SSB Tx, 20-80-160m., bought new June ’65, in excellent condition, no mods., price £65, plus carriage; any reasonable offer considered. - G2DAF SSB Transmitter, 1200 W, 1200 W, £120. - G.P.M. 1200 W, 1200 W, £120.

---

**FOR SALE:** Two-metre TW-2 mobile Rx, £23. Transistorised 4m. converter, will feed into Twomobile, £2. Mobile modulator, 15-watt, with interchangeable 2m. and 4m. rigs, £10. Transistor PSU, 120-watt, £10. T.W. Mini Hallo, £3. This equipment won 1st prize in the W.S.S. contest; send 10/- for individual units, or the lot for £40. Also, 2/off. R107 Rx’s, at £3 each. Marconi AD94, £35. E.S.S. 38 Set, £10. A QRO PSU, 1500-0-1500v. 500 mA, on 18in. rack panel, £25. - G3MAP, 1 Badby Leys, Rugby (2862), Warwickshire.

---

**SPECIAL OFFER:** Transistor PSU, 120-volt, for 2MCIOWTT’X, £120. — G3MAP, 1 Badby Leys, Rugby (2862), Warwickshire.
G. W. M. RAY LTD.

receivers

Canadian Marconi S2. 1-75 to 16 M/Hz. New condition, £10 or with XE12 Power Unit for 115/230 volts A.C. and connecting cable, £30. Excellent condition, £212. Reprinted handbook with circuits, etc., 5/- extra.

Low Frequency adaptors for R206 Receiver, 50 to 600 k.c./s. 230 volts A.C. power unit. £310/-, carriage paid.

OSCILLOSCOPES. Hartley Electromotive type 13a. Good working order, £20, carriage £1.

meters. 500 microamp 2" round, 8/6, post 1/6. Tested.

head and mike sets for 19 or 22 sets, 10/- or superior Chamois padded type, 15/-, both post paid.

230 volts A.C. power units for H.R.O. receiver, £45/-, post 5/6. Speakers, 10/- 3 ohm in wooden case (slightly soiled) with 600 ohm line transformer, 25/-, carriage paid. 13 watt modulation Transformers suit 16V 1000 volts to 3000 ohms, 12/6, post paid. Ceramic insulated 3 gang valves, 56 x 36 x 35 PF, 3/6, post 1/6.

transmitter output types type 29. Ranges 0-15, 150 and 1500 watts. Made for Pulse Modulated Transmissions 150 to 250 Mc/s, 4" scale 0-1 mA. meter. Power supply for 230 volts A.C. or 12 volts d.c. Complete with S.G.P. head, handbook with circuit, and connecting leads packed in transit case, £310/-, carriage paid.

sieu GORMAN Underwater Torches, solid brass. 50/-, plus registered post, 2/6.

METERS. 500 microamp 2" round, 8/6, post 1/6.

TOPBANDER 1.8 to 2 men. make up to 24ft. max. 35/-, carriage paid.

whip aerials.


HALLICRAFTERS HT 33A LINEAR AMPLIFIER.

EDDYSTONE 990S. Fully transistorised single conversion, 19-165 Mc/s. in 9 bands, CW/AM/SSB version product detector, Xtal Calibrator multiplier, S meter, AM/CW/SSB, 324, 331, 333, 351, 352, 369, 370. 371...$5.00.

EDDYSTONE 770R/11. 19-165 Mc/s. in 9 bands, CW/AM/SSB, 324, 331, 333, 351, 352, 369, 370. 371...

EDDYSTONE 830/7. 311 kcs.-30 Mc/s. in 9 bands, CW/AM/SSB, 324, 331, 333, 351, 352, 369, 370.

EDDYSTONE 680X receiver, 500 kc to 32 Mc, £30.

EDDYSTONE S.750 receiver, 500 kc to 32 Mc, £30.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

Prepared to inspect and collect in Midlands area.

—Dela.los to: Michael Angrave, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Chase Terrace, Walsall, Staffordshire. (Tel.: Birkenhead 221.)

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.

G. O'Donald, 100 Bridge Cross Road, Birkenhead, Wirral, Cheshire.

WANTED: KW-77, Drake-2B or Eddystone 888A.
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS—continued

FOR SALE: Original R.1155 receiver, with built-in S-meter, external PSU and speaker; resplayed and lettered front panel and case, price £10; collect, or local delivery (only). Also AR88D handbook, brand new, 21s. post free.—G3KND, QTHR.

URGENTLY REQUIRED: Original ATU for Panda PR-120V transmitter, also two wide-spaced 200 mm (for near) variable condensers.—Cruchley, 7 Cobham Close, Chartford, Bromsgrove, Worcs.

WANTED: “CO” for May, 1959, and any issue “QST” or “QST” covering modifications for Hammarlund Super-Pro RX series; also a Cossor 399A scope, or similar instrument. SELLING: TW 2-metre converter, IF 4 to 6 mc, brand new and unused, £10 plus carriage. Various other items for disposal, mostly new and surplus to requirements, such as Command RX’s, Selsyns, mains transformers, etc., etc.; send s.a.e. for list.—Box No. 4266, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Sphinx Tx, with control unit, in mint condition, £65. Edystone S.750 Rx, very good, £4. TW “Communication” for 3.5-8 mc, including mains PSU, mint, £55. Rolleiflex 4 x 4, and ERC, mint, £30. Reid 111, f2 TTH lens, 13-5 Hektor and finder, also gadget bag, all in very good condition, £50. Mosey, 21 Castle Road, Kendal (2421), evenings, Westmorland.

SELLING: National HRO-MX, with five GC coils, PSU, speaker, spare valves and handbook, in excellent condition, £17. Hallcrafters S-80E, 550 kc to 30 mc, electrical bandspread, auto-transformer, £8. Geloso VFO, Type 4/102, complete with dial and valves, £4. Geloso pi-tank coil, 12s. 6d. Mullard QV05-25’s (8071), 4s. each. Mullards EP7A’s, 2s. each. Woden UM1 mod. xformer, 25s. Clubs “Short Wave Listener” and “Short Wave News,” 9d. each. Listener” and “Short Wave News,” 9d. each. QV05-25’s (807), 4s. each. Mullard EF37A’s, 2s. each.

WANTED: variable transformer.—G3I0, 69 Redditch Road, Bromsgrove, Worcs.

SALE: Sphinx S.750 RX, very good condition, recently serviced by makers, £35 o.n.o.—Box 4266, SWM.

FOR SALE: R.107 Rx, 1-2 to 17-5 mc, for 230v. AC or 12v. DC, as new, £10. Buyer collects.—52 Rosslyn Crescent, Wembley, Middlesex.

J. B. LOWE

115 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire

SPECIALS Miniature blowers—beautiful, 7½/6, post free. Variable inductance, the intestines of the 19 set variometer, 7½, post free.

500 µf mica 2500v. D.C. working, 2½/6, post free.


Electronics Qolipax valve hammer, £12/1/6.


All the above are in absolutely mint condition and cannot be faulted.

KW Victory Mark 3, £100. Panda Cub, £30. These are not mint, but are in really excellent shape and fully checked.

FILTERS: Lafayette mechanical filter as fitted to the HA350, £9/19/6. 9 mc/4 crystal filters. Beautifully made precision job. £2.50 each. 4-5 dB, passband ripple less than 2 db, insertion loss less than 3 db.

5-6:50 dB shape factor I: 1.7. Complete with top and lower sideband crystals and holders. Less than 1 inch cubic of technical perfection, £13/10/6.

For the man who wants the utmost, a similar filter to the above but with a 6 : 80 dB (yes, eighty!) shape factor of 1 : 2/2 £20/10/0.

Write for details.

If you are in the market for a Tx or Rx, or interested in a wide range of surplus junk, a s.a.e., will get you my latest stock list, amongst which you may well find what you are looking for at the right price, and my trade-in allowance for your gear will be a good one.

Urgently required for cash—large stocks of modern SSB transmitters, receivers, etc., etc.; send s.a.e. for list. —Box No. 4266, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

PETER SEYMOUR LTD.

All items in stock at time of going to press. Full Hire Purchase facilities for equipment over £35.

HALLCRAFTERS SX117 with matching LF tuners, speaker and handbook, £115 0 0

NATIONAL HMX with 5 coils to 30 Mc/s, £18 0 0

MARCONI GUARDIAN. 100 Kc.s.4-5 Mc/s. with built-in a.c. power unit,... 10 0 0

NATIONAL NCX5 with new matching power unit. ... ... ... ... 225 0 0

For the mobile season a complete station, comprising KW76 receiver, 140-0 metres, Coder ATS Tx, Coder matching power units, 240 a.c., and 12v. d.c. with control unit. ... 45 0 0

COLLINS SJJ RECEIVER, 30 bands 0-30-5 Mc/s. Kc/s. accurate, £195 0 0

EDDYSTONE “S” METER suitable for 640, 750, 888 and 833... 5 0 0

NEW HAMSIL mechanical filter 80-100 metres, £78 15 0

Do you need a linear. The following are available. Rather stark but well made G2DAF type with 2 kW, and I2v, d.c. with control unit ... 35 0 0

J DONALD VIKING 500v., p.p., £50 0 0

S.E.B. SBI LA. 1 kW with auto transformer, £100 0 0

URGENTLY required for cash—large stocks of modern SSB transmitters, receivers, etc.

410 BEVERLEY RD., HULL, YORKSHIRE

Telephone: Hull 41938 (43353 after 7.30 p.m.)
Quality Work Demands Quality Tools

“STIRON” Pencil iron, as illustrated, is the quality tool for hobby work, as well as industry. Fitted with 3/16th inch chisel or screwdriver face long-life electro-plated copper bit, tinned ready for use. 24,118,220 or 240 volt supply—28 watts. Weighs less than 3 ozs. Price 45/-, post free in U.K.

Leaflets describing long-life bits and range of other tools, send 1/- P.O. Spare bits always available. (Mail order only.) Send cheque or P.O.

Overseas enquiries invited.

DELTA-G. (ELECTRONICS), M. PARNHAM & PARTNERS LTD., 19, THE ROWS, STONE CROSS, HARLOW, ESSEX

S.S.B. PRODUCTS

DERBY


“CANON-BALL” TX. S.S.B./A.M./C.W. 160M. only suitable for 100 mA/6. 0V. or 12V. models (80M version available). £88/10/-.

“DELTA” control unit. Co-ax c/o plus 2 sep. c/o contacts and make pair with press to talk button. A.G. mains I/P, E7/5/-.

“NAPOLEON” S.W.R. bridge. 160M. to 10M. 72-80 ohm, small robust. 800i to 10W. Sensitivity control. Only 10/3/-.

“SILIPUG” replaces 5V. Rects. in RX’s and TX’s. 500V. one, 39A. 750V. one, 49A. /- 1/2. F & P. Reduces heat and drift.

“PYRAMID” Linear parts. 600-6000v. 1 amp. impreganted Trans., 10 gns. /-10/- carriage. Filts. Trans. 6v. 12 amp., £15/-/6 MS tubes 31 each. Bases 8/- each. O.P., 95/- each. etc.

“SCARAB” Filter Kit. All parts inc. carrier xtal—436-1 Kc/s. 250-2500 c.p.s. S.S.B. suppression on speech 35 db. £12/9/6. Ready made and aligned. 3 x 1 x 2 x 2 high, £8/7/6 £7/6/-.

“HAJ590” Receivers 160M. to 10M. 80 gns. (Conversion professionally done internal). 80-10M. 75 gns. 100 Kc/s calibrator, 35/-.

“BUG” Key. Very Robust and adjustable, 85/- + 2/6 P. & P.

“KEYER” Automatic, transistorised. Many other facilities. £10/10/- + 5/- P. & P.

“AUDIO MIXER” Pre-amp. 4-Min. U/P’s HI-Z. O/P, complete with 9v. battery. 45/- each.

“DYNAMIC” Mic’s, 99/-, 1613 mic’s, 77/6 + 3/- P. & P. Stands extra.

“RECONDITIONED” RX and TX’s always in stock.

“EDDYSTONE” 650-250, CR100 with “5” meter, RX-90—New. £45. Valiant 160-10M. £32, etc. etc.

S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE.

7A EDWARD STREET DERBY D2 1969

YUKAN

SELF-SPRAY

HYDRO FINISH

THE YUKAN AEROSOL WAY!

YUKAN Aerosol spraykit contains 16 ozs. fine quality durable easy instant spray. No score baking required. Available in grey, blue, gold, bronze at 14/- or our counter or 15/- carr. paid. per push-button self-spray can.

SPECIAL OFFER – 1 can plus optional transportable snap-on trigger handle (price 5/-) for 16/- carr. paid.

Choice of self-spray plain colours and primer (Motor car quality) also available.

Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to:

YUKAN Dept. SWM/5
307a Edgware Rd., London, W.2

April, 1966

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS—continued

VHF PA VALVES: QV03-10, 25si; QV03-20, 45si; QV03-20A, 65s.; QV06-40A, 80s. 52 Set PSU, 40w. tickets of 50 transistors and diodes, 12s. 6d., all c.w.; uncrossed postal orders acceptable.—Box No. 4267, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: Eddystone S.460 or National HRO-5 with coils and PSU. Must be in perfect condition, with no mods. Seller to deliver; price, please?—Lyons, 5 East Street, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.

WANTED: Late G.E.C. BRT-400, table model, or ‘Eddystone’ 940. Please offer and condition and handbook essential. Also wanted in similar condition, Marconi CR-300 and ART7E. All replies acknowledged and answered.—Box No. 4265, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Eddystone S.640, needs power xformer, but operates OB on external PSU, price £16 10s. Q5’er, modified BC-483 1600 kc, product detector, PSU. £4 5s. Mod. transformers: Woden UTV, Collins 25w., 22s. 6d.; Bendix, for p/p 807’s into par. 807’s. 13s. 6d.; Elstone output xformer, 12s. 6d. All inclusive carriage, but callers preferred. Crystal: 4s. 6d. output type 10X00-77, 8089-09, 5256-75: 10X J9400, 4860; FT-243 9190, 7000, 7023. 7050, 7075, 7125, 7150 kc. Unused valves, one of each. 6V6, MU14, 6X8M, 12S87, 12S87, 12AQ, 6SN7; two of each 12SK7, CV979, EF55, 12SK3, all 4s. each, plus post/packing, or 40s. the lot post free. Also 1/1625, 6s. 6d., 4/6L6G, 20s.—G3XKV, QTHR. (Tel. Sheffield 55307.)

COMPLETE CLEARANCE: Components, service sheets and what-have-you, too numerous and extensive to advertise; inexpensive, please send s.a.e. for list.—Hatley, 2 Fitzgerald Avenue, Seafield, Sussex.

SALE: Lafayette HE-50, with matching speaker, £26 o.n.o.? Also a Kodak 4 x 4 Slide Projector, £6. Carriage extra.—Wilkinson, 3 Bank Buildings, Pantyrafon Penmaenmawr, Caernarvonshire.

FOR SALE: Eddystone 940, coverage 480 kc to 30 mc, in first-class condition, with handbook, £80. Eddystone 770R, the RX covering 19 to 165 mc, £6. CR-100 with “5” meter. RX-80-18-160 metres, 30 mc, in first-class condition, with handbook, £26 o.n.o.? Also a Kodak 4 x 4 Slide Projector, £6. Carriage extra.—Whitefield, 37 Chestnut Drive, Polegate (4659), Sussex.


WANTED: R.C.A. AR88D, or National HRO with bandspread RX, 19 to 165 mc, £22. Collins 25w., 22s. 6d.; Bendix, for p/p 807’s into par. 807’s. 13s. 6d.; Elstone output xformer, 12s. 6d. All inclusive carriage, but callers preferred. Crystal: 4s. 6d. output type 10X00-77, 8089-09, 5256-75: 10X J9400, 4860; FT-243 9190, 7000, 7023. 7050, 7075, 7125, 7150 kc. Unused valves, one of each. 6V6, MU14, 6X8M, 12S87, 12S87, 12AQ, 6SN7; two of each 12SK7, CV979, EF55, 12SK3, all 4s. each, plus post/packing, or 40s. the lot post free. Also 1/1625, 6s. 6d., 4/6L6G, 20s.—G3XKV, QTHR. (Tel. Sheffield 55307.)
G3KUT EMIGRATION SALE: Teletype 14 teleprinter, reconditioned, complete with 45 and 50 baud forks, price £15. R.1475 receiver, with handbook, £7. TA-12B transmitter, 40s. ATU, 5s. Converter 6J6-ECH1-6C4, 1.5s. Brass Morse key, 5s. External CRT xformer, 5s. K.W. low-pass filter, 15s. One megacycle standard xtal, 10s. PSU giving 500v. DC at 250 mA, 250v. DC 65 mA, 150v. DC stab. 40 mA. - 90v. DC variable 30 mA 6-3v. AC 4A, 6-3v. Addr. sale- gone Transceiver. Price £60 o.n.o. Three brand-new boxed Eimac 4-65A valves, 45s. each. - Berry, 4 Falcon Road, Lanes. 

SALE: beam, £20. Buyer collects. - Berry, 4 Falcon Road, Lanes. 


WANTED: O'Malley, 207 Penaby Road, Heswall, Cheshire. 

WANTED: Shorrock G3KUT, 6 Bowness Road, Catford, London, S.E.6. 


SELLING: A CDR rotator and table indicator, with control cable, also Mosley TA-32fr. (two element) beam, £50. Buyer collects. - Berry, 4 Falcon Road, Bingley, Yorks. (Tel. OWR66 5218.)

SALE: AR83D, in mint condition, with S-meter and manual; Serial No. 100188, opened by advertiser from crate 9 months ago; only reason for sale—gone Transceiver. Price £30 o.n.o.? Three brand-new boxed Eimac 4-65A valves, 45s. each. - G3FZW, 31 Greenbank Road, Hoole, Chester. (24763.)

FOR SALE: Pair AUY-10 transistors, brand new, 40s. Evereshed 24l1 chart recorder, £10. R.220 receiver, a bit hacked about but complete, 20s. Chokes, 100 mA 10Hy and 100 mA 5Hy, 2s. 6d. each. Valves: U19, 5R4, R17, EF86, A.1714, 6J6, 6J5, 2s. each. 500 mA BC-type variables, new, 2s. 6d. Each; radio extra and s.a.e all enquiries, for sale—gone Transceiver. Price £60 o.n.o.? Three brand-new boxed Eimac 4-65A valves, 45s. each. - G3FZW, 31 Greenbank Road, Hoole, Chester. (24763.)

WANTED: For Sale: BC-312 or BC-342 receiver in good condition; also a Hammarlund Super-Pro SP400X or SP200X, preferably in original condition. - Box No. 4275, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: HRO-MX, with bandspread 10-15-20m. and two GC coils. PSU, £240. Two 6C4 valves, £20. Trans- formers: 500-0-500v. 200 mA twice, 20s. 200-0-200v, 50 mA, 10s.; mod. 30., watt, suitable 6146, etc., 15s. Two 10Hy 200 mA chokes, 20s. Valves s.a.e. for list. Must clear by 12 April, going /MM. - G3NIR, 8 Martens Close, Bexleyhead, Kent.

S.S.B. OPPORTUNITIES FOR USING YOUR 'KNOW-HOW' TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

If you have constructed your own S.S.B. equipment or if you work professionally in the Radio and Electrical Engineering Industry you may be able to fill one of the following vacancies:—

(1) Production Engineer
(2) Performance Acceptance Engineer
(3) Assistant Development Engineer
(4) Senior Development Engineer
(5) Service and Installation Technician
(6) Prototype Constructor

Our present and future programmes are so far-reaching that these positions are quite unusually attractive to suitable applicants.

Please write in confidence, giving full details of both private (i.e. Amateur) and/or professional experience to Box No. 4225, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

IMHOF'S FOR EDDYSTONE

VISIT THE EDDYSTONE DEPARTMENT AT IMHOF'S

SEE, HEAR AND COMPARE ALL MODELS WORKING SIDE BY SIDE ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

SAME DAY DESPATCH TO ANY PART OF THE WORLD

FREE DELIVERY IN THE U.K.

GUARANTEED AFTER SALES SERVICE

SEND TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS


2MC10WTTX = NEXT MONTH

2VBATT

IMHOF'S FOR EDDYSTONE

See it now at Imhof's the Eddystone EC10 transistorised receiver for communications work. £45 come to Imhofs for other Eddystone receivers, including EB.38 EA.12

£59.7.6

£185

£48

£940.

£86.0.0

£133

also Eddystone die-cast instrument boxes and slow motion dials. All items can be sent abroad, tax free, under our personal and direct trouble-free export schemes.

IMHOF'S FOR EDDYSTONE

main Eddystone retail distributors for London area
N. W. ELECTRICS

G3MAX

MARCONI R220 V.H.F. RECEIVER. Single channel between 60-100 Mc/s., mains input, built-in loudspeaker, ideal for modification to 4 metres. Supplied with circuit diagram but less X51 and 5U4, £13/10/-, postage 7/6.

PCR 3 RECEIVERS. New, in original packing and tested before dispatch, 6/7/10/- each, 15/- carriage.

PCR RECEIVER VIBRATOR POWER UNIT. New, with 12 volt supply lead and plug, 25/-, post paid.

KOKUSAI MECHANICAL FILTERS. 455 Kc/s. Approximate bandwidths as 8 4/5-pole 2-4 Kc/s, or 3 1/4 Kc/s, 6/10/-, post paid. Small type as used in the HA 350, 6/15/-, post paid.

Range of Aluminium Chassis 23" high. S.A.E. for list.

32 and 300 ohm ribbon feeder, Flexible Conductors, 6d. yd., post 1/- any length.

H.R.O. spares and power supplies in stock, S.A.E. for list.

Morse Keys, American Type 137, lead and jack plug, 5/-, p.p. 1/6.

Set of 4 valves for W1911 Wave-meter, 10/-, plus 2/6 p.p.

807 moulded valve holders, 6/- per dozen, post paid.

0-002 and 0-01 µF metalmite 1000 volt, 6/- doz., post paid.

AFI 16 and 117 Mallard transistors, 4/- each, post paid.

AF881 871000 P.L.V. - SA, 5/-, p.p. 6d.

Low resistance phono, 7/6.

Sound Limiter Kit for TCS receiver, store soiled, 5/-, post paid.

HALSON SMF MOBILE AERIALS. Range of 3/4 to 6/100 M.S.

New type of aerial for mobile use. Only 4¼ ft. long. Very light and strong. £10.50, £12.60, £15.15. Reduced to £8.50, £10.50, £13.50.

Immediate delivery from stock


BUT

All of the equipment offered last month in this column has been sold. BUT

RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £4.10.0, reduced to £2.10.0.

50 ohm, low loss, 2 kw. with similar spec., 3/- per yd. + 1/- dia. Min. 20 yds.

50 ohm low loss, 2 kw. with similar spec., 3/- per yd. + 1/- dia. Min. 20 yds.

Mobile Aerials and Coax

Low Loss—Low Cost

75 ohm low loss, 1 kw, 125/8100ft. @ 150 Mc/s, 08/1000ft. @ 450 Mc/s, 1/- per yd. + 1/- dia. Min. 20 yds. 50 ohm low loss, 2 kw, with similar spec., 1/- per yd. + 1/- dia. Min. 20 yds. 50 ohm low loss, 1 kw, 125/8 per yd. Write for quotation on your specific requirements. Min. 20 yds.

NEWTRONIC-HUSTLER MOBILE AERIALS. Top section resonator bargains for Hustler owners. Prices reduced.

80mc, RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £6/10.0, reduced to £4.10.0.

40mc, RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £5.0.0, reduced to £3.0.0.

20mc, RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £3.10.0.

15mc, RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £4.0.0.

10mc, RESONATOR TOP SECTION, normally £3.10.0.

The above offer is for a limited period only and is essential that orders and enquiries be sent immediately.

All of the equipment offered last month in this column has been sold, BUT due to the number of inquiries and orders received in this and the previous months, the offer will be extended for a further period. 3 Mc/s, 7 Mc/s, 3 Mc/s, 7 Mc/s, and 4 Mc/s, More so in the I.M.A., provided sufficient enquiries/ orders are received, will be extended for a further period. A further quantity will be manufactured immediately for delivery at the end of May 1966.

Call Green's E.C.E. Ltd., 79-91 Braemar Road, M.15, STA 1307.

Small Advertisements, Readers—continued

Pound A box, post paid. Thirty boxes only, each containing about 250 various resistors, £1 to 2 kw, approx. 30 mica condensers, 30 metal case double and triple by-pass condensers; at least ten other items, including electrolytics, 600v. oil-filled 4M condensers, 3 kw working condensers (for PA use), plus a filter board, 150v. oil-filled pre-amp transformers; all new parts, and guaranteed to satisfy. Good-looking LG 300 RF section, with gen. and spare 813, £28 plus carriage; inspection invited. Minimitter and amateur-band converter, 230v. AC, 1-6 mc IF, very hot job, £11 plus postage. Home phone Penketh (Warrington) 2044, 730 p.m. or later. In business hours, 8 a.m. to 7.15 p.m. Preseen 5853, or 051 WID 5629.—Sparks, 30 Withymoor Road, Penketh, near Warrington, Lancs.

Urgently Wanted: Valve type ATP-35, transmitting pentode (similar Mullard PV1-35); please quote price. Also correspondence invited with any 12 kw owner.—G5vbf, 2 Ashburn Place, Ilkley, Yorkshire.

Sale: Minimitter Mercury, in good condition, overhauled, can be seen working, with extras, £40 o.n.o.—G3Ghid (Low 3741), 164 Hook Rise North, Tolworth, Surrey.

Free to Radio Club, School Club, Youth Centre, etc., only, a quantity of assorted gear, including headsets, speakers, valves, power packs, 19 Set, etc., etc. SWL changing QTH, so must clear—only condition, collector must take the lot (Yorkshire). Wanted: Transistor communications receiver, receiver section only, must be reasonable.—Box No. 4276, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.


Wanted: HRO receiver, with PSU and coils: also CDR rotor, Mosley TA-333Jr. or Snr. Full particulars to:—Box No. 4278, Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.


Enthusiast Selling Up. Must sell all equipment.

Se-d s.a.e. for list of components, mostly new, receiving and transmitting.—Farley, 22 Rotherfield Crescent, Holmbury, Brighton, Sussex.

For sale: National HRO-MX, five coils 160 to 10 metre, all bandspread, less PSU. Also Xtal Calibrator No. 7 Mk II—and as many bits and pieces as you can carry away. £20 the lot, buyer collects.—Middleton, 11 Apple Grove, Finningley, Yorkshire.

OFFERING: 20-watt 4-metre phone Tx, with AC/PSU, all on one chassis, with crystal and QV03-20A PA. £10. Green & Davis 4-metre converter, 6CW4 RF, output at 28-30 mc, with built-in PSU, £5. —Spashtei, G3HK, Bungay (86), Suffolk.

SELLING: A KW-160 Top Band transmitter, S.A.M.C.W., in new condition, £17 10s. Also latest type Universal Loaded Olympic O-Match, rated 250 watts, £6 15s. I would LIKE TO BUY a K.W. Vicery Mk. IV transmitter and also a Linear Amplifier. —Box No. 4270, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.


WANTED: An Eddysonse 888A, KW-77 or Hammarlund HQ-170A. —Box No. 4271, p.62, March: Request for Historical Equipment. Advertiser wishes to thank all who so kindly made offers; suitable specimens have now been obtained. 72 es lnx.

WANTED: An HRO-MX manual in good condition. I will pay 50s.—Penfold, 49 St. James Avenue, Ramsgate, Kent.

NICE QTH Available on Lease for two years at £15 per week. One min. e to station for Victoria. On high ground, with excellent take-off. Also fully fitted with, fitted carpets, central heating and American-style kitchen. Accommodation includes shock and 3-4 bedrooms, with solid and easily-worked garden. Place was built in 1962. SELLING, layout refer to include with Lease on the House. —Box No. 4272. Eddystone EB3S. List price £59/7/6. One only at £30.

WANTED: For rebuilding, an R.C.A. AR88D or Eddystone EB35.Rx in good working order preferred. —U3KPW, 62 Prospect Place, Grays, Essex.


WANTED: Hallicrafters S-36, must be in good condition and working order, and reasonably priced. —Full details to: Jago, 14 Weston Road, Eastleigh, Hants.

WANTED: Pre-DARC receivers ranging from excellent used models at £50 to brand new receivers in mint and unmarked condition at £70 each. All receivers in first class working order and alignment and hire purchase facilities available on all models.

Owing to a new Ministry release we are able to offer a selection of AR88D receivers ranging from excellent used models at £50 to brand new receivers in mint and unmarked condition at £70 each. All receivers in first class working order and alignment and hire purchase facilities available on all models.
EXCHANGE or SELL: A 1965 Hallicrafters S-108 Receiver, giving general coverage and full amateur bandspread; a bargain at £45, or I will exchange for an Edystone EC-10 or camera of equivalent value.—Habesch, 19 High Street, Rhyl, Flintshire.

WANTED: Late model Heathkit Mohican GC-1U, must be FB as regards working order and appearance, £25 offered. SELLING a 14-watt TX, crystal-controlled on 70-26 mc, with 2/6V6 modulator, PSU, aerial relay and 4-ele J-Beam, price £7 10s.—Pellett, G9RZC, 29 Jubilee Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex.

SELLING: Transistor DC/DC Converters, brand new, standard input 12 volts, output 250v, 100 mA, price £8 guineas + 4s. post/packing. Other input/output ratings to your specification; quotations by return; s.a.e. for full details; also many valves on offer.—Wheeler, G9RHP, 89 Village Way, Ashford, Middlesex.

ATTENTION ALL: If you want to be on time with the Small Advertisements appearing every month in these columns, put in a remittance for 42s. (by cash, cheque, postal order, banker’s draft or international money order—we don’t mind) to: Box No. 4271, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SELLING: An R.C.A. AR-8516L Communications Receiver, in unused condition and in perfect alignment, price £135.—Carpenter, 15 Kidborough Road, Crawley (22606), Sussex.

WANTED: A B2 Tx/Rx outfit, complete and unmodified. Also any pre-war copies of "QST."—H. Tee, G8UA, 406 Brunshaw Road, Burnley, Lancs.

WANTED: Recent model Heathkit DX-100U transceiver; FB condition essential and factory-built preferred. A similar sort of tabletopper might be considered if offered at the right price. —Box No. 4273, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: New G. & D. four-metre converter, 28 mc IF; new G. & D. CTX-4 20w. 4-metre CW transmitter, with xtal, separate PSU; four-element 4-metre beam, on small mast; all at £20.—AG.8105 Philips tape recorder, 3-3/4 i.p.s., needs attention, with microphone, £4. G77B Philips MW/LW radio mains converter, good working order.—G3HJG, 17 Torbay Road, Urmsdon, Manchester.


FOR SALE: TW-2 10-watt Tx, with matching PSU, £17. Factory-built K.W. Vanguard Mk. II Tx, 10-160m., FB, £45 o.n.o.? B.44 Tx/Rx complete, but without vibrator, 40s. Geloso 10-80m. PA coil, 12s. 6d. All plus carriage.—R. No. 4271, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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THE MOST RELIABLE AMATEUR TRANSCEIVER EVER MANUFACTURED. ASK THE AMATEUR WHO OWNS ONE

Sideband suppression: 40 dB.
Carrier suppression: 50 dB.
Lower sideband 80m.-40m.
Upper 20-15-10m. (opposite sideband kit available).

Full range of accessories:
- 100 Kc. calibrator kit £9.10
- Opposite sideband kit £8.15
- Transistor V.O.X. ... £16.0
- Remote V.F.O. with 22 adaptor for up to 200 Kc. split frequency working ... £50.0
- Remote V.F.O. with 22 adaptor for full band split frequency working ... £70.0

Basic transceiver with A.C. supply/speaker, £250

- Big Signal well in excess of 400w. P.E.P. SSB, up to 320w. C.W., 125w. A.M.

Precision dual ratio tuning.
Full coverage of all bands 80-10 Mtrs.
Immediate delivery. Top allowances on modern trade-in equipment.
First class after sales service.
Latest brochures available from your supplier.

We have now appointed G. W. Smith & Co. as your Central-London Agents, Also J. B. Lowe, 115 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire, for the Midlands.

PETER SEYMOUR LTD
410 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL, YORKSHIRE
Tel. 41938 (43353 after 7.30)

NOW IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL AGENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WITHERS COMMUNICATORS</th>
<th>K.W.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VESPA £110 psu £25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 £173 psu £32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000A £195 psu £40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MTR £69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 MTR £64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALSON THE COMPACT WHIP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR 22 £21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR11A £14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 MTR £6-10-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TERMS & EXCHANGES

170-172 Corporation St., Birmingham 4.
Please print your address. No C.O.D. under £1. Phone CEN 1635
The first choice of Radio Amateurs throughout the World

AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER, Model RA-1. Covers all amateur bands 10-160 metres. Half-facette crystal filter at 1.6 Mc/s. I.F. Provision for fixed, portable or mobile use. Switched USB and LSB for SSB.


AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX-400U. From 80-10 m. Power input 75 W. C.W., 60 W. peak, C.C. phone. Output 40 W. April 1966. £33.19.0 Kit £45.18.0 Assembled.

S.S.B. ADAPTOR, Model SB-10U. For use with most A.M. transmitters. Less than 3 W. R.F. input power required for 10 W. output. Operation on 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 m. on U.S.B. and L.B.S. £39.5.0 Kit £54.18.0 Assembled.

"MOHICAN" GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER, Model GC-1U. In the forefront of design with 4 piezo-electric transfilters, 10 transistors, variable tuned B.F.O. and Zener diode stabiliser. £37.17.6 Kit £45.17.6 Assembled.

REFLECTED POWER METER. Model HM-11U. Indicates Antenna/Transmitter match. £8.5.0 Kit £10.10.0 Assembled.

NEW! 80-10m. TRANSCEIVER, Model SB-100. Send for full details. Suitable Power Supply, Model M.P.23E. £24.10.0 Kit £29.16.0 Kit £35.0.0 Assembled.

HIGH-SENSITIVITY GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER, Model RL-4U. A high performance, low cost receiver for the discriminating short-wave listener. Frequency coverage from 600 Kc/s. to 1.5 Mc/s. and 1.7 Mc/s. to 32 Mc/s. Send for details. £39.16.0 Kit £53.0.0 Assembled.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX-100U. Covers all amateur bands from 160-10 metres. 150 watts D.C. input. Own power supply. £79.10.0 Kit £104.15.0 Assembled.

Q MULTIPLIER KIT, Model QPM-1. May be used with receivers having 450-740 Kc/s. I.F. Provides further additional selectivity or signal rejection. Self powered. Model QPM-1A for 1.6 Mc/s. I.F. Either model £8.10.0 Kit £12.14.0 Assembled.

GRID-DIP METER, Model GD-1U. Continuous coverage 1.8 to 250 Mc/s. Self-contained. £10.19.6 Kit £13.19.6 Assembled.

VARIABLE FREQ. OSCILLATOR, Model VF-1U. Calibrated 160-10m. fund. outputs on 160 and 40 m. Ideal for our DX-40U and similar TX. £18.17.6 Kit £15.19.6 Assembled.

Please send for the FREE British Heathkit catalogue

AMERICAN HEATHKIT SSB EQUIPMENT "The world's most advanced Amateur Equipment"

Prices quoted are Mail Order and include duty, carriage and current import levy where applicable.

Monitor 'Scope, HO-18E Transceiver HW-12

FILTER-TYPE SINGLE BAND SSB TRANSCIEVER, Models. For the 80, 40, or 20 metre bands. 200 W. P.E.P. input TX. 1 µv sensitivity RX. Employs easy-to-build printed board technique, with pre-aligned circuits. Power Req. 800v. D.C. at 250 mA., 250v. D.C. at 100 mA., 125v. D.C. at 5 mA., 12v. A.C. or D.C. at 3.75A. £66.0.0 either Kit £64.0.0 Assembled.

GH12. Push Talk Microphone £4.0.0 Assembled.

"CANTENNA" TRANSMITTER DUMMY LOAD, Model PN-31. Simplifies servicing and testing. £3.15.0

NEW! 80-10m. TRANSCIEVER, Model SB-100. Send for full details. Suitable Power Supply, Model H.P.23E. £198.0.0 Kit £24.10.0 Kit

Receiver SB-300E Transmitter, SB-400E

AMATEUR BANDS 80-10m. RECEIVER, Model SB-300E. This deluxe receiver offers unsurpassed value to the Radio Amateur. Of advanced concept, employing up-to-date design and construction techniques, its ultimate specification ensures unparalleled performance. Full specification and details on request. Weight 22lb. Power Req.: 115/230v. A.C. 50/60 c/s. 50 watt "lock-in" facility with the SB-300E. £179.0.0 Kit £139.0.0 Kit (Less speaker).

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model SB-400E. This transmitter is designed for "lock-in" facility with the SB-300E. A self-powered filter type Tx covering the "Amateur" bands, 80 to 10 m. with a P.E.P. of 180 watts. Weights 33lb. £230.0.0 Kit £239.0.0 Kit (Less speaker).

LINEAR AMPLIFIER, Model SB-200. Covers 80-10m. 1200 W. P.E.P. input SSB—1000 W. C.W. Solid state power supply. 120 or 240v. A.C. £112.0.0 Kit £115.0.0 Kit

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST KILOWATT LINEAR. The Heathkit, model HA-14. 80-10m. Provides 1000 W. P.E.P. input power. Size only 3 1/2" x 12 1/2" x 10" deep. Weight 9lb. Power supply available. £55.5.0 Kit

To DAYSTROM Ltd., Dept. SW-4 Gloucester, England

Welcome to our London Heathkit Centre
In response to the request of many customers, we have opened a showroom and retail stores at 233 Tottenham Court Road. Tel. MUSEum 7349 WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL VISIT US THERE.

Free brochure describing the range of British and American Amateur Radio Gear available on request.

To: WANTED... Wireless News